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Nils William Olsson 
Of the many Swedish-Americans who have distinguished themselves in 
charting the story of the Swedes in America, there is one name, that stands out above 
the rest, namely that of Erik Norelius (1833-1916), who arrived in the United States 
as a poor immigrant student in 1850 and who ultimately rose to become the president 
of the Augustana Synod, serving the denomination at two separate times, 1874-1881 
and again 1899-1911. 
Erik Norelius was not only a prominent Lutheran clergyman and 
administrator. but he also led an early immigrant people in every phase of its 
spiritual, educational, cultural and social development. He thus helped to found 
Carver Academy in Minnesota in 1862, the forerunner of Gustavus Adolphus College 
in St.Peter, MN. He organized a children's home in Vasa. MN and served as editor of 
a number of secular and religious publications, notably Hemlandet 1859-1862; 
Minnesota-Posten 1857-1858 and Augustana. the official organ of the Augustana 
Synod. 
But it was in the field of history that his name probably will be 
remembered long after his other accomplishments are forgotten. In 1890 he published 
the first volume of his incomparable De svenska luterska forsamlingarnas och 
svenskames historia i Amerika. After a quarter of a century he published the second 
volume in 1915, the year before he died' 
Thanks to Dr. Conrad Bergendoff of Rock Island. IL we today have an 
English version of this very meaty and well-documented story of the Augustana 
Synod and the Swedish settlements in the United States. Published in 1984 by the 
Augustana Historical Society, Dr. Bergen doff has selected the most important 
chapters from the first volume, giving the book the title Swedish Settlements 
1845-1860. 2 
It is in this volume that we perceive Norelius' intense interest in the 
individual immigrant. He notes the names of the early arrivals in each settlement, 
the year of arrival in the U.S., and often their birth place in Sweden. These notations 
are a valuable source of information of the first wave of immigrants, particularly 
those who rui-ived in this country before the Civil War. 
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While Norelius has been appreciated as a church historian for a long time, 
it is not common knowledge that he also was deeply interested in family history, 
which obviously comes through in his historical writings. It is, however, in an 
obscure volume, which he wrote to mark the fiftieth anniversary of the Swedish 
Lutheran Church in the Vasa settlement in Goodhue County, MN in 1905, entitled 
Vasa lllustrara 3 that he demonstrates his intense interest in genealogy and its place in 
social history. 
Vasa lllustrata is a unique volume, of which the first section contains a 
total of 182 pages of illustrations of the early Swedish settlers in Vasa. The second 
section is a brief history of the Vasa settlement, but in this story, Norelius has 
included a special chapter, which he calls ''The People and the Families of Vasa" (pp. 
223-241). He prefaces this chapter with the following introduction, which is herewith 
reproduced, in an English translation: 
"Interesting as it is to describe the general history of Vasa, it is certain that 
the people and the families of Vasa constitute the most interesting aspect of the 
area ' s history . Many photographs of former and present-day Vasa citizens have 
been collected and presented in this volume. Even if some of the old portraits are 
of poor quality, and sometimes do not look like the people they are supposed to 
represent. one can nevertheless become acquainted with the facial features of the 
old pioneers and it is quite interesting to compare the facial characteristics with 
those of their descendants living today. 
Since space will not allow me to write biographies of every individual, even 
though I should make them brief, except in a few instances and for obvious reaso ns, I 
have decided that the best purpose would be served by gathering all these individuals 
into family groups. In our rural settlements these family groups are easier to recognize 
than in the cities. The remarkable thing to note is how long-lived they are . Many 
persons are rather indifferent to the registration of these families, and some are even 
opposed to the idea, saying that they believe that it is undemocratic to evince interest 
in one's genealogy. This is erroneous, since families, as well as nations have a purpose 
for their existence. The genealogical tables in the Holy Bible may seem dull and 
uninteresting, but how important are they not for all of us. Even here in democratic 
America, where no orders of nobility are recognized, people are beginning, more and 
more, to pay attention to their background and their genealogies. The Swedish 
descendants are going to do the same thing, and I do not doubt for a moment, if the 
world remains, that those people who in the future will descend from the people of Vasa, 
will be very thankful for the material I am presenting here in dealing with the 
families of Vasa." ' 
So much for Norelius' introduction and his vision of the future given 
almost a century ago. In the list of Vasa families which Norelius presents, I have 






















Swedish Settlement in Vasa,Mn 
chronological order, as they arrived in Vasa. I have, however, taken the liberty of 
editing the material. shortening it occasionally from the original version. but 
including all the pertinent material in order to show the family ties and the 
genealogical connections 5 
The Nymo Clan 
This family came from Nymo, a parish in Kristianstad Ian, annexed tothe 
parish of Fjalkinge. The best known of this family in America and here in Vasa. and 
now residing in Red Wing, MN, is Sven Olsson. 6 He, his father Ola Nilsson 
and grandfather, Nils Nilsson, were all born in Nymo, but Ola Nilsson moved to 
Trolle-Ljungby Parish (Krist.), where he died at a croft named Vejle. Sven Olsson's 
mother. Kerstin Svensdotter, born in Trolle-Ljungby, lived until March 1905 and 
became 98 years old. This clan also includes Pehr 0. Olsson, 7 now deceased, a 
brother of Sven Olsson. His children were Nils, Olof, Mathilda, Sven Alfred, Esther 
and grandchildren. Additionally there was a sister, Margareta Olsdotter. married 
to Ola Andersson, both now dead. Their children - Karna, Anders, Martha, Carl, 
Ola and Johanna, were all born in Kiaby Parish (Krist.), while the youngest - Nils 
Alex and Selma, were born in Vasa. 
This family also includes Eric Pehrsson in Cannon Falls, MN and his 
children - Jons Pehrsson and Per Truedsson and their children in the Spring 
Creek rote or ward; as well as Sven Johnsson 's wife, Pernilla Pehrsdotter in the 
Church rote. 
Sven Olsson came to America and to Vasa 1855 in the company of his first 
wife, Karna Andersdotter, and his daughter Martha. The family expanded with the 
births of Elna, Anders and Olof. His second wife was Anna Brita Berndtsdotter of the 
Sunvara clan from Halland. In this ma.iTiage there were ten children, of which 
some have died. Of his fourteen living children, seven are now living in Minnesota 
and seven in Idaho and Washington. At the time his mother died, she had 107 
descendants, of which 80 resided in the U.S. 
Frenne-Thorsson Clan 
This family is represented in America and in Vasa by Trued Gra.i1Ville 
Pea.i·son, his children and his siblings. Pearson was born in Stoby Parish (Krist.) 1 
July 1827 and arrived in the U.S 1851 and to Vasa in November 1855. The first few 
years he spent in Knoxville and Galesburg, both in Illinois, where the Americans 
gave him the name of Granville. which name the family adopted. On 6 Ma.i·ch 1854 
he mmTied Hanna M~nsson, born in bnnestad Parish (Krist.) 27 May 1837, who 
arrived in the U.S. 1852. They have had seven children of which two have died. 
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Those still alive are - Clara Rosamunda, who married Henry Miller of Milwaukee, 
Agnes Elizabeth , who married J. Ekblad of Lindsborg, KS, Wilhelm Anton , 
professor at Yale University, Hanna Delina. who married J. Andersson of Lindsborg, 
KS and Esther Evangelina. Granville Pearson has a brother in the U.S. , Ola P. 
Pearson. and a sister. Mrs. Agnes Charlson. 
Granville Pearson's genealogy is as follows: his father was Pehr Olsson, 
born in Stoby Parish 1771 and died 1847. His paternal grandfather was Ola Paulsson 
and his great grandfather was Paul Nilsson, both born in Stoby. His mother was 
Karna Truedsdotter from Ignaberga Parish (Krist.) . His maternal grandfather was 
Trued Andersson from Ballingslov in Stoby Parish. His maternal grandmother was 
Bengta Frennesdotter, whose father, Frenne Thorsson was a member of the Swedish 
Parliament in the reign of Fredrik I. Other members on the Karna Truedsdotter's side 
are the present member of the Swedish Parliament, Ola Bosson Olsson, and the dean 
of Bedinge Parish (Malm.). Tmed Bosson. 
Bengt Anders Clan 
This family group. which is represented in Vasa by Bengt Andersson8 
in the SkAne rote , who died in 1904, and was born in Trolle-Ljungby Parish (Krist). 
3 Nov. 1829. His father was Anders Bengtsson, probably born in the same parish. 
His mother was Ingeborg Gabrielsdotter from Smi'tland, but it is not known from 
which parish. His sister was named Nilla, married to Anders Jeppsson. His wife was 
Elna Larsdotter, born in Fjalkestad Parish (Krist.) 1825 and died in Vasa 1899. They 
were married in Sweden and arrived in the U.S and Vasa 1855. They had the 
following children - , 
Ingrid, married Pehr Waldemar Petersson from Fjalkestad, whlo on his \ 
mother's side, was related to Ingrid 's mother. 
Bengta, married Per Gustaf Andersson, born in Dalhem Parish (Alvs.). 
Alfred, died 1900, married Anna Brita Back from Varo Parish (Hall.) . 
They had children. I 
l 
Anna, married Sven Ackerson of the Farlov Clan. l 
Esther, mw.Tied John B. Back, born in Varo Pw.-ish. 
Mattsson Clan 
' 
Hans Mattson, the well-known colonel, and the founder of the Vasa 
settlement, was born in bnnestad Parish 23 Dec. 1832, the son of Matts Mattsson 
and his wife Ilgena (Elna) Lw.·sdotter. He died 5 Mw.·ch 1893. He was mW.Tied to Kersti 





Swedish Settlement in Vasa,MN 
According to Hans Mattsson, the place in Sweden, where his family had its 
origin was Ivo Parish (Krist.) , but later the family established itself in Fjalkinge 
Parish, where the original farm was occupied by Lars Hansson and his wife in 1868, 
parents of the clergyman in Trolle-Ljungby, N. Fjellander, Another son of Lars 
Hansson was Hans Larsson, who died in 1869, just as he was about to emigrate. His 
family did leave Sweden and settled in Kandiyohi Co., MN. Matts Mattsson, Hans' 
father, after having farmed in Onnestad for several years, emigrated to the United 
States 1852 with his son Lars. These people are all dead now, but have many 
descendants, both here in America and in Sweden. 
Several branches of the family may be found in Minnesota. Among these 
are Pehr Mattsson from Oppmanna Parish (Krist.) and his wife, Sissa Mattsdotter 
from Vilnga Parish (Krist.). He was born 1816 and she 1817. Both arrived in the U.S. 
1854 and settled in Chisago Co.,MN. They moved to Vasa 1863. Both are now dead 
and the children are scattered in many directions. Only one branch of the family is left 
in Vasa - Mrs. Sissa Lindquist, born in Oppmanna 1838, who a1Tived in this country 
with her parents and then ma1Tied Truls Lindquist, born in Orkened Parish (Krist.) 
1829 and arrived in the U.S. 1852. Their children are - Cecilia, Theodore, Anna, 
Clara and Tina Bernhardina. Of these only Theodore and Clara presently live in Vasa. 
Other branches of the family are Masse, a soldier living in Ashland,WI; 
Karna or Kersti, mmTied to Nils Petersson, a charter member of the Vasa church, who 
now lives in Hallock MN; Anna (Mrs. P.T. Lindholm), now married to U.W. 
Jenkins, residing in Alberta, Canada and Carl, who lives in Colorado. Another 
daughter of Pehr Mattsson is Mrs. Axel Youngren of River Falls, WI. 
More distant members of the Mattsson clan are the brothers Ola Mattsson 
and Matts Mattsson, both of whom have. lived in Vasa. The first of these moved to 
Kandiyohi Co., MN many years ago. Most of them are now dead. The latter moved 
to New Rockford, ND and has many descendants. Nils Mattsson and siblings in Eddy 
Co., ND as well as Mrs. Frank Eriksson of Goodhue Co., MN are also members of 
this family group. 
Ryda Clan 
Erik Andersson9 from SmAland, born in Vastra Ryd Parish (Og.) 1831, 
belongs to this family. He arrived in the U.S. 1850 and lived for a while in 
Jamestown, NY, before moving to Vasa in 1855. He married in Jamestown Helena 
Lovisa Petersdotter, born in Lonneberga Pm·ish (Ka.Im .) 1825, who arrived in 
America already in 1848. Their two oldest children - Martha and Oscar D., were 
born in Jamestown, whereas the others - Frans ldoff, Lovisa, Emma, Esther, 
Theodore and Minnie were born in Vasa. None of the children now live in Vasa, 
except Martha, who is married to Gustaf Larson, who belongs to the 
Mjalldrunga Clan. Lovisa, Esther and Minnie are now dead, but Oscar is an 
attorney in Red Wing, MN and the others m·e scattered about. 
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The Sundell family residing in the Smftland rote as well as in Red Wing 
belong to this clan, but it has not been possible to research this group. 
The Westersson Group 
In 1854 three brothers emigrated from lvetofta Parish (Krist.) with the 
name Westersson - namely Nils, Lars and Anders. They all settled in Vasa. 
Nils,'0 born 1819, married Sissa Jacobsdotter. born in VAnga Parish 
1816. Both died in Vasa 1905. Of their children, three were born in VAnga - Per, 
Johan and Annette. The others - Svante Wilhelm, Edwin and Selma. were born in 
Vasa. Per, Johan and Edwin reside in Vasa. 
Lars, 11 born 1821, married Bengta Nilsdotter, born in Kalina Parish 
(Krist.) 1829. Both are now dead. They had many children, most of them now 
deceased. Their oldest son, August, lives in Welch, lvlN and a daughter lives in 
Cannon Falls. Oddly enough, both of these persons are Catholics, doubtless due to 
the influence of their marriages. 
Anders, 12 born 1824, married Anna Robertson, born 1846, and a member 
of the Katslosa Clan. Of their children. August Wilhelm teaches high school in 
Minneapolis; the others are Oscar Anton, Hanna Maria, Agnes and Alice. The old 
couple still resides in the Whitestone rote. 
P.T.Lindholm and his children belong to this family. After having taught at 
Gustavus Adolphus College and later at Bethany College in Lindsborg.KS, Lindholm 
was elected county treasurer of McPherson, KS. He died in McPherson and is bw'.ied 
in Lindsborg, 
The Karlskoga Family 
This family goes back to the chartering of the parish in 1854, 
with the arrival of Carl Carlsson13 and his wife Lovisa Petersdotter from Karlskoga 
Parish (Ore.) Doubtless they had large families in their native Karlskoga, but I 
have been unable to trace their genealogical lines. Prof 0. Olsson is said to have 
been related to Mrs. Carlsson, but I do not know how. Two of the sons are dead. 
However, one son is alive but has lived for many years in an asylum. 
Mrs. Anna Bellin," a sister of Carl Carlsson, and married to A.E.Bellin." 
a coppersmith from Sweden, belongs to this family group. Bellin died in an 
accident on the road from Red Wing. The widow was born in Karlskoga 1816 and 
arrived in America 1857. She moved to Red Wing after the death of her husband 
together with her sons Carl Philip, Gustaf Erik and Nils August. Mrs. Bellin died 









Swedish Settlement in Vasa,MN 
The Vanneberga Clan 
This family group takes its name from the village of Vanneberga in 
Trolle-Ljungby Parish. The ancestor of the American branch was Lars Pehrsson 
known as Lasse Pehrsson, 16 born 1797. His wife, Karna Pehrsdotter, was born 
1801. They aiTived in the United States and to Vasa 1856 and settled in the Skflne 
rote. Lasse lived until 1883, when he died at the age of 86 years, six months and 
eleven days. His wife died in 1885 at the age of 85. Their children were: 
Ni I la, born in Vanneberga 1824 and mmTied to Swen Swensson, 11 born in 
the same village 1821. They came to America 1855. Both are now dead but left six 
children, all scattered far and wide - Km·na, Bengta, Sven, Anna, Henry and Emelia. 
Henry still resides in Vasa. 
0 I u, born in Vanneberga 1827, man-ied Lars Jonsson 18 , born in the same 
parish 1822. They aiTived in 1856 and m·e both dead. Their children, all born in 
Vasa, were - Anna, Caffie and Johan. Olof still has the family farm. 
Pehr Larsson,19 born in Vanneberga 1831, arrived with his parents in 
1856. He mm-ried Ingeborg Johnsson from Uhrland in Norway. They still reside in the 
Smfiland rote. 
Ola Larsson. ,20 also born in Vanneberga 1834, arrived in America 1855. 
He resided in Princeton,IL until 1861, when he enrolled in the Union Army, serving 
the entire war. After Gen. Sherman's capture of Atlanta, GA, he came to Vasa, where 
he manied Hannah Nelson in 1866. She was the daughter of Abraham Nelson. They 
had the following children - Edward, Arthur, Nancy, Willie, Selma and Frank. The 
wife is now deceased. 
Karna affived with her pai-ents from Sweden, maiTied Gissel Mflrtensson 
of Red Wing and died at an early age. 
Bengta, born in Vanneberga 1839, IDTived in America with her family 
1856 and married Lm·s Mattsson.21 The couple moved to the Red River Valley. about 
ten miles from Hallock,MN. Both are now dead, Their children are - Hilma, Henry, 
Arthm and possibly others. 
Mrs. Matthes Petersson, nee Elna Pehrsdotter, born in Vanneberga 1833, 
also belongs to this family. She aiTived in this country 1855, mm-ried in Red Wing 
1860 Matthes Pehrsson from Nymo Pm-ish (Krist.). He served in the Civil War and is 
now dead. The widow still resides in Cannon Falls. Their son Peter is now deceased. 
The three daughters were - Emma, maiTied to N.C. Andersson from Malmohus Ian; 
Betsy Kate and Hilma Amanda. 
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The Algutsboda Family 
The oldest member of this family, Mrs. Gustaf Carlsson came to the U.S. 
1854. She was born in Algutsboda Parish (Kron.) 1822 and was married to Gustaf 
Carlsson,22 born in Ekeberga Parish (Kron.) 1818. His father, Carl Magnusson, 
was born in the same parish 1781 and died there 1826. Gustaf Carlsson settled in 
Algutsboda, however, and that is the reason we shall name his family after that 
parish. Carlsson settled in the Smfiland rote, but later moved to Red Wing, where 
his widow is still residing at the age of 83. 
Their children were - Frans August, born 1843, a soldier in the Civil War; 
Alfred, born 1845; Aron, born 1850, all in Algutsboda. The other children, born in 
America, were - Carl Hanis, Johan Ludvig, Nancy and Nannie. Aron lives in 
Featherstone, Goodhue Co. , with his wife Stina Cajsa Ernberg, with whom he has 
six children and several grandchildren. The other siblings live in Red Wing and 
other places with their families. 
Another member of this family is Samuel Johnsson, brother of Mrs. 
Gustaf Carlsson. He was born in Algutsboda 1825, manied Stina Lisa Petersdotter 
and has with her nine children, of which most now are deceased. The family moved 
to Mist{?}, OR 1888. The husband is now dead. 
The Tubbamala Clan 
According to reports, this family is considerably reduced in Sweden, 
whereas it is quite large in the United States, particularly in Vasa, St.Peter and 
other places in this state. In this country it could also be named the Turner 
Clan, but the Tubbamfila name is more inclusive. The family originates in the 
parishes of Bladinge and Vislanda in the county of Kronoberg, viitually at the very 
center of Smfiland. Vislanda reminds us of old man Wiesel , of Samuel Odman, of 
SpAnhult and Pehr Wieselgren. 
In 1853 Sven Johannesson ,23 23 years old, emigrated to the U.S . from 
TubbamAla in Vislanda Parish. He remained in Geneva, IL until 1856, when he 
arrived that spring in Vasa. In Illinois he had assumed the name of Turner, 
understandably enough, inasmuch as it was quite difficult to sort out all of the 
Johnssons who had arrived from Sweden. In Geneva he had also married Elin 
Carlsson from Rydaholm Parish (Jon.). He settled on Sec. 24 in Vasa, where all of 
his neighbors were from TubbamAla. 
Ten years later, or in 1863, two older brothers, Samue12• and Olof,25 also 
emigrated with their families and came to Vasa 1866. They were followed by a 
sister, Catharina Johannesdotter, married to Jon Pehrsson 26 from Vislanda. All of 
















Swedish Settlement in Vasa,MN 
Peter stayed in Sweden and is now deceased, but ten of his children came 
to America and reside in St.Peter, St.Paul, Iv1N, as well as other places. 
Martha is represented in Vasa by her daughter, Mrs. M.Hyllengren and 
her children. 
Samuel, born 1819, together with his wife, Stina Petersdotter, born in 
Skatelov Parish (Kron.) 1818, now constitute the oldest couple living here in 
Vasa. Their children are - Ingrid, married to O.N. Olsson from Trolle-Ljungby 
Parish; Signild, married to Frans August Carlsson of Red Wing and Anna, married 
to Hi'lkan Lundell from Harlunda Parish (Kron.). They reside here in the Smaland 
rote. Eva is manied to P. Johan Lundquist from Skatelov, a sheriff, and Martha, 
now living in Welch, Iv1N with her son Johannes, who operates the family farm. 
Olof Turner, born 1825, now a widower, resides with his daughter and 
son-in-law, Ingrid and P.N. Quist. Other children are - Stina, now dead; his 
daughter's son, Carl !doff, marTied to Mary Krantz of Goodhue Co., Iv1N and Johan 
Magnus, now residing in St.Peter, Iv1N. 
Catharina, now Mrs. John Pehrssson, was born 1821, marTied to Jon 
Pehrsson of Vislanda. Both are now dead. Their children ar·e - Sven, mar-ried to 
Sigrid Kullberg; Aron, manied to Emma Andersson; Anders Johar1, Gumme and 
Ingegerd - all manied arid residing in the area of the parish. 
Sven Turner is the youngest of the clan and together with his wife 
Elin, represent the ear·ly pioneers of Vasa. They had a total of 13 children, all born 
in Vasa. Many of these are now deceased, but Ida, born 1856, is now Mrs. 
Thorsen, residing in St .Paul and the youngest, Julia Aurora, born 1877. Wilhelm 
Leonard, born 1872, married Maria Josefina Lundquist, is the only one of the 
children, who still remains in Vasa. Of the remaining children, still living, most of 
them have moved to the State of Washington. 
Another member of the family is Olof Mansson Turnblad,21 born in 
Vislar1da 1811 and his wife, Ingrid M~nsdotter, born in the same parish 1816. They 
arrived in America 1868 and came from Ryssby Parish (Kron.). They are now all 
gone, Olof in 1889 and Ingrid in 1888. They had two sons - Magnus and Sven 
Johan. The latter became the well-known publisher of Svenska Amerikanska 
Posten in Minneapolis. He was born in Tubbam~la 7 Oct. 1860 and died in 
Minneapolis 1933. Sven Johan's brother, Magnus, was born in Tubbam~la 28 Jan. 
1858 and followed his brother to Minneapolis, where he became editor of his 
brother's newspaper. 
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In a previous marriage Olof Mi\nsson Turnblad had a son, Peter Olsson 
Tm11blad28 as well as a daughter, Ingrid Olofsdotter, married to J.M. Hyllengren.29 
Others in this family are Magnus Jonsson Turnquist3° and his wife, Stina 
Svensdotter. They arrived in America 1869 from Vislanda, but were born in Vastra 
Torsi\s Parish (Kron.), he in 1828, she in 1823. Both are now deceased. Their children 
still living in Vasa are - Blenda, married to J .A. Petersson from Flis by Parish (Jon.) 
with three children and Carrie Turnquist, who still remains in the old family home. 
These sisters are both born in Vislanda. Peter Olsson, their half-brother in their 
mother's first marriage, also belongs to this group. 
Furthermore, another member of this clan is Jonas Gustaf Ryden. He was 
born in Ryssby 1845 and his wife, Anna Catharina Olofsdotter, was born in Vislanda 
1846. The Ekblad 3' family in Spring Creek, Goodhue Co., also belongs to this 
family group. 
The Farlov Family 
This family is represented by Nils P. Ofelt,3' born in the village of Aby in 
Farlov Parish (Krist.) , who emigrated to America 1852. His father, Per Nilsson, 
was born in Farlov, but his paternal grandfather, Nils Nilsson, came from Gard 
Hundred in the county of Kristianstad. His mother, Kersti Jonsdotter, also was born 
in Aby. 
Nils P .Ofelt's wife was Pernilla Mi\nsson, born in Farlov 1846 and arrived 
in the United States with her parents, Ola Mi\nsson and Bengta Eskilsdotter in 1857. 
Their children , who are still living, are - Clara, married in Spokane.WA; Emma, 
Nathan, postmaster in Vasa; Alma, Hilda Paulina, David and Garfield. 
Ola Mi\nsson33 and his family first settled in Meeker Co.,MN but in 1862 
the Sioux Indians drove them out and they resettled in Vasa. The old folks are gone 
and of the nine children, in addition to Mrs. N.P. Ofelt, the following are residing in 
Vasa - Nils, Anna, Christina and Mathilda. 
Other members of this family are - J.P. Ofelt, a brother of N.P. Ofelt, 
mentioned earlier as well as Sven Ackerson, his children and his brothers. His father 
was Ake Sonesson, who was born 1816 and the mother was Elna Persdottei: The 
paternal grandfather Per Persson , died in Sweden 1860 at the age of 77. The original 
fann in Sweden was the Halla farm in Ullstorp, 6nnestad Parish (Krist.) . 
The Sunvara Clan 
This family has its origin in Varo Parish (Hall.), from which area many 
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is Carl Johansson, born in the village of Sunvara in Varo Parish 1816, but later 
moved to to Bua, also in Varo, where he in 1836 maiTied I. Christensson. In 1854 
he emigrated to Ame1ica with his family and after a short stay in Chicago and La 
Crosse,WI, aiTived here in Vasa 1856. He served as postmaster in Vasa 1864-1866. 
In his later years he and his wife moved to Bancroft, IA, where they died. Most of 
the children are now gone. The oldest daughter, Anna Christina, born in Bua, Varo 
1837 and maiTied to Anders M~nsson from the same paiish, left many descendailts, 
many of whom live in Minnesota, North Dakota and the State of Washington 
Anders Mflnsson, mentioned above, was killed by a kick from a horse, 
forcing thy widow, Anna Christina, to bring up her family alone. She maiTied for 
the second time Per Persson of the Tosteberga Clan and now resides in Vasa. 
Except for a few nieces and nephews living in Iowa and elsewhere, other members 
of this fainily are Berndt Christenssson and his descendants, Andrew Cai·lsson from 
Varo with family and others. 
The Karda Family 
Bengt Nilsson'• was born in Karda Parish (Jon.) 18 Jan. 1798. We know 
practically nothing concerning his parents. Bengt was the youngest of four 
siblings. A sister, Stina, was maiTied to a man named Bengt from Sodratorp (?) and 
were the parents of Gustaf Bengtsson in Vasa and Mrs. Gustaf Johnsson of Red 
Wing. In 1829 he married Martha Stina Pettersdotter, born in Karda, the daughter 
of Per Jonsson and his wife. The latter's maternal grandfather was known as 
"Lasare-Bengt" because he knew his Holy Bible by heart. Martha's sister Brita 
became the mother of the Molin families who reside in Cannon Falls,MN. Bengt 
Nilsson and his wife settled in a place called Bjorsgflrd in Karda, where their five 
children were born - Anders, Gustava, Inga Christina, Salomon and Charlotta. In 
1854 the family emigrated, going first to St. Charles,IL, but two years later came 
to Vasa. Here the family resided, Anders dying young, Gustava marrying 
P.O.Tilderquist," born in Sodra Romm Pai·ish (Malm.). Both of these are now dead. 
Inga Christina, the daughter, was married to Carl Berggren from Granna and this 
couple still resides in this general area. The daughter Charlotta married 
G.D.Johnsson and Salomon married Kate Engberg of the Vendlas Clan. 
Salomon became known as "the Good Samaritan" losing his life in a drowning 
accident, trying to save E.C. Hedberg 6 July 1888 in Belle Creek. He left a widow 
and four children. This family has many descendants through the Tilderquists, the 
Berggrens and the Johnssons. 
The Brunstorp Clan 
This family gruop takes its name from Lars Brun, 36 a soldier in the 
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Royal Swedish Alvsborg Regiment, who resided in a soldier's croft named 
Brunstorp in Hallstad Parish (Alvs.).Here the following sons were bor - Johan 
Lid . Jonas Gull .3' Sven Tim, Anders Larsson.'8 Lars Freon 3 9 and 
Carl Larsson. The family moved to Sodra Ying Parish (Alvs.) fairly early, 
where they resided in a croft on the estate of Saby. Four of the sons became 
soldiers - Lid, Gull, Tim and Frenn. Lid remained in Sweden, while the remainder 
emigrated to the U.S. Tim and Frenn aITived in the U.S. 1852, staying firs t in 
St.Charles and Geneva, IL. Tim remained there with his wife until both of them 
died. His children, grandchildren and great grandchildren can be found in this area. 
farther northwest as well as in Illinois. Tim probably received his surname from 
the parish of Timmele, next door to Sodra Ving. Frenn 's surname probably was 
adopted from the village of Frennarp in Timmele. Frenn ' s wife was Stina 
Svensdotter, who came from Liared Parish (Alvs.) and their children, all born in 
Timmele were - Per Johan'0 Anders Joseph4 ' and Carl August. The family moved 
to Vasa from Geneva, IL 1864 and settled in the township of Featherstone in 
Goodhue Co. The old folks are gone. Per Johan married Christina Maria 
Carlsdotter, born in Tuna Parish (Kahn.). They have many descendants. 
Carl August Frenn, the youngest of the sons, married Mary Tunberg from 
Tuna Parish (Kahn.). Of their children Evald is now deceased. 
Anders Joseph Frenn married Sofia Johnsson from Jonsered in Lerum 
Parish (Alvs.) and the couple now resides in Red Wing. 
Jonas Gull, the oldest of the soldier sons. was born in Hallstad Parish 
1805 and was married to Annika Andersdotter from Sodra Ving Parish. He m'rived in 
the U.S. , 1866 with part of his family, settling in Goodhue Co. Their children were 
- Svante, now deceased; Johan Levin and Claes August, all mmTied with families. 
The daughters who remain in Goodhue Co. are - Mrs. John Erickson, a widow; Mrs. 
Nils Swensson, a widow and Mrs. Peter Johnsson, married to Peter Johnsson from 
Algutsboda Parish (Kron.). The senior Gulls are gone, but half of the Goodhue 
Pm·ish m·e descendants of his. 
Anders Larsson, a brother, was born 1813 and came to America 1852, 
settling at first in Red Wing, MN, later moving to Spring Creek Township in 
Goodhue Co., where both he and his wife died. Mrs. Erik Johnsson and her children 
represent this branch of this huge clan. 
Carl Larsson , another brother, and a half-brother of Anders Larsson, 
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The Tannas Family 
This family originates in Tannas Parish (Jamt.) and is represented by three 
families who came to Vasa. Erik Jonasson 42 was born in Storsjo Parish (Jamt.) 
1819: Jons Zakrisson•3 was born in Tannas in 1815, where Olof Hansson also was 
born. All are related to each other by marriage. Mrs. Jonasson and Mrs. Zakrisson 
were sisters and Mrs. Hansson was their cousin, all from Tannas. The two sisters' 
father was Pehr Olsson, 44 born in 1793 and his wife, Golin Jonsdotter, also born 
in Tannas 1794. They arrived in America 1857. All are now gone, except Maret 
Pehrsdotter, Erik Jonasson's widow. But there are a number of descendants living in 
Vasa today. 
Related to the above persons were several who came from Rede Parish (Jamt.), 
particularly those who emigrated from the Funas Valley in Tannas. Among these is 
Jon M.'.'lnsson,45 born 1801, and his wife, Britta Jansdotter, born in LAngA, Rede 
Parish 1804. He died in 1879 and she in 1901, reaching the age of 97, the oldest 
person to have died in Vasa. This family is represented by the sons, Jon MAnsson, 
Jr., and his children - Mans MAnsson and his children; the daughters - Mrs. 
Hagman•• and Mrs. Abraham Petersson, their children and their grandchildren. 
Others belonging to this clan are Olof and Jonas Falin, etc. 
The Bosgard Family 
The most famous person in this family group is the Honorable John W. 
Petersson:' The family is so named since all of Petersson's ancestors came from 
Bosgfu:d in the village of Stojby, GArdsby Parish (Kron.). From here descendants have 
scattered to other parishes as well as to the United States. The earliest of Petersson' s 
known ancestors was Pehr Jaensson, born 1709. His son was Jaen Pehrsson, born 
1772. His son in turn was Peter Johansson, born in LAngAgarden 1806. His son was 
John W. Petersson, born in Hackstorp, also in the same parish 1838. His son Arthur 
was born in Vasa 1871. 
When John W. Petersson was five years old. the family moved to Prasttorp 
in Ojaby Parish (Kron.) and resided there until 1856 when they moved to the United 
States. His mother, Anna Lisa Petersson, was born in Sodra Sandsjo Parish (Kron.) 
1809, and died in Vasa 1885 at the age of 75. Her husband, Peter Johansson, 48 died in 
1896, almost 90 years old. When the family arrived from Sweden, they settled first in 
Chisago County, but after the Civil War, in which John W. Petersson served in the 
Minnesota Sixth Infantry, he bought a farm in Vasa and married there in 1868 Karin 
Ersdotter, daughter of Erik Jonasson of the Tannas Clan. They had the following 
children - Mary Elizabeth, mruTied to Wilhelm Tilderquist of Duluth, MN; Arthur 
Wilhelm, residing in Vasa; Edith Amalia, also resident of Vasa; Almer George, a 
dentist in Duluth and Emelia Josefina, remaining in the family home in Vasa. 
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John W. Petersson served in the Minnesota Senate on two occasions -
1873-1874 and 1891-1893. He also served in the House in 1885. 
His sisters were - Sara Magnusson, now deceased; Maria HAkansson, a 
widow and Anna Sofia Larsson, manied to Andrew Larsson. 
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The Boren family in Stillwater, l\1N also belongs to this clan. 
The Holm Family 
This family had its origin in Saby Parish (Jon.). The father, Gustaf 
Hohn,49 was born 1814 and his wife, Hedda Charlotta Andersson, born 1823, 
arrived with some of their children 1868, since a few of them had arrived the 
previous year. In addition to the old couple, the family consisted of August 
Wilhelm , married to Johanna Johnsson, also from Saby, both now deceased. Other 
children were - Frans Johan Filemon Holm , widower; Oscar Fredrik Holm, '0 
married in Vasa to Karna Andersson of the Nymo Clan; Carl G . Holm , 
unmarried; Anton Holm , married and residing in the State of Oregon ; Emma 
Christina Holm and the son Otto Holm, who together with his parents died in the 
storm of 1879. 
The Mjalldrunga Family 
This family originates with Lars Jonsson, married to Annika 
Andersdotter, and the owner of a farm named Torp in Mjalldrunga Parish (Alvs.). 
Their youngest son. Johannes Larsson," born in Torp 24 Sept. 1806, married 
Cajsa Jonasdotter, born in Tokarp in the same parish 1807. Her parents were Jonas 
Carlsson and Anna Maria Eliasdotter. Johannes Larsson' s children, all born in Torp 
were - Jonas Larsson. born 1829, Anders, born 1843, Gustaf', born 1849, 
Johanna, born 1835 and Maria, born 1838. The family arrived in America 1860 
and settled first in Afton,l\1N. In the spring of 1867 they moved to Vasa, settling in 
the Gata rote. The old folks died, she in 1884, almost 77 years old and he in 1886, 
aged 79 years and six months. 
Maria was manied to Jons Holmgren'2 from Vinslov Parish (Krist.) , who 
died 1872 from an illness contracted in the Civil War. 
Anders married Anna Sofia Petersson ' 3 from Ojaby of the Bosgard 
Clan and their children are - Victor, Arvid and Martin. 
Gustaf' maiTied Maitha Andersson54 of the Ryda Family and their 
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Ernst Oscar. The family resides i'n Featherstone Township of Goodhue Co. 
Th_e Nyang Clan 
The person who represents this family in America is Carl Johan 
Petersson, residing in Gata rote in Featherstone Township. He arrived in 
America 1869 from Sodra Sandsjo Parish (Kron.), but was born in Tolvstorp , 
Hovmantorp Parish (Kron.) . His father was Peter Zakrisson, whose father in 
turn was known as "Josse in Mysinge", who moved to Gotland with his wife and 
seven children, leaving Zakris in Sm:'.l.land to carry on his family. Petersson is 
more proud of his mother's family . She was Catharina Jonasdotter from Ljuder 
Parish (Kron.) but her mother Elin in turn was from Nyang in Hovmantorp. Elin 
had a sister married to Peter Petersson, known as "Per in Nyang", a juryman in the 
county assizes. Per Holm, the schoolteacher in Linneryd Parish (Kron.) also 
belonged to this family. Petersson married 1854 Christina Petersdotter, a widow 
from Sodra Sandsjo, who in a previous marriage had had four children. His own 
children were - Johan August and Catharina Charlotta, both born in Sodra Sandsjo. 
The latter was married to Johan Gustaf Carlen from Brandstorp Parish (Skar.) and 
had with him no less than nine children. 
Others that belong to this clan are Frank Samuelsson's55 
children, among them Oscar Samuelsson, who resides in Vasa and Mrs. John Bodin 
and others in St.Paul, MN. Additionally there are also the children of John 
Peterson, 
The Lundberg Family 
Joseph A. Lundberg 56 represents this family in Vasa. He was born in 
Nennesmo, Reftele Parish (Jon.) 22 Dec. 1843. His father, Anders Larsson, born 
1810 and his grandfather, Lars Andersson, were born in the same village. Lundberg 
married Emma Christina Carlsdotter, born in Ekenas, Ryssby Parish (Kron.) 5 
Aplil 1852, the daughter of Carl Johan Andersson, born on the same farm 1811, as 
well as her grandfather, Anders Carlsson. 
The Lundbergs came to America 1871. Their children were - Ida Amanda, 
Carl Robert, Lorens Sigfrid and Florence Olivia, all born in Featherstone Township 
in Goodhue Co. 
The Grodby Clan 
Per Persson 57 in the Norrbotten rote here in Vasa hails from the 
village of Grodby in lvetofta Parish (Krist.), where he was born 22 Oct. 1831, the 
son of Per Akesson. His grandfather was Ake M:'.l.nsson, a farm owner in the village. 
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Per Persson's mother was Elsa Bengtsdotter, born near Backaskog in Kiaby Parish 
(Krist.), but her mother in turn came from Grodby. Per Persson maITied Elsa 
Nilsdotter in 1857 and their children, all born in Sweden, were - Per, Bonde and 
Bengta. The family moved to the U.S. in 1869, where an additional three children 
were bom - Ingrid, Anna Nelly mrl Carl Emil. Per Persson has five siblings -
Ake Persson, who lives in Sweden; Nils Persson, a half-brother,who resides in 
Hallock.MN and his half-sister, Per Nilsson's wife who resides in the Gota rote here 
in Vasa. 
rote. 
Others related to this family are the Ingemans, who reside in the Church 
The Cederholm Clan 
Samuel Cederhohn58 who resides in the Norrbotten rote in the 
Cannon Falls area was born on the estate of Loberbd in Hammarlunda Parish 
(Malm.) 1837. His father was Jons Olsson and his grandfather was Ola Andersson. 
In 1865 he emigrated to America, coming to Vasa, where he looked up his paternal 
uncle , Nils Olsson, who had come to the U.S. in 1853 and had married Karna 
Nilsdotter from Vinslov Parish (Krist.). Cederholm settled in Vasa, maITied Bengta 
Larsdotter, a niece of Nils Olsson. She is now dead but the couple had the 
following children - Carin Amanda, married to William Ash of St.Vincent, MN; 
Ulrika Eleonora and Ida Lovisa, both residing with their father. His uncle, Nils 
Olsson is now deceased, as is his wife. They had a daughter, Maria, who married 
Jons Persson from Oppmanna Parish (Krist.) . 
There aITe many more families which should be listed, but time and space 
do not allow it. There are for instance in the Norrbotten rote - the Youngberg,59 
Kullberg60 and Dadesjo• 1 families. In Vasterbotten rote we have the Prinka 
family, descended from Sven Larsson Prink from Emmislbv Parish (Krist.), who 
tlu·ough marriage is related to Otto and Ola Larsson of the Norrbotten rote as well 
as Nebraska. In the Sm1Hand rote we have the Hassleby Family, to which 
Anders P. Johnsson •2 from Hassleby Parish (Jon.) belongs. He arrived in America 
1848, after his brothers Fredrik, Carl and Otto had arrived here in 1844, settling in 
a valley near Sugar Grove, PA, which today carries the name of Chandlers Valley 
but originally was known as Hessle Valley. This family also includes Dr. L.A. 
Johnston ,63 Lutheran pastor in Moline, IL. Anders P. Johnsson died already toward 
the end of 1879, leaving a widow and six children. The son-in-law, Per Bodelsson6' 
from Ivetofta Parish. married to Hilma E. Johnsson, now has the old family farm. 
We should also mention a Kisa Family from Kisa Parish (Og.), 
representatives of which were in this country early. The Honorable J.A. Andersson 
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The families in Goodhue Co. should also be mentioned - C.J. Foss, 
P.G.Veber, J. Krantz, J. Erickson; Gull, N. Larson, Paul Nelson, Peter Johnson and 
others. Here is even a bit of the Vendlas Clan from Hassela Parish (Gavl.), whose 
genealogical lines go back to 1598. 
It is interesting to note that Norelius was quite aware of his own lineage, 
going back to Finnish stock as early as 1598 and it is tempting to think that when 
Norelius mentions the Vendlas Clan, he is referring to his own family pedigree. 
A check of the parish records of the Vasa Swedish Lutheran Church has 
turned up additional information on some of the persons mentioned by Norelius. 
This additional bit of information is contained in the foot notes below with 
references to VLC (Vasa Lutheran Church Records), microfilmed and available at the 
Swenson Swedish Immigration Research Center in Rock Island, IL. Other 
information has been gathered from various parish records on microfilm or 
microfiche available at the disllict archives in Sweden, abbreviated as follows: 
GLA - Goteborgs Landsarkiv; LLA - Lunds Landsarkiv; OLA - Ostersunds 
Landsarkiv; VLA- VadstenaLandsarkiv. The microfilmed Swedish parish records in 
the Family History Center in Salt Lake City have also been utilized. 
Notes 
'Erik Norelius, De svenska luterskaforsamlingarnas och svenskarnes historia i 
Amerika, I-II (Rock Island, IL 1890, 1915). 
2 Comad Bergendoff, ed., The Swedish Pioneer Swedish Settlements and Swedish 
Lutheran Churches in America 1845-1860 (Rock Island, IL 1984). 
3 Eric N orelius, Vasa Illustrata (Vasa, MN 1905). 
4 Ibid., pp. 223-224. 
5 I have consistently used the original Swedish form of spelling the patronymics 
with a double "s". In the U.S. the second "s" was invariably dropped by the 
immigrant. 
6 Sven Olsson, who arr. in the U.S. 1855, was b. in Nymo Parish (Krist.) 28 June 
1827 , the s. of Ola Nilsson and Kerstin Svensdotter. His second wife was Anna 
Brita Berndtsdotter, b. in Varo Parish (Hall.) in Dec. 1845, with whom he had the 
following children - Carolina, b. 23 Feb. 1864; Cherstin, b. 6 March 1866; Oscar 
Bernhard, b. 4 Nov. 1871 and Selma Beata, b. 31 March 1874. In his first marriage 
to Karna Andersdotter he had a dau. Martha, b. in Trolle-Ljungby Parish (Krist.) 9 
Nov. 1853. The rest of the children were b. in Vasa, as were the children in the 
second maniage - Elna, b. 6 Oct. 1857; Anders, b. 23 Feb. 1860 and Olof, b. 27 
Oct. 1861. - VLC. 
7 Per 0. Olsson arr. in the U.S. 1865 and was b. in Nymo 4 April 1830 and a 
brother of Sven Olsson (see note 6 above). He was m. to Kama Persdotter, b. in 
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Ivetofta Parish (Krist.) 15 Aug. 1835, the dau. of Per Nilsson in Grodby and Karna 
Jbnsdottec The four oldest children were b. in Vasa - Nils, b. 29 June 1866; Olof, 
b. 24 Jan. 1869; Mathilda, b. 19 June 1879 and Sven Afred, b. 17 Oct. 1871. -
VLC. 
8 Bengt Andersson arc in the U.S. 1855 and was b. in Trolle-Ljungby 3 Nov. 
1829, the s. of Anders Bengtsson and Ingeborg Gabrielsdotter. He was m. to Elna 
Larsdotter, b. in Fjalkestad Parish (Krist.) 23 Sept. 1825. Their childrren, b. in 
Vasa, were - Ingrid, b. 17 Oct. 1855; Bengta, b. 9 July 1859; Alfred, b. 11 March 
1861. Anna, b. 6 Oct. 1862; Nelly, b. 1 March 1864, and Esther, b. 21 Jan. 1868. 
Elna d. in Vasa 1899. - VLC. 
9 Erik Magnus Andersson, b. in Stora Gallarp, Vastra Ryd Parish (Og.) 23 Dec. 
1831, the s. of Anders Johansson and Anna Svensdotte1: He arr. in Boston aboard 
the Minona 2 July 1850. He was m. to Helena Lovisa Petersdottter, b. in Bockfall, 
Lonneberga Parish (Kahn.) 1 Oct. 1825, the dau. of Peter Petersson and Maja Lena 
Samuelsdotter. She arr. in New York 31 July 1848 aboard the Thracian. They had 
the following children - Martha Ellen, b. in Jamestown, NY 13 Jan. 1852; Oscar 
David, b. in Jamestown 27 Dec. 1854 and the rest of the children were b. in Vasa -
Frans !doff, b. 10 June 1857; Lovisa Mathilda, b. 14 Aug. 1859; Emma, b. 19 
Sept. 1861; Esther Josephina. b. 2 Sept. 1863 and Anders Johan Theodor, b. 26 
Feb. 1866. - VLC; Nils William Olsson, Swedish Passenger Arrivals in 
US.Ports 1820-1850 (except New York) (SPAexcNY)(Stockholm and St.Paul,MN 
1979). p. 38; Nils William Olsson, Swedish Passenger Arrivals in New York 
1820-1850 (SPANY) (Stockholm and Chicago 1967), pp. 153; 273. 
10 Nils Westersson, who arr. in the U.S. 1854, was b. in Ivetofta 13 May 1819, the 
s. of Truls Svensson, a crofter, and Anna Svensdotter. Hem. Sissa Jacobsdotter, b. 
in Vftnga Parish (Krist.) 14 Aug. 1816. - VLC. 
11 Lars Westersson also an: in the U.S. 1854. He was b. in Ivetofta 15 Sept. 1821, 
the brother of Nils (see note 10 above). He was m. to Bengta Nilsdotter, b. in 
Kalina Parish (Krist.) 8 Jan. 1828, the illegitimate dau. of Sissela Ekenberg. The 
oldest child, August, was b. in Bftstad 1 Oct. 1853. The remainder of the children 
were b. in Vasa - Emilia, b. 8 Feb. 1856; Carl Wilhelm, b. 26 Sept. 1857; Frank, 
b. 15 Nov. 1859; Beata Nathalia, b. 5 Jan. 1862; Philo Edward, b. 24 Feb. 1867; 
Edward Julius andEstherNelly, twins, b. 21 July 1869. - VLC; LLA. 
12 Anders Westersson arr. in 1854. He was b. in Ivetofta 30 Aug. 1824 and a brother 
of Nils (see note 10 above). He was m. to Anna Robertsson, b. in Katslosa Parish 
(Malm.) 6 April 1846. They had the following children, b. in Vasa - August 
Wilhelm, b. 13 Sept. 1863; Oscar Anton, b. 12 Aug. 1869; Fredrik Theodor, b. 5 
Feb. 1870. There were three additional daughters, Hanna Maria, Agnes and Alice -
VLC. 
13 Carl Carlsson arr. in 1854; b. in Karlskoga 28 April 1818, the s. of Carl Olsson 
and Sara Persdotter. Hem. Lovisa Petersdotter, b. in Karlskoga 29 Aug. 1821, the 
dau. of Petter Persson and Maria Henricsdotter. Their children, b. in Karlskoga, 
were - Carl Robert, b. 21 Nov. 1840; Olof Reinhold, b. 11 July 1842 and Peter 
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14 Anna Carlsdotter Bellin was b. in Bregfl.rden, Karlskoga 19 Nov. 1816, a sister of 
Carl Carlsson (see note 13 above). She had been m. to Anders Erik Bellin, a 
coppersmith, with whom she had the following children - Carl Filip, b. 17 April 
1845; Gustaf Eric, b. 30 Aug . 1848 and Nils August, b. 22 June 1850. - VLC; 
GLA . 
15 Anders Erik Bellin was b. in Orebro 13 July 1813, the s. of Nils Bellin, a city 
watchman, and Maiia Bengtsdotter. The family had emigr. in 1857, but the husband 
was already deceased when the widow and the three sons joined the church.- GLA. 
16 Lars Pehrsson an: in 1856. He was b. in Vanneberga, Trolle-Ljungby Pai-ish 
(Krist.) 16 June 1797. He was m. to Karna Pehrsdotter, b. in Trolle-Ljungby 4 
Aug. 1801. - VLC. 
'
7 Sven Svensson, who arr. in the U.S. 1855, was b. in Vanneberga, Trolle-
Ljungby 19 March 1821. He was m. to Nilla Larsdotler, b. in Trolle-Ljungby 27 
Nov. 1824 and a dau. of Lai-s Pehrsson (see note 16 above). Three children were b. 
in Ljungby - Karna, b. 7 Feb. 1849; Bengta, b. 12 June 1851 and Sven b. 14 
March 1854. Another three children were b. in Vasa - Anna, b. 25 July 1859; 
Hendrik, b. 24 Jan. 1864 and Emelia, b. 18 April, 1866. - V LC . 
18 Lars Jonsson arr. 1856. He was b. in bstra Ljungby Parish (Krist.) 12 Nov. 
1822 and m. Olu Larsdotter, b. in Vanneberga, Trolle-Ljungby 19 Jan. 1827, the 
dau. of Lars Pehrsson (see note 16 above). Their children, all b. in Vasa, were -
Olof, b. 12 July 1857; Anna, b. 3 Oct. 1860; Cary, b. 8 Dec. 1862 and Johan, b. 
16 Oct. 1867. - VLC .. 
19 Pehr Larsson arr. 1856 and was b. in Trolle-Ljungby 28 Nov. 1831, the s. of 
Lars Pehrsson (see note 16 above). He was m. to Ingeborg Johannesdatter, b. in 
Uhrland, Norway 1831. They had the following children, b. in Vasa - Mai·tha, b. 
25 Feb. 1867; Josephina, b. 27 July 1869 and Larens, b. 21 May 1873. - VLC. 
20 Ola W. Pehrsson, who ai.T. in the U.S. 1856, was b. in Trolle-Ljungby 3 May 
1834, the s. of Lai-s Pehrsson (see note 16 above). He was m. to Kai·na Nilsdotter, 
b·. in Trolle-Ljungby 30 Sept. 1833, the dau. of Nils Nilsson and Nilla Pehrsdotter. 
They had the following children, b. in Moline, IL - Sven, b. 18 Dec. 1858 and 
Nelly, b. 9 May 1861. Two children were b. in Vasa - Emma Cordina, b. 14 May 
1866 and Amanda, b. 27 July 1868. - VLC. 
21 Lai·s Mattsson arr. in the U.S . 1852 (birth data unknown). He was m. to Bengta 
Larsdotter, b. in Trolle-Ljungby 22 Jan. 1839, the dau. of Lai·s Pehrsson (see note 
16 above). They had the following children, b. in Vasa - Freddy Henry, b. 11 June 
1868 and Arthur Washington, b. 22 Feb. 1870. - VLC. 
22 Gustaf Carlsson, who arr. in the U.S. 1854, was b. in Ekeberga Parish (Kron.) 7 
June 1818, the s. of Cai·! Magnusson. He was m. to Lovisa Johansdotter, b. in 
Algutsboda Parish (Kron.) 1 Jan. 1822, the cl.au. of Johannes Nilsson and Mai·ia 
Gummesdottei: They had the following children, the oldest three b. in Algutsboda, 
the four youngest in Vasa - Frans August, b. 13 Aug. 1843; Alfred, b. 29 Mai·ch 
1845; Ar-on, b. 28 June 1850; Carl Harris, b. 18 April 1856; Johan Ludvig, b. 20 
May 1858; Nancy Amalia, b. 28 Sept. 1862 and Nannie, b. 2 Aug. 1865. - VLC; 
VLA . 
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23 Sven Johannesson Turner was b. in Vislanda Parish (Kron.) 5 Feb. 1830, the s. 
of Johannes Pehrsson and Ingegerd Svensdotter. He was m. to Elin Carlsdotter, b. 
in Rydaholm Parish (Jon.) 25 Nov. 1833 , the dau. of Carl Jonasson and Lena 
Arvidsdotter. They had the following children, all b. in Vasa - Ida, b. 4 July 1856; 
Maria Emelia, b. 1 Oct. 1858; Johannes, b. 19 Dec. 1859; Helena, b. 19 Nov. 
1861; Carl Albert, b. 1 Oct. 1863; Oscar and Julia, twins, b. 15 Sept. 1865; Oscar 
Otto Julius, b. 4 April 1867; Henry Edvard, b. 13 Aug. 1868; Theodor, b. 8 
Aug .. 1870; William .Bernhard, b. 19 June 1872 and Julius Elmer, b. 26 April 
1874. - VLC . 
24 Samuel Johannesson Turner arr. in the U.S. 1863. He was b. in Vislanda 8 Sept. 
1819, the s. of Johannes Persson and a brother of Sven Johannesson Turner (see 
note 23 above). He was m. to Stina Petersdotter, b. in Skatelov Parish (Kron.) 8 
June 1818, the dau. of Petter Jonsson and Eva Nilsdotter. They had the following 
children, the first two b. in Skatelbv, the next four in Vislanda - Ingrid, b. 4 Jan. 
1846; Signild, b. 19 Feb. 1848 ; Anna, b. 7 Oct. 1849; Eva, b. 9 Feb . 1852; 
Martha, b. 7 Aug. 1864 and Johannes, b. 24 Nov. 1856. - VLC. 
25 Olof Johannesson Turner an: in the U.S. 1863. He was b. in Vislanda 21 Feb. 
1825, the brother of Sven Johannesson Turner (see note 23 above). He was m. to 
Eva Magnusdotter, b. in Agunnaryd Parish (Kron .) 25 Aug. 1828, the dau. of 
Magnus Jacobsson and Elin Andersdotte1: The children were - Christina, b. in 
Agunnaryd 15 July 1850; Ingrid, b. in Ryssby Parish (Kron.) 1 Feb. 1853 and 
Johan Magnus, b. in Ryssby 7 March 1857. - VLC ; VLA. 
26 Jon Pehrsson, who arr. in the U.S. 1866, was b. in Vislanda 10 March 1818. He 
was m. to Catharina Johannesdotter, b. in Vislanda 25 Nov. 1821 and a sister of 
Sven Johannesson Turner (see note 23 above). They had the following children, all 
b. in Vislanda - Sven , b. 20 Aug. 1844; Aron. b. 17 Feb. 1850; Anders Johan. b. 
23 Nov. 1855; Gumme, b. 2 Dec. 1859 and Ingegerd, b . 29 Oct. 1863. - VLC; 
VLA. 
27 Olof Mfmsson Tumblad, who had arr. in 1868, was b. in Vislanda 22 Nov. 1811 
and was m. to Ingrid M~nsdotter, also b. in Vislanda 7 Aug. 1816. They had two 
sons, both b. in Vislanda - Magnus, b. 24 Jan . 1858 and Sven Johan. b . in 
Vislanda 7 Nov. 1860. Sven/Swan Johan Turnblad's magnificent residence in 
Minneapolis is today the home of The American Swedish Institute, located at 2600 
Park Avenue. - VLC. 
28 Peter Olsson Turnblad an: in the U.S. 1864. He was b. in Vislanda 1 June 1839 
and was m. to Catharina Jonsdotter, also b. in Vislanda 11 Jan. 1843. They had the 
following children, all b. in Vasa - Magni Alfred, b. 25 March 1866; Mathilda 
Emelie, b. 24 April 1869; Anna Sofia, b. 6 July 1871 and Johan Magnus Edward, 
b. 7 June 1873. - VLC . 
29 Johan MAnsson Hyllengren arr. in the U.S. 1869. He was b. in Vislanda 27 Aug. 
1839 and was m. to Kersti Olofsdotter, also b. in Vislanda 1 Sept. 1837. Their 
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7 April 1864; Adolf Justus, b. 13 Jan. 1870; Emilie Maria, b. 15 May 1872; 
MAns Peter Oscar, b. 10 Jan. 1874; Anna Mathilda, b. 2 March 1876; Hatty 
Amanda, b. 1 Aug. 1878 and Emil Hjalmar, b. 1 June 1882. - VLC. 
30 Magnus Jonsson Turnquist IDT. in the U.S. 1869. He was b. in Vastra Torsil.s 
Parish (Kron.) 28 Jan. 1828, s. of Jons HAkansson and Catharina Samuelsdotter. 
He was m. to Stina Svensdotter, also b. in Vastra Torsil.s 27 June 1823, the 
illegitimate dau of Sven Thomsson, a servant, and Elin Svensdotter, a widow. She 
had been mmied before and had a dau. Christina Olofsdotter, b. in Vastra TorsAs 17 
April 1855. The children in her mIDTiage to Turnquist were as follows - Ingrid 
MID·ia, b. in Vastra TorsAs 1 Nov. 1857; Blanda, b. in Vislanda 25 Feb. 1861; 
Johan,. b. in Vislanda 17 Dec. 1863 and CathID·ina, also b. in Vislanda 12 April 
1867. - VLC; VLA. 
3
' MAns Jonsson Ekblad an·. in the U.S. 1866. He was b. in Vislanda 20 April 
1839 ID1d was m. to Ingrid Jonsdotter, b. in Vislanda 10 Aug. 1842. They had the 
following children - Carin, b. in Vislanda 23 Nov. 1862; Mathilda Emelie, b. on 
the journey across the Atlantic 8 July 1866; the other four were b. in Vasa - Johan 
Magny, b. 4 May 1868; Esther, b. 13 MID·ch 1870; Per Emil, b. 24 April 1872 
and Carl Henrik, b. 9 Dec. 1874. - VLC. 
32 Nils Persson Ofeldt (Afeldt) aiT. in the U.S. 1852. He was b. in Aby, Farlov 
Parish (Krist.) 22 June 1829, tiles. of Peter Nilsson and Kersti fonsdotte1: He was 
m. to Pernilla Olsdotter, b. in Fiirlov 19 March 1846, the dau. of Ola MAnsson and 
Bengta Eskilsdotter. Their children, all b. in Vasa, were - CIID·a, b. 27 Jan. 1865; 
Emma (Emelia) Josephina, b. 27 MID·ch 1866; Nathan BernhID·d, b. 5 MID·ch 1872; 
Alma Adelia, b. 25 Jan. 1874; Hilda Paulina, b. 23 Dec. 1875; David Sidney 
Oliver, b. 7 July 1885 IDld GID·field Elmer, b. 21 March 1888. - VLC; LLA. 
33 Ola MAnsson • the father of Pernilla Olsdotter (see note 32 above), was b. in 
Farlov 23 Dec. 1820. He had an. in 1857 with his family, but his wife, Bengta 
Eskilsdotter must have d., since she is not listed in the parish registei: He had the 
following children - Nils, b. in Fiirlov 23 July 1847; Anna, b. in Farlov 9 Feb. 
1852; Sven, b. in Farlov 17 MID·ch 1856; Bengta, b. in Swede Grove, MN 22 Nov. 
1857; John, b. in Swede Grove 4 Aug. 1860; Kristina, b. in Swede Grove 15 Nov. 
1861; Mathilda, b. in Vasa 13 July 1865 and Alfred, b. in Vasa 4 Dec. 1867. -
VLC. 
34 Bengt Nilsson IDT. in the U.S. 1853. He was b. in Varnamo 18 Jan. 1798 
according to the pID·ish register, but probably emigr. from Karda PID·ish, since he is 
not to be found in tile Karda birth register. He was m. to Martha Pehrsdotter, b. in 
Varnamo 23 Dec. 1807. Their children, all b. in Karda, were - Inga Christina, b. 
25 Nov. 1846; Salomon, b. 24 Mm-ch 1849 and Charlotta, b. 16 Sept. 1851. -
VLC. 
35 Peter 0. Tilderquist IDT. in the U.S. 1854. He was b. in Sodra Rorum PID·ish 
(Malm.) 15 July 1833, the s. of Ola Pehrsson and Boe! Olsdotter in the village of 
Kvesarum. He was m. to Gustava Bengtsdotter, b. in Karda Parish 1 April 1835, 
dau. of Bengt Nilsson (see note 34 above). Their children, all b. in Vasa, were -
Alice Mesing, b. 4 May 1862; Emma, b. 30 Oct. 1863; Anna Levina, b. 18 Sept. 
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1865; Eva Charlotta, b. 5 Nov. 1866: William Magny, b. 19 Aug. 1868; Carl 
Luther, b. 5 March 1870; David Leonhard, b. 22 Oct. 1871: Hedda Eugenia, b. 26 
Feb. 1873 and Theodor Lorens, b. 26 Jan. 1875. - VLC; LLA. 
36 Lars Brun, soldier, was b. in Brunstorp, Hallstad Parish (Alvs.) 18 Feb. 1783, 
the s. of Lars And, a soldier, and Maria Larsdotter. Three of his four sons, all 
soldiers, emigr. to America. - GLA . 
37 Jonas Guld or Gull aiT. in the U.S . 1866. He was b. in Hallstad 16 March 1805, 
the s. of Lars Brun (see note 36 above). He was m. to Annika Andersdotter, b. in 
Sodra Ying Parish ( Alvs.) 21 Jan. 1808. They had the following children, b. in 
Sodra Ying - Josefina Elisabeth, b. 15 Jan. 1851 and Clas August, b. 19 Aug. 
1854. Another dau. Lovisa, b. in Sodra Ving 3 Sept. 1842, m-r. in the U.S. 1869 
with her illegitimate s. Frans Algot, b . in Sodra Ying 12 April 1866. - VLC; 
GLA. 
38 Anders Larsson was b. in Hallstad Parish 16 Jan. 1813, the s. of Lm·s Brun (see 
note 36 above) - GLA. 
39 Lars Frann or Frenn, as he called himself in America, was the s. of Lm·s Brun 
(see note 36 above). He m-r. in the U.S. 1852. He was b. in Sodra Ying 19 May· 
1819 and was m. to Stina Svensdotter, b. in Liared Parish (Alvs.) 9 Feb. 1801. 
Their children, b. in Timmele Parish (Alvs.) were - Per Johan (see note 40 below); 
Anders Joseph (see note 41 below) and Carl August, b. 20 Sept. 1847. - VLC . 
40 Per Johan Frenn was b. in Timmele Pai·ish 5 June 1843, the s. of Lars Frenn. 
He was m. to Christina Maria Carlsdotter, b. in Tuna Parish (Kahn.) 27 May 
1847. Their children, b. in Featherstone, MN, were - Hilda Mm"ia, b. 5 Aug. 1873 
and Hanna Christina, b. 24 April 1875. - VLC. 
41 Anders Joseph Frenn m-r. in the U.S. 1852. He was b. in Timmele 8 Sept. 1845, 
the s. of Lars Frenn. He was m. to Emma Sophia Johnsson, b. 6 Dec. 1841 (place 
of birth is not given). Their children were - Julia Sophia, b. in Vasa 28 Nov. 1868; 
Joel Edwin, b. in Red Wing,MN 24 Feb. 1871 mid Theodor, also b. in Red Wing 
12 June 1873. - V LC . 
42 Erik Jonasson m-r. in 1857. He was b. in Storsjb Parish (Jamt.) 1 Sept. 1819, 
the s. of Jonas Olofsson and Galin Ersdotter and was m. to Maret Pehrsdotter, b. in 
Hede Parish (Jamt.) 1823. Three of the oldest children were b. in Storsjo: the three 
youngest in Vasa - Galin , b. 4 May 1845; Carin, b. 6 May 1850; Johanna, b. 26 
Nov. 1852; Magni), b. 28 Sept. 1859; 'John, b. 9 June 1864 and Emma Johanna, 
b. 19 Jan. 1858.- VLC ; OLA. 
43 Jons Zachrisson an: in the U.S. 1857. He was b. in Tannas Parish (Jamt.) in 
1815. Apparently a widower when he joined the Vasa pm"ish, he had the following 
children, all but the oldest b. in Vasa. Anna, the oldest was b. in Tiinnas 4 Jan. 
1848. The other children were - Magnil Johanna, b. 18 Nov. 1862; John, b. 1 Oct. 
1865 and Karin , b. 18 Sept. 1860. Jons Zachrisson d. in Vasa in 1868. - VLC. 
44 Pehr Olsson , who also arr. 1857, was b. in Hede Parish 5 July 1793. He was m. 
to Galin Jonsdottter, b. in Hede 3 April 1794. Pehr Olsson d. in Vasa 20 April 
1872 and his wife 12 Feb. 1875. - VLC. 
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45 Jon MAnsson, b. in Tannas 7 June 1801, an. in 1858. His wife. Brita 
Jonsdotter, was b. in UtngA, Hede Parish 7 May 1804, the dau. of Jon Nilsson and 
Brita Pehrsdotter. The couple left the Vasa church 21 May 1867. - VLC. 
46 Mrs. Hagman was Mareth Jonsdotter, b. in Tannas Paiish 18 Feb. 1829. She 
was m. to Olof Jonsson Hagman, who aIT. in the U.S . 1860. He was also b. m 
Tannas 11 Jan. 1826. Of their children, the five oldest were b. in Tannas, the two 
youngest in Vasa - Ingebrekt, b. 18 Feb. 1849; Jon, b. 27 May 1851; Olof, b. 6 
Ocr. 1853; Anna, b. 4 March 1856; Britta, b. 28 July 1858; Mareth, b. 7 Oct. 
1860 and Erik, b. 1 Oct. 1864. - VLC. 
47 Johai1 W. Peterson, who arr. in the U.S. 1856, was b. in GArdsby Pai·ish ( Kron.) 
30 Mai·ch 1838, the s. of Peter Johansson and Anna Lisa Petersson. He was m. to 
Carin Jonasdottter, b. in Storsjo Parish (famt.) 6 May 1850. Their children, b. in 
Vasa, were - Mai·y Elisabeth,, b. 21 Sept. 1869; Arthur Wilhelm, b. 2 Sept. 187 1 
and Edith Amalia, b. 3 Feb. 1874. Hem. Cru·in Ersdotter, dau. of Erik Jonasson 
(see note 42 above). - VLC; VLA . 
48 Peter Johansson, who aIT. in the U.S . 1856, was b. in GArdsby Pru·ish 17 Nov. 
1806. He was m. to Anna Lisa Petersson, b. in Sodra Sandsjo (Kron.) 29 Dec. 
1809. They were the pru·ents of Johru1 W. Petersson (see note 47 above). They also 
had a dau. Anna Sophia, b. in Oja by Parish (Kron.) 29 Jan. 1850. - V LC . 
49 Gustaf Holm was b. in Saby Parish (Jon.) 28 Nov. 1814. He was m. to Hedda 
Charlottta Andersson, also b. in Saby 9 April 1823. Their sons were - Anton (no 
birth data given) and Otto, b. 24 Oct. 1862. - VLC. 
50 Oscar Fredrik Holm was b. in Saby 15 May 1851. He was m. to Karna 
Andersson, b. in Kiaby Pru·ish (Krist.) 8 Nov. 1853. - VLC. 
51 Johannes Larsson was b. in Mjalldrunga Parish (Alvs.) 29 Sept. 1806, the s. of 
Lru·s Jonsson and Annika Andersdotter. He was m. to Cajsa Jonasdotter, b. in 
Tokar-p, Mjalldrunga 24 Sept. 1807, the dau. of Jonas Carlsson and Maria 
Eliasdotter. - G LA. 
52 Jons Holmgren, arr. in the U.S. 1854. He was b. in Vinslov Parish (Krist.) 13 
Nov. 1824. His wife, Maria Johansdotter, an: 1860 and was b. in Mjalldrunga 
Parish 27 March 1838, the dau. of Johannes Larsson (see note 51 above). The 
couple had two children - Ellen Augusta, b. in Afton, MN 13 Jan. 1866 and 
Joseph, b. in Vasa 5 Dec. 1867. - VLC. 
53 Anna Sofia Petersson, the dau. of Peter Johansson (see note 48 above) was m. to 
Anders Larsson, the s. of Johannes Larsson (see note 51 above) . - VLC. 
54 Martha Andersson was the daughter of Erik Magnus Andersson (see note 9 
above). She was born in Jamestown, NY 13 Jan. 1852.-VLC . 
55 Frans August Samuelsson arr. in the U.S. 1853. He was b. in Ekeberga Parish 
(Kron.) 6 March 1833 and was m. to Johanna Persdotter, b. in Voxtm-p Parish 
(Jon.) 15 Sept. 1828. They had the following children - Helena, b. in Geneva.IL 2 
Aug. 1857; Emma Christina, b. in Sycamore,IL 29 April 1859; Johan Gustaf, b. 
in Sycamore 3 Feb. 1861; the remaining children were b. in Vasa - Mathilda, b. 11 
Jan. 1863; Alfred Emanuel, b. 4 Dec. 1864; Ferdinand, b. 8 May 1866; Oscai· 
Edward, b. 24 Feb. 1868; Ida Chaifotta, b. 22 Feb. 1870 and Hilma Adelia, b. 6 
April 1872. - VLC. 
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56 Joseph A. Lundberg was b. in Reftele Parish (Jon.) 22 Dec. 1843, the s. of 
Anders Larsson and Stina Andersdotte1: He was m. to Emma Christina Carlsdotter, 
b. in Ekenas, Ryssby Parish (Kron.), 5 April 1852, the dau. of Carl Johan 
Andersson and Marta Jonasdotter. Their children were all b. in Featherstone, MN -
Ida Amanda, b. 7 April 1878; Carl Robert, b. 21 May 1876; Lorens Sigfrid, b. 2 
Sept. 1882; Emil Alvin, b. 7 Feb. 1879 and Florence Olivia Julia, b. 21 Oct. 
1892. - VLC. 
57 Per Persson arr. in the U.S. 1869. He was b. in Ivetofta Parish (Krist.) 21 Oct. 
1831 , s. Per Akesson and Elsa Bengtsdotter. He was m. to Elsa Nilsdotter, b. in 
Ivetofta 8 June 1834. Their children were all b. in Ivetofta except the youngest, b. 
in Vasa - Per, b. 31 Dec. 1860; Bonde, b. 3 Jan. 1863; Karna, b. 10 July 1859; 
Bengta, b. 24 May 1865 and Ingrid, b. 14 Jan. 1870. Karna d. in Vasa 28 Sept. 
1874.- VLC. 
58 Samuel J. Cederholm, who arr. in the U.S. 1865, was b. in Hammarlunda Parish 
(Malm.) 15 Aug. 1837, the s. of Jons Olsson and Karin Pramberg. He was m. to 
Bengta Larsdotter, b. in Ignaberga Parish (Krist.) 13 Oct. 1844.- V LC . 
59 Anders Youngberg, who aIT. in the U.S. 1863, was b. in Ljungm·um Parish 
(Jon.) 31 Dec . 1846. He was m. to Anna Nilsson, b. in Rinkaby Pm'ish (Krist.). 
18 Aug. 1853. - VLC. 
60 Jons Nilsson Kullberg aIT. in the U.S. alone in 1868; his family came the 
following yem·. He was b. in Ivetofta Parish 10 Sept. 1832, the s. of Nils 
Svensson and Anna Nilsdotte1: He was m. to Anna Augustsdotter, b. in Kiaby 
Pm·ish (Krist.) 18 Oct. 1833. Of the children, the four oldest were b. in Kiaby, the 
four youngest in Vasa - Anna, b. 1 Aug. 1858; Ingrid, b. 7 April 1860; Sigrid, b. 
24 April 1864; Johanna, b. 12 June 1866; Nils Alfred, b. 2 March 1870; Emil 
Albert, b. 22 Sept. 1871 ; Claes Fredrik, b. 30 Jan. 1874 and Sigfrid Nathanael, b. 
19 June 1878. - VLC ; LLA . 
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61 The Dadesjo family consisted of Jonas P. Carlsson, b. in Dadesjo Pm·ish (Kron.) 
17 Aug. 1836. He was m. to Christina Jonasdotter, b. in Notteback Parish (Kron.) 
16 Nov. 1841. They had the following children, the two oldest b. in Marine, MN, 
the youngest in Vasa - August, b. 18 Sept. 1864; Cm'l Albert, b. 5 Sept. 1866; 
William, b. 11 June 1868; Emelia, b. 6 Feb. 1870 and Levy, b. 20 Dec. 1873 . 
VLC . 
62 Anders Peter Jonasson was b. in bvrarp, Hassleby Parish (Jon.) 5 Oct. 1821, the 
s. of Jonas Eriksson and Sara Bo1jesdotte1: He arr. in New York 31 July 1848 
aboard the Thracian , settling first near Sugar Grove, PA in a settlement named 
Hessle Valley for his home pm·ish in Sweden. - Olsson, SPANY, p. 152 and 
SPAexcNY, p.96. 
63 Lawrence Albert Johnston was b. in Sugm· Grove, PA 12 Aug. 1855, the s. of 
Fredrik and Charlotta Johnson. He was ordained in the Augustm1a Lutheran Synod 
1881 and served a number of Lutheran pm·ishes. He d. 10 June, 1918. - Conrad 
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64 Per Bodelsson, b. in Grodby, Ivetofta Parish 18 March 1854, the s. of Nils 
Bodelsson, farm manager, and Pemilla Nilsdotter. He was m. to Hilda Emilia, b. in 
Vasa 26 April 1863. They had the following children, all b. in Vasa - Hortense 
Isabella Eleonora, b. 18 Oct. 1890; Richard Vincent Hjalmar, b. 28 Feb. 1893 and 
Evald Clavorius Milton, b. 3 Oct. 1896. - VLC . 
65 Germund Johansson was b. in Froghult, Kisa Parish (Og.) 23 Aug. 1822, the s. 
of Johannes Svensson and Maja Pehrsdotter. He was m. to Sophia Dorothea 
Lindegren, b. in Kjula Parish (Sod.) 9 Jan. 1823, the dau . of Johan Daniel 
Lindegren and Brita Christina Hedlund. They had two children, b. in Kisa - David, 
b. 25 June 1845 and Mathilda Josephina, b. 10 Aug. 1848. The family emigr. to 
the U.S. and ai.T. in New York aboai·d the Charles Tottie 12 July 1849. - Olsson, 
SPANY, pp. 159, 274. 
Erik Norelius and his wife, Inga Charlotta 
Petersson, in 1855, the year they married. 
I r-:"" • - .. •' - - • • 




Ted Rosvall * 
Gustaf Bergstrom was born on the Nolg:1rden farm in Slota Parish near 
Falkoping 28 Aug. 1828, the younger surviving son of Petter Bergstrom (1789-
1841), a farmer, and his wife Johanna Sandgren (1791 -1861). His paternal 
grandfather was Johannes Bergstrom (1762-1816), who had been a master builder of 
churches and also a member of the Swedish Riksdag , representing one of the four 
estates - the farmers. His maternal grandfather was Isac Sandgren (1751-1820), a 
farmer and a glazier, residing at En:1sen in Falekvarna, also in Slota. 
Gustaf Bergstrom learned to be a tanner and as a young man he traveled 
widely in Sweden, first as an apprentice, and later as a journeyman. In 1849 we 
find him in the coastal city of Sundsvall in the northern part of Sweden but the 
same year he moved south to the small town of Hjo. on the western shore of Lake 
Vattern. The following year he moved to the parish of Kyrkefalla, where he leased 
a small tannery named Katrineberg. In the household examination rolls of the 
parish beginning in 1852 there is no mention of him, neither is he listed in the 
exit lists of Kyrkefalla nor the emigration lists in Goteborg. 
There is, however, one source of information concerning the missing 
Bergstrom, namely in the person of Bror Johan Sandgren (1829-1917). He was a 
first cousin of Gustaf Bergstrom and had led a very eventful life. He had emigrated 
twice to the United States. first in 1848 and then in 1852, working as a machinist 
or engineer aboard various ships going to South America and Newfoundland. Later, 
having returned to Sweden, he had spent 25 years in Russia, where he had 
operated a number of boats and barges on the Volga River. He ran a whm-f for 
repairs and was awarded a medal by the Russian Czar for his work. He wrote an 
account of his adventures up until 1862, creating thereby a manuscript consisting 
of no less tha11 113 large-size pages. It is a vivid and fascinating account of his 
travels and of his early life in general. 
In 1852 he and his older brother, Thure Emanuel Sandgren (1817-1876), 
who had emigrated to the U.S. already two times, decided to return to the U.S. and 
it is in Bror Johan Sandgren 's account that we find the following information 
concerning Gustaf Bergsu·om, and here I will quote from the manuscript itself: 
·'As we were just about ready to take off, we had a visit from our cousin 
Bergstrom. He had been struck by such a violent fit of · America fever ' that we 



































Gustaf Bergstrom, Impulsive Emigrant 
could in no way dissuade him. He insisted in accompanying us, that was all there 
was to it. The awkward thing about it was that he had recently become engaged and 
had established a tannery of his own, since he was a tanner. As was typical, he also 
lacked the necessary travel funds, and if he was to accompany us, he had to procure 
the necessary funding immediately. He returned home, pried loose a quantity of 
leather he had stored in his tannery, which he then pawned for the sum of 300 
kronor. On the following day he reappeared, after having told his mother to proceed 
to make a brilliant affair with the leather. 
We were now ready to travel, first of all to Goteborg, where we hoped to 
find passage on whatever vessel that was available. But now a barrier to our 
departure developed - Bergstrom did not possess a passport. Upon our arrival in 
Goteborg we found that a large American vessel was about to depart for Boston 
within a couple of days. There was also a possibility to travel to Hull, England 
aboard a steamship. We therefore decided that Bergstrom and I would travel to Hull, 
whereas Thure was to board the American ship. In order to help Bergstrom, Thure 
bought two tickets to Hull - one for me and the other for Bergstrom. We now 
departed aboard the steamship, while Thure remained behind. A half hour after the 
steamer had left port, Thure proceeded in great haste to the ticket office, saying 
dejectedly that he had missed the boat. He had ai.Tived too late and now there 
remained nothing else for him to do but to board the American vessel. His passport 
and other things were in my possession, and of course I felt sorry that he was not 
on board the steamship. At the office the officials could only express their 
disappointment and felt sorry for Thure, who thus had missed his traveling 
companions through no fault of his. A new ticket was then purchased for passage 
on the Americai.1 vessel, without any opposition from the authorities." 
After this little trick, whereby it was possible for Gustaf Bergstrom to 
leave Sweden, using his cousin's identity papers, he and Johan Sandgren soon 
ai.Tived in Hull, where they took a train to Liverpool.. Here they bought two 
second class tickets for travel aboard the Princeton. Here is an amusing passage 
from Johan Sandgren's memoirs which tells about the journey to the new land. 
"In the vessel's second class were a great mai.1y wealthy farmers, who were 
leaving for America in order to buy land and settle there. Among the passengers 
were also a few rather attractive girls, whom I enjoyed conversing with a great deal 
during the journey. Their nationality was Scottish but the majority on boai·d were 
English and Irish. Thus Bergstrom and I were the only Swedes on board. Since the 
remainder of the passengers in second class never had been to sea before, they were 
all seasick the first week and thus we had scarcely a glimpse of them. But since I 
was an experienced seafarer, I was always ready to give a helping hand to those 
who needed it, since any service from the vessel's staff was out of the question. 
There were namely two young girls on board the ship aged about 18-
19, who occupied the berth next to me. They were so weak from seasickness as 
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well as from fear, that I felt sorry for them and attempted to cheer them up and help 
them. I thus volunteered to wait on them, if they so desired. They accepted my 
services and I remained with them the remainder of the journey, and became their 
darlings, as they expressed it. One of the girls was named Anny-Jane, the other was 
Caroline, but I have to admit that in my opinion Anny-Jane was the most pleasant 
of the two. I had a lot of fun with my traveling companion Bergstrom, telling him 
that Caroline was hopelessly in love with him. Since he did not understand a 
single English word, he became quite unhappy. He insisted that I should help him, 
but I turned everything around so that everything ended in laughter and mirth for 
the girls and for Bergstrom a great deal of chag1in ". 
The Princeton affived in New York 25 Sept. 1852. The passenger manifest 
has been preserved and it shows that John Sandgren and Gustavus Bergstrom are 
listed together as numbers 441 and 442. Unfortunately it has been impossible to 
identify Anny-Jane and Caroline. Later on in his memoirs Johan Sandgren (who 
happens to be my great grandfather) tells how he four years later went to see Anny-
Jane, who then was working in Elyria, OH, and how he also met her parents, who 
resided in the countryside not far from Elyria. The meeting did not work out too 
successfully, and thus they never married. As a curiosity, we note that Johan 
Sandgren,fifteen years later, living in the center of Russia, named his third daughter 
Annie-Jane Sandgren (1871-1888), a name appearing also in later generations. 
Having arrived in New York, the cousins Johan Sandgren and Gustaf 
Bergstrom proceeded immediately to Philadelphia, where Johan had lived and 
worked earliec His old landlady, Mrs. Brandt, welcomed him back and was willing 
to accept Gustaf Bergstrom as her boarder as well. Johan was to get his old job 
back as a machinist, and he was also able to procure a job as a tanner for his 
cousin. Evidently Gustaf Bergstrom lived on in Philadelphia for the next few years. 
Johan Sandgren traveled on and in 1857 we find him in Boston, where he had a job 
as a machinist or engineer aboard a tugboat named Huron. In 1858 his brother 
Thure arrived in Boston from California on his way to Sweden, in order to visit 
him, and in 1859 Thure suggested in a letter to Johan that he should take a vacation 
and come to Sweden and visit the family. Johan agreed, took a leave of absence 
from his position and arranged for his cousin, Gustaf to come to Boston in order 
to substitute for him. Since Johan never returned to America, it is possible that 
Gustaf continued to work as an engineer aboard the Huron or some other vessel. 
This is the last clue we have regarding Gustaf. Family tradition, probably 
emanating from old letters now destroyed or lost, tells us that Gustaf Bergstrom 
married a Catholic girl , (could it have been Caroline?) and that he died in an 
accident on Cuba in the 1870s. Whether he was actually residing in Cuba, or was 
working on a ship which then lay in a harbor in Cuba, is not known. 
Any information concerning Gustaf Bergstrom, his wife and family, 





















The Story of a Swedish 
Hussar and his Torp 
(The article on Torp and Torpare in the September issue of SAG elicited 
many favorable comments from our readers. One of them, Frederic E . Pamp of 
Santa Ynez, CA., himself a descendant of a Swedish hussar, translated the 
following account of the life of a hussar and his hussar's t01p, or croft in Smftland 
in the 19th century. The original account appeared in Smalands1yttaren, a journal 
published by the Sm.'.\.lands Husarers Forening, consisting of those who are 
interested in the history of the Kungliga Smalands Husarregemente, and written by 
Birger Linde, who recalls his mother's reminiscences from those early days.) 
On the ice of Lake Hjorten in Virserum Parish in Smfiland King Gustav 
Vasa once fought a decisive battle in the month of March 1543 against the troops 
of Nils Dacke, the revolutionary smalander. After this battle, the king wrote to the 
governor of Kalmar county and to the commander of Kronoberg castle near Vaxjb, 
ordering the deployment of Swedish troops to the villages of Smftland. That order 
may with reason be seen as the founding document of the Smftland Cavalry 
Regiment, known as the Hussars. 
The groundwork of the organization of the Swedish military was to be 
laid later in the 1680s and 1690s, and this was to remain in force until 190L when 
it was replaced by universal military service. The form of the organization was 
grounded in the old agricultural society. Officers and men lived on the land, officers 
in their residences, the hussars on their respective torp. Each larger faim formed or 
contributed to a squad or headquarters known as rusthall. If the farms were small, 
they also shared in the defense responsibility. Each squad was responsible for 
setting aside a plot of land lai·ge enough to feed a cow and several sheep for each 
hussar. Farmers paiticipating in setting up the detachment were also to build a 
dwelling 12 alnar (ells) long and seven to eight alnai· wide (one aln = 60 
centimeters) or the equivalent of approximately 24 feet long, together with a 
cowshed and necessary outhouses. When the hussar was away on maneuvers, the 
fai·m laborers would do the necessary work on the to,p, while at the same time 
maintaining it, for the buildings had to be kept up in good condition. Building and 
maintenance were closely associated. The regiment itself bore the name of the 
province, in this case Smfiland, the companies or squadrons carried the name of the 
parish where they were located and the soldier or hussar was numbered by the 
squad or rusthall in which he served, as for example No. 92 Bjbrkmossa of the 
Staby Squadron. 
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For many years the Staby Squadron assembled and was dismissed at the 
Bjorkmossa Inn, owned and operated by my mother 's, Signe Linde's parents, the 
Danielssons. The Staby Squadron consisted of 100 enlisted hussars, who all resided 
in their husarto1p. There were also a few hussars who worked for wages. The Staby 
Squadron drew its manpower from the hundreds of Aspeland, Handbord and Stranda 
and if memory serves me right, also a number of hussars from Kristdala and 
Misterhult parishes in the hundred of Tunalan. 
In 1957 my mother, Signe Linde. wrote down her reminiscences from 
Bjorkmossa Inn in the 1890s. 
"Within Virserum Parish there were five headquarters or rusthall, No. 91 
Ekeflod; No . 92 Bjorkmossa. No. 93 Hasslid. No . 94 Aggstorp and No. 95 
Misterhult. It was a beautiful sight to see when these five hussar squads 
participated together with the soldiers of the Kungliga Kalmar Regemente in 
chmch parades and on other ceremonial occasions. 
Then one day the hussars and the entire squadron were mustered for the 
regular regimental maneuvers, usually at the end of August or the beginning of 
September. There was life and movement when the hussars assembled at 
Bjorkmossa. The day before the muster, the squadron commander arrived, usually a 
captain or lieutenant of cavalry, to get ready to receive his squadron. On the day 
before, the hussars at Bjorkmossa drew their rations for two days. The ration 
consisted of a loaf of bread each, two or three scoops of butter, a piece of salt pork 
and perhaps a piece of cheese. Besides these rations there were also several pecks of 
oats for the horses. 
Then came the day of the muster and the hussars began ruTiving, by ones, 
twos and even up to seven and eight in company. The horses were tied to the inn 
fence on the harvested field, or perhaps to a tree. After the hussars had looked after 
and tended to their horses, word was passed to the captain. I remember to this day 
and can still hear how it sounded: ''Captain, hussar No.92 Asp for Bjorkmossa 
reporting:" And the captain, in this case von Malmborg, replied: "Good! Next!" 
When the entire squadron had assembled the inspection took place - of 
horses, equipment. personal appearance, etc. A hussar from Morlunda had allowed 
his sideburns to grow so that they hung down on his shoulders, the longest 
sideburns I had ever seen. Lieutenant Carleson, who conducted the inspection, said: 
"In this army three kinds of beards are allowed: mustaches, like mine, imperials, 
i.e. narrow beards, like Sergeant B jorkegren' s and full beards like those of our 
regimental commander, Bnlkenhielm. All other types of beards are forbidden . By 
the time evening prayers are said, Krig will be properly clipped and tidied up!" Krig 
hastened down to the carpenters in the barn, who also tended to haircutting and the 


























A Swedish Hussar and His Torp 
We at the inn had a lot of work to do serving coffee to the hussars, who 
needed something to drink with their sandwiches. Some of them bought a bottle of 
beer. The atmosphere was joyous and a few of the men were good singers and sang 
various songs. Many of the people from the surrounding farms gathered around for 
it was interesting to chat with hussars, for they brought with them new 
impressions and ideas from their home areas. 
Then came the time for formation. The captain at that time gave orders 
that the following day's march was to go to Eksjo and Ranneslatt, which was the 
headquarters of the regiment as well as the maneuver area for the entire regiment. 
He also announced the billeting, who was to sleep in the hay loft of the 
headquarters or in lodgings and who was to watch the horses. Then followed 
evening prayers and a psalm was sung; "Thus passeth a day from our time on 
earth". The captain read the Lord's Prayer and a blessing and finally the soldiers 
gave the old soldier's prayer: "God bless the King and our Fatherland." 
At four-thirty in the morning the bugler sounded reveille and the hussars 
rose and hastened to harness and feed the horses. Then they went for coffee in their 
mugs, serving themselves. The officers had their own breakfast on the second floor 
of the inn, the sergeants on the first floor. 
At a quarter to seven the bugle sounded again, this time for mounting up. 
The squadron was ready for the march. Report to the squadron commander, then the 
morning prayers. the singing of a psalm, "The gleaming sun once more arises"; 
the saying of the Lord's Prayer, the blessing and the final "God save the King and 
our Fatherland". After a moment of silence Captain von Malmborg gave the 
command: "Staby Squadron, double file, f01ward march". 
Slowly the squadron set itself in motion in order to ride to Upplanda, 
where it rested before continuing on to Eksjo. 
Thus the regimental muster took place and when it was over the squadron 
returned to Bjorkmossa. The captain held a critique of the performance during the 
muster and maneuver. He then ordered that after the horses had rested three hours, 
the hussars were to return to their rusthall. 
Many people had assembled at Bjorkmossa to greet the returning hussars. 
It was amusing to hear the hussars tell about the muster and other maneuvers. 
When they described what great fields of grain they had seen during the maneuvers 
at the beginning of the 1890s, many people thought the hussars were lying. 
Right up to the 1950s the hussar veterans came to Bjorkmossa to talk 
about the old times, which had been to them a wondrous holiday". 
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Queries from subscribers to Swedish American Genealogist will be listed 
here on a "space available basis". The editor reserves the right to edit' the query to 
conform to a general format. The enquirer is responsible for the contents of the 
que1y. 
Rosen/Swedborg/Swedenborg 
I am searching for family information about my great grandfather, Carl 
Johan Rosen, who later was known as Carl Johan Swedborg and finally as Charles 
Swedenborg. He was b. in Lugnfls Parish (Skm:) 10 Oct. 1855, and may have been 
the s. of a Conrad Rosen. 
He loved horses and chose not to live the life of his parents. He wanted to 
join the Swedish cavalry but his father wished him to enter the clergy. When Carl 
Johan did enter the military, his father forbade him to use the family surname 
Rosen and he enlisted as Swedenborg, the name of the great Swedish philosopher 
and mystic, Emanuel Swedenborg. 
We know very little about Cm·I Johan in Sweden and he emigr. to the 
U.S. after 1876. By 25 May 1885, he and his wife-to-be. Maria Peterson, 25 years 
old, also a Swedish immigrant, were res. with John Emanuelson, age 33, his 
wife, E.M., age 27, both of Sweden , and their three children in St. Paul. MN. 
On 10 Sept. 1885 Carl Johan (Charley) Swedborg, age 29, m. Maria 
Peterson. age 26 in St.Paul. Maria was b. in Ryssby Parish (Kron.) 6 April 1859. 
The couple had four children, all b. in Bloomington,MN - Ellen Mary Swedenborg 
Wright, Jennie Florence Ida Swedenborg Johnson, Robert Charles Swedenborg and 
Axel Richard Swedenborg. From there they moved to Pine City, MN and finally to 
California. 
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I am trying to locate the birthplace in Sweden of August Gilbert, b. 29 
Dec. 1860 or 29 Jan. 1861, s. P. Gilbert and wife Mary. August d. in Muskegon. 
MI 29 June 1895. He m. Anna Augusta (surname unknown), who was b. in 
Sweden in Sept. 1862. 
The couple had two known children, b. in Muskegon - Alma, b. 27 May 
1885, about whom we know very little and Esther, b. 11 Dec. 1887/1889/1890. 
She m. 9 Dec. 1912 John Knudsen and d. in Muskegon 1 Jan. 1919 in the flu 
epidemic. She left three children: 
1. Evelyn Dorothy, b. 30 May 1913. I have further information on this 
family. 
2. Gordon William, b. 6 March 1915. Need further information. 
3. Gladys June, b. 16 June 1917; m. a Zimmerman. Need further 
information. 
Sue Team 
1749 Bonita Lane 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 
Osberg 
755 
I am seeking information about the family and descendants of my great, 
great grandfather, Nils Osberg, b. Tryde Parish (Krist.) 4 Jan. 1835, the s. of Sven 
Carlsson Osberg, crofter, b. Skarhult Parish (Malm.) 12 Dec. 1789 and Bengta 
Mflnsdotter, b. Tommarp Parish (Malm.) 10 May 1795. 
Sven and Bengta had· four other children, who appear to have survived 
infancy, b. Fflgeltofta Parish (Krist.) - Elsa, b. 27 Dec. 1818; Carl, b. 7 Feb. 
1821; Sven, b. 31 Jan. 1826 and Elna, b. 27 April 1831, the latter b. in Tryde. 
Nils left Skflne for Stockholm, where he m. Andrietta Constantia 
Wessberg. They had a dau., Sofia Carolina, b. Stockholm 18 Oct. 1863, my great 
grandmother, and as. Rudolf Emanuel, also b. in Stockholm 9 June 1869 . The 
family emigr. to America 1883 and settled in New York, NY. 
I am looking for information about the brothers and sisters of Nils 
Osberg and possible descendants. 
Beverly L. Mangold 
NAMRU-3 , Box 118 
FPO AE 09835-1600 756 
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Junsele Parish (Vn.) 
I would like information about the parish of Junsele, where many of my 
ancestors came from - Olof Daniel Danielsson, b.1839 and his wife Maria Brita 
Johansdotter, b. 1840; Kristoffer Daniel Nilsson, b. 1858 and his wife, Karolina 
Kristina Soderlund. b. Adals-Liden (Vn.) 1862; Daniel Olofsson, b. Junsele 1807 
amd his wife Cajsa Danielsdotter, b. Junsele 1801; Johan Erik "Gron" MArtensson 
b. UmeA 1812 and his wife Dorothea Josefsdotter, b. in Junsele 1816 and Stina 
Olofsdotter b. Adals-Liden 1824. 
Terry J. Rawe 
420 Butchart Drive 
Edmonton, Alberta, CANADA T6R lRl 757 
Jonsdotter 
Seeking information concerning Stina Jonsdotter, born in Sweden in 
July 1770 and her husband, Anders Persson. 
Jan Howard 
4 Dinglebrook Road 
Brookfield. CT 06804 
Gull berg 
758 
Anders Christoffersson Gullberg, also known as Christopher Gullberg, a 
journeyman tailor, was b. in Hammarlov Parish (Malm.) 12 April 1850 and emigr. 
to America 1889 together with his two children - Fritz Alfred Gullberg, b. in Lund 
18 July 1873 and Hulda Ragnhild Wilhelmina Gullberg, b. in Kristianstad 2 
March 1883. His younger brother, Nils Christophersson (it is not known whether 
he called himself Gullberg) , b. in Hammarlov 12 Feb. 1853 , emigr. ca. 1881. 
Where in the United States did they settle? I would appreciate any information 
concerning these two families. 
Ted Rosvall 
Enflsen - Falekvarna 
521 91 Falkoping, SWEDEN 759 
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The following siblings from Karlskrona emigr. to the U.S. during the 
1890s. Does anyone know what happened to them? They were: 
1. Agnes Louise Pilo, nee Ljungberg, b. in Karlskrona 30 Aug. 1866. 
2. Frans Manfred Ljungberg, b. in Karlskrona 18 Aug. 1868. 
3. Alma Mathilda Svanberg, nee Ljungberg, b. in Karlskrona 15 Nov. 
1870; emigr. together with her husband, Carl Victor Svanberg, b. in 
Karlskrona 15 Nov. 1870 and a dau. Signe Anna Elisabeth 
Svanberg, b.in Karlskrona 23 July 1888. 
4. Amelie Mathilda Ljungberg, b. in Karlskrona 9 Dec. 1872. 
5. Robert Andreas Ljungberg, b. in Karlskrona 29 April 1875. 
Ted Rosvall 
En~sen - Falekvarna 
521 91 Falkoping, SWEDEN 760 
Widerquist, Dahlberg, Thorsson, Eckerberg 
I am seeking information regarding descendants or ancestors of the 
following persons: 
1. Alfrieda Georgina Widerquist (also known as Hamilton), b. in Balaryd 
Parish (Jon.) 1861, emigr. to the U.S. 1881. She m. in Los Angeles, CA 1899 
Simon Benioff and d. in Santa Monica, CA 1939. She was the daughter of 
2. Sven Abraham Widerquist, b. in Lommaryd Parish (Jon.) 1819 and m. 
Lovisa Gustava Dahlberg, b. in Marback Parish (Jon.) 1818. 
3. August Leonard Widerquist, b. in Balaryd 1843, m. Johanna Albertina 
Fransdotter. They emigr. to the U.S. in 1869. 
4. Fredrik Ludvig Widerquist, b. in Balaryd 1857; emigr. to the U.S. 
1869. 
5. Maja Svensdotter, b. 1779; m. Abraham Thorsson, b. in Lommaryd 
1766. They were the parents of Sven Abraham Widerquist. 
6. Gustaf Dahlberg, b. 1789; m. Anna Maria Eckerberg, b. 1780. They 
were the parents of Lo visa Gustava Dahlberg. 
I am a great granddaughter of Alfrieda Georgina Widerquist. 
Deborah S. Friedman, DVM 
5729 Dogwood Place 
Madison, WI 53705 761 
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Soclermark 
I am seeking communication with anyone in the world with surname 
Sodermark. Prove that I am wrong in believing that there are no more of us left. 
Pauline Sodennark 
R.F.D. 2, Box 2175 
East Corinth, ME 04427-9615 
Lundgren, Bergstrancl 
I am looking for information concerning the following persons: 
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1. Mathilda Vilhelmina Karolina Lundgren, b. in Hogsby Parish (Kahn.) 
6 April 1870; m. in Chicago 6 July 1894 John A. Andersson, who was b. in 
Sweden 1857. They had as. named Ernst, b. in Illinois in Dec. 1894. In 1909 the 
family res. at 2163 Oakley Ave., Chicago. 
2. Ottilia Anna Gustava Lundgren, b. in Hogsby 18 Oct. 1867, emigr. to 
Chicago 1888. She was m. to Niels Hansen(?), perhaps from Denmark. 
3. Gustaf Wilhelm Lundgren, b. in Hogsby 6 April 1863; emigr. to the 
U.S. during the 1880s. 
4. Frida Bergstrand res. at 3841 Nmth Seeley Avenue in Chicago 1935. 
Monika Olsberg 
Vastanflgatan 27 A 
582 35 Linkoping, SWEDEN 
Stenfelt., Karlsson, Karlsdot.ter, Eriksson 
763 
I am interested in finding out about my relatives in the United States and 
am therefore asking readers of SAG, if they can help me. I have already solved 
the mystery of three siblings Stenfelt, who emigr. to Illinois 1863-1864. Three 
other siblings remain to be researched. They are: 
1. Lena Catharina Stenfelt, b. 16 April 1842; emigr. from Doderhult 
Parish (Kalm.) 1866. 
2. Claes Gustaf Stenfelt, possibly used the patronymic Carlsson, laborer, 
b. 10 Dec. 1845; emig1: from Monsterfls Parish (Kahn.) 28 July 1869. 
3. Adolf Fredrik Stenfelt, possibly used the Carlsson name, b. 28 July 

























The siblings first an-. in Galesburg,IL and from there went to Henderson 
Grove or Township in Knox County, IL. I have not been able to locate them there. 
I am also interested in the following persons: 
4. Karl Pehr Karlsson, laborer, b. 9 Jan. 1864; emigr. 21 Dec.1892 from 
Forssa in Monster/is Parish. He supposedly went to Moline, IL and d. there from 
tuberculosis in 1897. 
5. Dorothea Mathilda Karlsdotter, b. in Monsteds 19 April 1861; emigr. 
from that parish 16 May 1881. She was alive 1897 but according to information 
in the family, disappeared, without leaving a trace after a fire in Chicago. 
6. Otto Sigfiid Eriksson, b. 5 June 1886; emigr. 10 March 1906 from 
Bjornhult, Doderhult Parish. He disappeared and d. some time after 1916. His 




383 34 Monsteds, SWEDEN 
Uhlin, Olsson 
I am looking for any information concerning my missing relatives: 
764 
1. Frans Karlsson, b. in Kriik:smfila Parish (Kahn.) 2 Nov. 1854, emigr. 
1887 and assumed the name Frank E. Uhlin. In his last letter to my grandmother 
1940 he said he was living in Escalon, CA, operating a fruit ranch. He had the 
following children, four mm.Tied daughters - Astrid Egan, Elsie Craig, Grace 
Ralstone and Thyra Gallagher, living in Minneapolis. He had two sons - Richard 
Uhlin in Seattle and Albin Uhlin, residing in Cuba. 
2. My grandmother (1893-1991) had two brothers, Jacob Olsson, b. 1884 
and Julius Olsson, b. 1886, both in Morlanda Parish (Got.). They emigr. during 
the years 1910 and 1920 and might have settled in Brooklyn, NY. Both seem to 




440 84 Gullholmen, SWEDEN 765 
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Swan, Svahn 
My maternal grandmother's brother, John Swan (Svahn) of Goteborg, 
· came to the U.S. in the 1880s. He later became a naturalized U.S. citizen and 
moved to California. He made several trips back to Sweden during his lifetime. 
I have several snapshots of his , taken in Sweden during his visits. The 
names noted on one of the pictures are - Ingrid Thoresen, Greta and Harry 
Holmstedt, Annie, Kersti and Mrs. Thoresen. On another picture dated 6 Aug. 
1932 mention is made of Mrs. Thoresen 's dau. Annie as having been married three 
yea.rs. 
On another picture dated 2 Aug. 1924 I find the following names - Mrs. 
Johanson, Emil, Emil's daughter, Greta, Annie and Greta Thoresen, the wife of 
Sigurd Johanson, Kersti Thoresen and Sigurd Johanson. 
Presumably the people in these pictures are Swedish. They may also be 
persons related to John Swan. Copies of these pictures are available to those who 
can provide additional information concerning these persons. 
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John L. Page 
3023 Magnolia Drive 
Bettendorf, IA 52722-2930 
Ericsson 
766 
I am interested in making contact with relatives and/or friends of Ester 
Ericsson, whose last known address was Johannedalsgatan 11 B, Goteborg , 
Sweden. 
Ms Ericsson was a correspondent with my maternal grandmother, Mrs. 
E.E.Ekstrom of Galesburg, IL. Mrs. Ekstrom, nee Anna Elisabeth Svahn (Swan), 
departed from Goteborg 1894 for America. When she left for America, there were 
members of the family already in this country, but there were others who remained 
in the homeland. There was at least one, and there may have been two relatives 
who changed their minds after having come to America and returned to Sweden. 
I have written a limited edition of a family history of the Swan (Svahn) 
family and would dearly love to share my information and receive news from 
members of the Svahn (Swan) family in Goteborg. 
John L. Page 
3023 Magnolia Drive 






















Ahlstrom, Erickson Torn, Jacobsdotter, Johnson 
I am seeking information about the following relatives: 
1. Anders and Anna Ahlstrom are believed to have lived in Smedstorp 
Parish (Krist.) . They had three children - Ola Ahlstrom and Elna Ahlstrom 
Johanson, twins, b. 23 Feb. 1869 and Johan Ahlstrom, b. 22 March 1873. 
2, Sven Eriksson Torn, b. in Andersto.rp Pa.iish (Jon.) 20 Sept. 1821. He 
d. in the village of Torset, Berga Parish (Kron.) 27 Aug. 1907. He was m. to 
Johanna Jacobsdotter, b. in Berga Pa.i·ish 30 Aug. 1820. They had eight children -
Johanna, b. 1846; Peter Johan, b. 1849; Johan Peter, who called himself Lindahl, 
b. 1850; Salomon, the first, born 1853; Salomon, the second, who called himself 
Alm, b. 1855; Gustaf John, who also called himself Lindahl, b. 1859; Esaias S., 
who called himself Eklund, b. 1862 and Ing.rid Carolina, b. 1865. 
3. Anna Lisa Johnson, the dau. of Anders Johnson, was b. 5 April 1834, 
and d. 15 Dec. 1923. She m. Johan Peter Lindahl (see above) 25 March 1872. 
Jeanie Ahlstrom Moll 
3620 Roosevelt Street, N.E. 
Minneapolis, MN 55418 
lsraelsson, Magnidotter, Andersson, Andersdotter 
I a.in attempting to find .relatives in Tving Parish (Blek.), Sweden. 
768 
Carl Aldo Andersson was b. in Tving 13 July 1872, the s. of Anders 
Israelsson and Ca.i·olina Magnidotter. He emig.r. to the U.S. in April of 1891. I 
believe that Carl Aldo Andersson was my grandfather, Cha.i·les Aldo Anderson, 
who res. in Seattle, WA. Some other names in that family we.re - Mathilda, Hilda 
Serafia and Carolina Emilia. If I have cousins or other relatives in Tving, I would 
like to hea.i· from them. 
Gail I. Anderson Quinton 
2590 North Ridgeview Drive 
Oak Ha.i-bor, WA 98277 
Blomqvist/Strandholm 
769 
My grandmother, Adelina Mathilda Blomqvist (Strandholm refen-ed to in 
SAG, 1989, p.154), had two brothers, Karl Oscar Blomqvist, b. at Finstrom in the 
Aland Islands 20 Nov. 1862 and Johan Vikto.r Blomqvist, born in the sa.ine place 
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17 March 1871. Both brothers emigi: to the U.S. Karl Oskar left Finland 1888 and 
Johan Viktor, together with his fiancee, Serafina Mattsdotter, in 1893. Serafina 
Mattsdotter was b. in Hammarland in the Aland Islands 2 Sept. 1874. Both 
brothers later m. and had children in America. I am interested in knowing if they 
have living descendants in the U.S. and would appreciate any help I can receive. 
Hilding Karlsson 
N01rngatan 37, B 7 




Hans George Smidt was b. in the city of Falun ca. 1692. Hem.in Falun 
3 March 1720 Maria Stallcop, the widow of Johan Van De Wer. Their first child 
was b. in New Castle County, DE 12 Oct. 1720. I am seeking the name of the 
ship, the port of entry as well as the passenger list. Other members of the Smidt 
family may have come also. 
Maria was the granddaughter of John Andersson Stallcop, a New Sweden 
founder. She and her first husband accompanied her sister, Christina Stallcop, 
married to the Rev. Ericus Tobias Bjorck, builder of the Old Swedes Church in 
Wilmington, when Bjorck returned Lo Sweden as pastor of the Christina Church in 
Falun. Bjorck supposedly kept a diary, which I understand is in the archives of the 
University of Uppsala. Has there been an English translation of the complete 
diary? Portions of the Stallcop and Smidt family histories would be included 
among his parish notes. I am seeking Hans George Smidt's Swedish ancestors as 
well as the origin of the Smidt name. I have been told that a fire in Falun in 1776 
destroyed much of the material . 
Shirley Smith 
P.O.Box 249 
Rio Vista, TX 76093 
Andersson 
771 
I am looking for information about Carl Andersson, b. in Vargtorp, 
Skollersta Parish (Ore.) 2 March 1806. He was m. to Stina Cajsa Jonsdotter and 
they had the following children - Maja Stina, Gustaf Ferdinand, Clara Gustava, 




























Henrik and Pehr August Carlsson. 
Judy Carlson Stettnisch 
Route 1, Box 293 




I am looking for information on Peter Sandberg, b. in Sweden 1857-1858. 
He settled in Kansas and lived for a while around Clay County, KS . He may then 
have moved to Marquette in McPherson Co., KS . He had the following sons -
Ruben, Verner, Victor and Amel (Almer). He was divorced from his wife, Martha 
Mattson Sandberg, who in 1897 remanied Andrew Erickson of Clay Center, KS. 
Judy Carlson Stettnisch 
Route 1, Box 293 
Earlsboro, OK 74840 
Sanberg 
773 
I am looking for information concerning Ruben Sanberg (Sandberg), b. in 
Clay Center, KS 9 Oct. 1883, the s. of Peter and Martha (Mattson) Sandberg. 
Ruben d. in Washington State in January 1963. He may have res . in Veradale, a 
suburb of Spokane,WA. 
Judy Carlson Stettnisch 
Route 1, Box 293 
Earlsboro, OK 74840 
Sanberg 
774 
I am looking for information on Victor Sanberg (Sandberg), b. around 
Clay County, KS 13 June 1888, the s. of Peter and Martha (Mattson) Sandberg. 
Victor may have res. in Ottertail Co., MN in the 1950s. 
Judy Carlson Stettnisch 
Route 1, Box 293 
Earlsboro, OK 74840 775 
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Elfvin/Ellvin 
Johan August Elfvin, a barber, b. in Uppsala 20 Jan. 1865, emigr. to the 
U.S. 8 July 1885. His cousins - Per August Ellvin, b. in Hudiksvall 25 Dec. 
1839; Svante Oscar Ellvin, b. in Hudiksvall 31 Dec. 1844 and Johan Alfred 
Ellvin, b. in Hudiksvall 3 Aug. 1848. all became seamen and in all likelihood 
they all ended up in America. 
Another cousin, Carl Gustaf Ellvin, b. in Uppsala 10 March 1845, 
emigr. to the U.S . and there changed his name to Lee. Hem. in Ludington, MI 5 
July 1882 Magdalena Norling from Sundsvall and the couple had the following 
children - Frank Oscar Lee, b. in Ludington 21 April 1884 and Emeli Christina 
Lee, also b. in Ludington 21 Jan. 1887. The last word from the family was in 
1889, when the family still was living in Ludington. 
Any information concerning the Elfvin/Ellvin family will be received 
with much gratitude. 
Ted Rosvall 
Eni'l.sen - Falekvarna 
521 91 Falkoping, SWEDEN 776 
Johansson 
I am trying to locate descendants in Sweden or the U.S. of my 
grandmother's brothers, children of Johannes Andersson, b. in Gokhem Parish 
(Skar.) 10 Jan. 1831 and his wife, Cajsa Jonsdotter, b. in Floby Parish (Skar.) 10 
March 1825: 
1. Johan August Johansson, b. in Gokhem 20 Jan. 1852, who emigr. to the U.S. 
1886 and may have d. 31 Dec. 1906. 
2. Anders Johansson , b. in Gokhem 14 Oct. 1853 and moved to 
Stockholm 1882. 
3. Alfred Johansson, b. in Gokhem 12 Sept. 1856, who also moved to 
Stockholm 1882. 
4. Frans Gustaf Johansson, b. in Gokhem 12 Feb. 1872, whose mother 
was Klara Johansdotter, b. in Gokhem 10 Sept. 1838. 
Any information concerning them or their descendants will be appreciated. 
Phil Halverson 
643 Vista Valinda 




Molander/ J osephsson/Petersdotter 
I am looking for information concerning Joseph Molander (1797-1875), 
church clerk (klockare) and organist, who res. in the parish of Uinghem (Alvs.) and 
a previous, still unknown parish. His wife was Brita Maria Petersdotter, b. 1805. 
They had twelve children, of which three· came to America, five died in infancy 
and four, who presumably remained in Sweden. 
Those who came to America were: 1. Carl Gustaf, b. 1826; 2. Sven Otto, 
b. 1840 and 3. Wilhelm, b. 1843. These three settled in Princeton, IL, but also 
res. in Mendota and Moline, both in Illinois. 
Those who died young were: 4. Maria Gustafva, b. and d. 1829; 5. 
Christina, b. 1832; 6. Hilda Christina, b. and d. 1836; 7. Augusta Josephina, 
stillborn 1846; 8. Hilda Josephina, b. and d. 1852. 
Those who almost certainly remained in Sweden were: 9. Johan Martin, 
b. 1825; 10. Maria Gustafva II, b. 1830, also known as Stava or Stella. She was 
supposedly a fine singer; 11. Solomon, b. 1833, a pipe organ builder; 12. 
Claes/Claus, b. 1837, a manufacturer of window blinds .. 
I should especially like to have contact with any descendants of the 
Josephsson children who remained in Sweden. 
Joyce M. Scott 
8 Applewood Lane 
London, Ontario, CANADA N6J 3P8 778 
Swedish Nobility Query 
Ted Rosvall of EnAsen, Falekvarna, Sweden would like to know the 
whereabouts of a descendant of the Swedish noble family Rappe. 
Gustaf Adolf Vilhelm Rappe, born in Stockholm 6 August 1849, the son 
of Carl Gustaf Bengt Fabian Rappe, a captain in the Swedish Army, and Hedvig 
Hyden, emigrated to the U.S. at an early age. He joined the United States Army, 
became an outstanding officer, and thereafter settled in San Diego, CA as a farmer. 
An estate inventory after the death of his sister in 1920, Hedvig Anna Rappe, who 
had married a captain in the Bohuslan Regiment, Ture Reinhold Leonard von 
Baumgarten, states that Gustaf Adolf Vilhelm Rappe then was deceased, but had 
left a son, Leo Rappe, who had assumed the surname of Wilson. His whereabouts 
was unknown to the Swedish authorities. Can anyone furnish information on the 
Rappe/Wilson family? 
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The Swedish lettters A, A and Oare indexed as Aa, Ae and Oe. 
Without surname: 
Agda Christina, 126; Anny-Jane, 252: August 
Nestor, 126; Bengt, 235; Benkta, 103; 
Bennet, 114; Caroline, 252; Catharina, 103; 
Catherine, 111; Christin, 88; Frans Algot, 
246; Gustaf, 124; Hannah, 113,116; Henry, 
144; Hilda Olivia, 126; Josephina, 126; 
Kristin, 112; Laurens, 103; Mins, 54; Mary, 
112; Mathilda, 124; Rachel, 11 l; Ragnhild , 
103; Ruth, 109; Sarah, 111 , 114. 
A 
A.FELDT, see Ofeldt 
A.GREN, see Ogren 
A.KESSON, Per, 239, 248 
A.LLONGREN, Hebbla, 116 
A.SBRINK, Gosta, 60 
ABRAHAM[SJSON. Anna 
Carl Johan, 120 
ACKERSON, Sven, 228, 234 
ADDIE, Marie, 117 
AGRELL, Elvira Sofia, 168 
Augusta, 144; 
AHLSTROM, Anders, 263; Anna 263; 
Johan, 263; Ola, 263 
ALBERTSDOTTER, Albertina, 18; Sofia 
Bemhardina, 18 
ALBERTS[SJON, Albin ,13,17,18; C.J., 
205 ; Carl Fredrik, 12,15,16,18,19; Derrick, 
84; Erick Jensen, 205; Peter Grejor, 205; 
Ruby Mildred, 19,25 
ALDRICK, Evart, 193 
ALFORD , see Alfort 
ALFORT , Adolf Frredrik,.172; Nils Filip 
172: Filip, 157 
ALLERTON, Isaac, 194 
ALLERTZ, Claes, 112; Ma1ia, 110 
ALM, Salomon, 263 
ALMBERG, Christine, 145; Peter E.,145 
ALMCRANTZ, ---, 92 
ALMQUIST, Anders , 145; Clara L., 145 
ALMROTH ,Wilhelmina, 172 
ALPFJORD, Lisbeth, 261 
ALRICHS, Peter, 48 
AMEMONTANUS, Nicolaus Svenonis, 
114 
AMINOFF, Sten, 134 
AMNELIUS, Elvira, 161 
ANCKAR, Botvid Larsson, 101; Miirta, 
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100 
AND, Lars, 246 
ANDERBERG, Pehr A., 92,93 
ANDERS ,Charles D.,203 
ANDERSDOTTERAnnika 236,238,246, 
247; Brita, 98,116; Stina, 248; Kerstin, 101; 
Stina Maja, 120; Clara Gustafva, 13,15; 
Elin, 244; Hilda Maria, 13,16; Ida Zarolina, 
10,ll ,13; Johanna, 223; Kama 227,241; 
Mathilda Florentina, 13; Nilla, 228; Sophia 
Albertina, 13.14 
ANDERS[SJON,---, 53,146; Agnes W., 
29; Albert J., 203; Alex, 227; Alfred, 
228,242;Amanda,28;Anders,39, 
40,48,65,68, 76, 143, I 78,186, 188, 204, 
227;Anders ,Sr.lOl;Anders, Jr., Anders, the 
Finn ,6 7, 84,185; Anders Gustaf ,13; Anders 
Johan Theodor,242; Anders Peter. 28,264; 
Ann, 81; Anna,39,228,242;Anna Jonson, 
144; Anna Sofia, 264; Anna W., 27,29; 
August,145, 199, 223;Augusta,119,145; 
Bengt, 228,242;Bengta,228,242; 
Bessie, 24;Bess ieEli da , 16 ;Brita,2 03 ; 
Carl,125,145,227,264; Carl Adolf, 28; Carl 
Aldo (Charles Aldo), 263; Carl Emil, 
13 ,17,18; Carl Emil (Erik), 23; Carl Johan, 
220,239,248,264; Carl Oscar,220; Carolina 
Emilia,263 ;Charles ,125; Charles Alfred , 
204; Charlotta, 146; Christiem, 39, (see 
Christiern Joransson); Christin, 28; 
Christina Lovisa, 169; Clara Gustava, 264; 
Edwin J., 24; Elias, 39; Elisabeth, 47 ,86; 
Elisabeth Smith 76; Ellen 146: Elna, 242; 
Elsie Victoria, 8,16; Emma, 229,233,242; 
Eric, 39,69,78,82; Erik, 229; Erik Magnus, 
242,248; Ernst, 260; Eske!, 80; Esther, 242; 
Esther Josephina, 242; Eugene Sixtus, 16; 
Eva (Andrewsen) , 218; Eva Lotta, 264: 
Frank, 176: Frank Elmer, 204; Frans August, 
264; Frans G., 120; Frans Henrik, 264,265: 
Frans !doff, 229,242; Frida, 165; Gustaf 
Adolf, 148; Gustaf Ferdinand, 264;Gust 
Napoleon , 8,16,21; H.J., 146; Hedda 
Charlotta, 238,247; Helen Mane, 16,24; 
Hendrick, 179; Hilda Serafia, 263; Helena, 
28; Hilma Sofia, 220; Ingrid, 228,242; J., 
228; J.A ., 240; Jacob. 86: James, 39,82: 
Jons, 38,39,40,47,48: Ji:iran, 39,44: Johan , 
13.17,86,101: Johan Edvin, 16; Johan 
Efraim, 148; Johan St§lkofta (Stalcup) 35; 
Johan Ulrik,12,13,15,16,18,19; Joh. 
141; Johanna, 227; Johanna Nilsdotter. 220; 
Johannes, 266; John, 39,144,146; John A., 
260; Jonas, 39; Justa, 47, 48, 68, 80, 84; 
Karna, 227,238,247; Lafvas Lars, 218; Lars, 
18,239; Louisa, 146,229; Lovisa Maria, 
145; Lovisa Mathilda, . 242; 
Mins,3 6,39 ,43, 146,193, 194;Margaret, 
179; Maria, 39,82; Maja Stina, 264; 
Martha, 227,229,238,242,248; Mathilda, 
263; Minnie, 229; N.C., 231; Nelly, 242; 
Nils, 227; Ola, 227,240; Olle, 82; Oscar D., 
229,242; Per, 218; Per Gustaf, 228; Peres E .. 
203; Peter, 36,39,40,48,82,204; Peter J., 
176; Sara Lisa, 264; Selma, 227; Sven G., 
120; Svenning, 145; Swan A., 203; 
Theodore, 229; Torkel, 103; Trued, 228; 
Urian (foran), 39; Victor (Viktor), 
23,24,203; Virginia (Gini), 21; William E., 
223 
ANDREWS, see Sundblad 
ANDRIES, Margareta, 50 
ANGELIN, Eva Augusta, 161 
ANGERSTEIN, Lars Fredric, 148 
APEL, John Andersson, 143 
APOLLO, Stina Greta Andersdotter, 126 
APPEL, Bengt Johan, 176; Carolina 
Josefina, 176; Emma Olivia, 176; Johanna 
Albertina, 176; Severina Charlotta, 176; 
Sven Carl Johansson, 176 
APPELBERG, A .. 97; Maria Laurentia, 97 
ARCHER, Catharine, 85; John, 45,85 
ARESKOG, Carl Emanuel, 158; Otto 
Emanuel, 148,158 
ARPING, Britt, 20,22 
AR VIDSDOTTER, Lena, 244 
ASCHAN, Julia Lotten Berta Christina, 
162; Per Georg, 162 
ASCHANIUS, Anna Elisabeth, 11 O; 
Isaacus, 112 
ASH, William, 240 
ASP, ---, 254 
ASPHOLM, Alfred, 207 
ATHERTON, Jane Sandberg, 219 
ATTERBOM, Per Daniel Amadeus, 62 
AUGUSTSDOTTER, Anna, 248 
AUREN, Jonas, 81 
AVEGNO, Angeline Marguerite, 107; 
Francisco, 108; Phillippe, 107 
AYRES, Catharine M., 210; Charles F., 210, 
Edwin E., 210; Flora A., 210; Theodore V ., 
210; Theodore W., 210 
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B 
BA.A.T, A.ke Johansson, 115; Kerstin 
A.kesdotter, 101, 113 
BA.NGE, Kerstin Larsdotter, 101 
BA. TSMAN, Brita, 81; Hendrick, 185; 
Hendrick Joransson,81,82;Henry Jiiransson, 
81; Joran Joransson, Jr., 75,81,185; 
Joran Joransson, Sr., 81,87,183 
BABIN, Mary H., 144 
BACK, Anna Brita, 228; John B., 228 
BACKSTROM, Emma C., 145 
BAGGE af BERGA,---, 55 
BAGGE af BOO, Anna, 116 
BAGGE af SODERBY, Brita, 99; Ivar, 
101; Johan, 100; Sven Pedersson, 102 
BAL TIM ORE, Lord, 80 
BAN%oEr, Johan G.R., 57 
BANG, Jean, 126 
BARCK, Anders, 158; Christina Eleonora, 
158; Daniel Emvick O:son, 158; Filip Gustaf 
Adolf Conrad Teofil, 158; Johan, 148,158; 
Johanna Wilhelmina, 158 
BARNARD, Harold L., 207; N.L., 207; 
Olga, 207; Varka, 207 
BARTLESSON ,Anders, 191,196; Anna, 
188,196; Catharine, 191,l 96 ;El i sabeth, 
188, 196; Ellen, 188,196; John , 191; 
Matthias, 188,189,195,196; Peter, 191; 
Richard, 196; Zacharias, 191,196 
BARTLETT, Charles H., 61 
BAUDIN, Harald Justus, 148 
BAUER, Maria, 115 
von BAUMGARTEN, Ture Reinhold 
Leonard, 267 
BEAL, Marion Swanson, 121 
BECKMAN ,Elan Kathryn Svensson, 13; 
Frank 219; Theodor Emil Anders,, 159 
BEECKMAN, Willem, 34 
BEIJER, Alfred Birger Adam Gotthard, 148; 
Charlotte Sofia, 161 
BEINE, Rita W., 66 
BELL, Joan E., 256 
BELLIN, Anders Erik, 230,243; Anna 
Carlsdotter, 230,243; Carl Philip, 230,243; 
Gustaf Erik, 230,243 ; Nils, 243; Nils 
August, 230,243 
BELTZ , John, 202 
BENGTSDOTTER, Elsa,240,248; 
Gustava,246; Ingeborg, 103; Maria, 243 
BENGTSSON, Anders, 228,242; Anna 
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BENGTSSON, Anders, 228,242: Anna 
Sophia, 90; Gerda ("Jenny"), 222; Gustaf. 
235; Inga. 119; Johan, 90; Jon, 112; Sofia, 
141 
BENIOFF. Simon, 259 
BENNET , Anne, 111 
BENSON , Charles, 204; John Peter, 14 
BERG, Amalia Lovisa, 164; Carl Valentin, 
157,172,174: Catharina, 112; Isak, 158; 
Lorentz August, 148,158; Malcolm, 148 
BERGELMER, Otto Harald, 149,159 
BERGENDOFF , Conrad, 225 
BERGENFELT, Anna, 100 
BERG ENG REN , Anders Oscar Reinhold , 
149,159: Carl Ludvig, 159; Charles Hemy, 
159; Fredrik Vilhelm Alexis, 149,159; 
Goran Lorentz, 159: Roy Frederick, 159 
BERGGREN, Carl, 235: Carl Hjalmar, 221; 
Magdalena, 160, Olof Konrad, 221 
BERGIN , Alfred. 199: Christina, 99: 
Gunnar, 100 
BERGLAND, Jacob. 207 
BERGLUND, C.A. ,26:John Fredrik Ad-
rian, 149 
BERGNER , Peter, 91 
BER(G)QUIST , Hildur, 125 
BERGQUIST, Johan Emanuel, 149 
BERGSTRAND. Frida, 260 
BERGSTROM, Christina, 219; Ernest 
Richard, 125: Gustaf, 250,251,252; Hilda 
Margareta Bemhardina, 159: Hjalmar Robe1t 
Adalbert, 159; Hulda Theodolinda Carolina, 
159: Jacob Henrik Wilhelm, 159; Johannes, 
250; Jonas, 159 : Jonas Alfred, 159; 
Nicolina Charlotta, 159; Otto Theodor, 
149,159; Petter, 250; Sofia, 219: William 
Ferdinand, 125 
BERGSTRUM, Olof, 204 
BERGVALL , Victor, 149 
BERNDTSDOTTER, Anna B1ita, 227,241 
BERNHARDT, Adolf Bernhard Pettersson, 
149 ,160 
BERKOVITS, Arona, 207; Franz. 207; 
Hedwig, 207; Herman , 207; Philip 207 
BERTHILDSDOTTER , Anna Josefina, 
176 
BERZELIUS , Jons Jakob. 167 
BETHILL. John, 117 
BILDERBACK, Albert,178.192 ,194: 
Anna.176; Catharine, 178,192; Daniel.I 78. 
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192,194; David, 178: David Hendricksson, 
178,179; Hendrick, 187; Ingrid, 192; John. 
178; Peter, 178,185,186,192,194,!95; 
Peter Hendricksson, 178 
BILLMAN, Inga Cajsa. 223 
BILLSTROM, Anders Gottwill, 224; 
Johan Gottwill, 224 
BILOCK , Maja Lotta, 15 
von BIRCKHOLTZ, Hebbla,113; 
Hieronymus, 116 
BJORCK ,Eiicus Tobias, 37,38,44,49,77, 
81,82,85,87 ,181 ,183, 187,188,189,190 
BJORK, Anna, 14; Hilda Maria Lovisa, 
171 ; Lars Erik, 15; Selma, 14; Selma Maria, 
15 
BJORKEGREN, 254; Charlotta 
Wilhelmina, 172; Louis Petru s Henning, 
149 
BJORKELUND. Fredrika Charlotta, 159; 
Axel Fredrik Laurentius. 149 
BJORKMAN , Christian, 119: Fredrik Wil-
helm, 160; Gustaf Adolf, 149,160; Oscar 
Christian, 119 
BJORNBERG, Carl Johan, 149: Christma, 
98 
BLACKSTROM. Lilly T., 146; Mable S., 
146 
BLANCK. Dag, 94 
BLOCK. Hans, 43,49,70,77 
BLOM, Sofia Mathilda, 164 
BLOMGREN, Theodore C., 217 
BLOMQUIST/BLOMQVIST, 53; 
Adelina Mathilda, 263: Anders, 97; Anna 
Sofia. 97: Carl Hilding, 12: Charles. 12; 
Ester, 23: George William, 13,23; Hilding, 
23: Johan Viktor, 263 ,264; Karl Oscar, 
263,264: Mary Elizabeth, 13 ; Reuben 
Theodore, 13; Roger C.F .. 23: Ruth , 12; 
Victor Emanuel, 13 
BLOMQUISTH , Johannes, 149 
BLUMENTRITT. Allen, 16 
BOCK , lng1id, 103; Magnus. 103 
BODELSSON , Evald Clavorius Milton, 
249: Hilda Emilia, 249; Hortense Isabella 
Eleonora, 249: Nils, 249; Per. 240,249; 
Richard Vincent Hjalmar. 249 
BODIN . John, 239 
BODINE, Oscar Julius, 17,24 
BOKMAN. Birger Jar!, 160: Christina , 
160; Frans Georg,149,160; Olof Peter. 160; 
Otto Fredrik. 160 
BORJESDOTTER , Sara, 249 
BOHLIN , Carl Henrik, 172; Fredrik, 157, 
172.173 
BOHMANSSON Hugo Robert . 
149, I 60,169 
BOMAN, Maria, 221 
BONDE, Gustaf, 115: Sophia, 112 
BONES, Hans, 42 
BOORE. Lars Larsson, 191 
BOOSE, Christina Persdotter, 102 
BORELL. Gottfrid, 149 
BOREN, ---. 238 
BORG, Eva Gustafsdotter, 5,6; Gustaf, 6 
BORGESON, Anna L. , 145 
BOSSON, Trued, 228 
BOYNTON , Caroline Francis, 159 
BRAKENHIELM, -- -, 254 
BRASE, Hjalma r, 122; Julius, 122; 
Morgan,122 
BRACONIER , Frans Leonard, 149,161; 
Gunnar Frank. 161 ; Harry, 161; Harry 
Erland, 161; Lucille, 161; Raymond, 161 ; 
\era 161 
BRANCH, Christopher, 117; Christopher 
Jr., 114; Martha, 112 
BRAND, Anna, 163; Signe, 163 
BRANDT, Mrs., ---, 252 
BRANDYWINE, Anders Andersson, 185 
BRASK, Elsa, 112; Sara Christina, 172 
BRATI, Henrik Jonasson, 98; Jonas, 98; 
Lars, 98; Martin, 137; Sofia Gustava, 97 
BRA UN, Adolf Henrie, 149 
BREWER, Seneca, see Broer, Sinnick 
BRINKY , Irene, 29 
BROBERG, Bertil, 150 
BROBERGH, Johan Oscar, 150 
BROMS, Kerstin, 101 ; Lars, 102 
BROER, Sinnick. 39.47,67,184 
BRONSON, Abraham, 111; Elizabeth, 110; 
John , 113,116 
BROZAK , Mary Madeline, 10 
BRUCE, Allan, 122; Emma, 122; see also 
Bn\se 
BRUNO, C. F., 92 
BRUNSSON,Torsten, 102 
BRUNSWICK, Joan, 19 
BRYNJULFKnut, 103 
BUNDY August Ludvig Adalrik, 161; Carl 
August, 150,161 
BUNTH.Henric,16l;Justus Henning , 150, 
161 
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BURE, Jonas, 116 
BURMAN, Sven, 53 
BURNETT, Marion S., 56 
BURR , Elizabeth 170 
BURROUGHS, Gladys Louise, 159 
BUTTERMORE, June M., 119 
C 
CALLVIN, Lars Gustaf, 150,161 
CALONNA, Catherine, 109 
CAMP, see Kampe 
CANN, John, 42 
CANTWELL, ---, 70 
CARLBERG, Carl Hemian, 150,162; Frans 
Magnus, 150,162; Johan Magnus, 162; 
Moses, 150 
CARLEN , Johan Gustaf, 239 
CARLING, Anna Brita, 159 
CARLESON, ---. 254 
CARLSDOTTER, Anna, 101; Charlotta 
Carolina, 121; Christina, 35; Christina 
Maria, 236,246; Elin, 244; Emma Chri-
stina, 239,248; Johanna, 18; Johanna 
Mathilda, 55; Kajsa Lisa, 55: Selma Catha-
rina, 220 
CARLS(S)ON, ---, 53; Adolf Fredrik, see 
Stenfelt; Alfred, 243; Amanda, 141; Anders , 
239; Andrew, 235; Anna A. , 146; Aron, 
232,244; Aron Daniel , 55; August, 249 ; 
Carl, 146,230,242,243; Carl Albert, 249; 
Alfred , 232; Carl Harris, 232,244; Carl 
Robert , 242; Charles A., 204; Claes Gustaf, 
see Stenfelt; Elin, 232; Emilia, 249; Frans 
Gustaf, 232,233 ,243 ; Gustaf, 232,243; 
Gustafva, 25; Ida, 204; Johan Walfred, 55; 
John A., 146; John Augustus, see Nyden; 
John L., 145; Johan Ludvig, 232,244; 
Jonas, 238,247; Jonas P. , 248; Levy, 249; 
Maria I., 145; Nancy Amalia. 232,244; 
Nannie, 232,244; Olof Reinhold, 242; Pehr 
August, 265; Peter Emil, 242; Stephan, 114; 
William 249 
CARTER, Ann(e), 110 
CATHALONANY, Louise, 109 
CARPENTER, Julia, 170 
CARTWRIGHT , Minnie Josephine, 204 
CASPERSON, Didlove, 194 
CA UPONY, Peter Petersson, 47 
CEDERHOLM, Carin Amanda, 240; Ida 
Lovisa, 240; Samuel J., 240,248; Ul-
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rica Eleonora, 240 
CHAMBERS, Fem Roberta, 9 
CHARLES X, 44 
CHARLES XII, 98 
CHARLSON, Agnes, 228 
CHEN ON , Dionysius Dionysii, 98; Helena 
Catharina, 98 
CHENON/PASCHILLIUS, Denis, 99 
CHINDBLOM, Carl R., 61 
CHRISTIAN, Lars Anton, 207 
CHRISTIANSON, Miles, 204 
CHRISTEN(S)SON, Berndt, 235; Bernice, 
17; Ernest, 204; I., 235; Johan Peter, 150 
CHRISTlERNSDOTTER, Marta, 101 
CHRISTOFFERSDOTTER, Anna, 101 
CHRISTOFFERSSON afForstena Clan, 
Olof, 100 
CHRISTOPHERSSON, Nils, 258 
CIERZAN, Donald , Jr., 24; Donald Roman 
Sr., 15 
CLAESON, Remick, see Larsson Korfhom 
CLAESSON, Peder, 122 
CLASSON, Grety, 76; Jacob, 76,86; John, 
75; Margaret , 76; Margareta, 86; Peter, 
75,76,86; Peter.Sr. , 76; Swaentie, 76 
CLAY.Henry, 111 ; Mary, 110 
CLEMENSSON, Per, 129.138 
CLEMENTSDOTTER. Anna, 86; A1111ika, 
186 
CLEMENTS(S)ON, Clement, 75,86; 
Hemy 75; Jacob, 74,75,86,186; John, 75; 
Olle,75,81,86; Rebecca, 75 
CLIFTON, Jane, 115 
COCK , Anders(Andrishi), 68; Catharina, 
68; Christina (Kerstin), 68; Gustaf (Justa), 
68; John Andersson, 44,68,69,81; 
Joseph, 68; Valentine, 50; William, 68 
COCROFI', Susannah, 111 ; William, 114 
COLBERG ,GilbertJ., 29 
COLESBERRY, Sven,76 
COLLIANDER, Charlotta, 174 
COLLINS, Albert, 29 
COMP, Palle, see Kampe 
CONRADSSON, Pontus Helfrid, 150 
CONSTANTINE, Augustine, 42; Christina 
(Kerstin),41,42; Conrad, 41,42,49,73,79, 
87 Constantine, 42; Maria, 42 
COOPER, Mary, 111,114 
COPE, Oliver, 81 
CORNELIUSSON, Brita,186; Catharine 
186; Cluistina,186; Eleazor (Stephen), 186; 
Elisabeth,186; Lars, 35,36,38,43,185,186; 
Lars Larsson, 186,188; Michael, Jr., 186; 
Michael Larsson, 186 
CORNER, Edna Nyquist, 22; William 
James,12 
COX, see Cock 
CRAIG, Elsie, 261; Peter Stebbins, 34, 
67,177 
CRAWFORD, Lillie Rollins, 104; Robert 
J., 104 
CREMER, Brita Margareta, 98; Erik Jons-
son, 100; Fredrik, 98; Johan; 99 
CRISWELL, Ralph, L., 199 
CRONA, Ernst Adolf. 162; Sixten Evald 
Sune, 150,162 
CRONSTROM, see Kock 
CUSACK, John Joseph, 15 
D 
DACKE, Nils, 253 
DAHLANDER, Johan, 90 
DAHLBERG, Gustaf, 259; Gustaf Alfred, 
150,162; Lovisa Gustava, 259 
DAHLLOF , Hugo Emanuel, 150 
DAHLQUIST/DALQUIST, Wilhelmina 
(Minnie), 4,15 
DAHLSTEDT, ---, 53 
DAHLSTROM, Anna Lovisa Sofia, 122; 
Anton Samuel, 150 
DAMM, Anna Catharina Augusta, 164; 
Ludvig Fredrik, 150 
DANIELSDOTTER, Cajsa,258; Christina 
Maria, 54 
DANIELS(S)ON, ---, 254; August, 203; 
Hendrick, 186,195; Henry, 196; Jacob, 186; 
John, 186; Jonas Gustaf, 119; Olof Daniel, 
258 
DAVIS, Helen C., 22 
D'ANEGRE, Catalina, 108 
De CHA REVET , Grace, 110 
DEFOSE , John, 50; Matthias, 44; Matthas 
Mattsson,43; Sarah, 44 
DELAGRANGE ,Arnold us, 37,40,48,68,84 
DE LOUCHE, Marie Madeleine, 107 
DE LUC, Gracieus, 108 
DE LUQUO, --- 108; Catherine, 107 
DE RING, Emilius, 48 
DE LA ROSE , Rebecka, 158 
DE VOS(S), Anna, 44; Elisabeth, 44; 
Hans, 44; Helena, 44; Ingeborg, 44; 
Johannes, 44; Margaret 44; Matthias 
Matthiasson,47; Walraven Jansen,36,39 ,40, 
49,67,69; 
DE VOS, see de Foss 
af DEGEBERG, Anna, 100 
DERICKSON, Cornelius, 84; Zacharias. 
84 
DIDRIKSON, Veronia, 127 
DITSON , Oliver, 92 
DORFF!, Adam, 207; Hanna, 207; Mary, 
207; Victor, 207 
DRADER, Mary J., 176 
DRAKE, Elin, 102; Margareta, 102; Matts 
Bengtsson, 103 
DUBERG , Gabriel Jonsson, 112; Helena, 
110 
DUGAN, Marie Louise, 106; Thomas Smith-
field, 106 
DUNCAN, Brita, 183 
DUNDIE, Catharina, 102 
DUNHAM, Lulu, 171 
DURYEA, Edgar, 170; Eva Augusta, 170 
E 
EAKMAN, Frank, 207 
EATON, Simon, 181 
EBBESEN, Oscar Claes Alexander, 150, 
162,170 
ECK,---, 54 
ECKERBERG, Anna Maria, 259 
ECKLOFF, John August, 17; Mary A., 25 
ECKMAN, ---, 88 
EDIN, Christina Maria, 159; Jonas, 159 
EDLING, Peter, 204 
EGAN, Astrid, 261 
EGGERT, Gerald 0., 224 
EHRENSKIOLD, Maria, 109 
von EIJCK, Elisabeth, 115 
EK, Evert Hendricksson, 76,77 
EKBERG, Agnes Thompson, 14 
EKBLAD, -- -, 234; Carl Henrik, 245; 
Esther, 245; Carin, 245; J., 228; Johan 
Magny, 245; M:1.ns Jonsson, 245; Mathilda 
Emelie, 245; Pehr Emil, 245 
EKEBLAD, Anna, 113; Christoffer, 116; 
Goran, 100; Maria, 99 
EKENBERG, Sissela, 242 
EKENGREN, Anders August, 150 
EKLOF. see Eckloff 
Index of Personal Names 
EKLUND, Esaias S., 263; Karl Ludvig,151 
EKMAN, Ingrid Jonsdotter, 99; Nils, 151; 
Nils Adsolf, 151; Sara Stina, 162 
EKSTROM, Adolph F., 244; Axel Frithiof, 
144; Carl Victor, 145; E.E., 262; Emerentia 
Charlotta, 144; Frans, 144; Lennart , 120 
ELFSTRAND, Edgar, 162; Wilhelm, 161, 
162 
ELFVIN, Johan August, 266 
ELFVING, Carl A., 141 
ELIASDOTTER, Anna Maria, 238; Maria. 
247 
ELIASON, Carl W ., 146; Elin, 239 
ELLVIN, Carl Gustaf, 266; Johan Alfred, 
266; Per August, 266; Svante Oscar, 266 
ELOFSDOTTER, Birgitta, 102 
ELOFSSON, Rune, 121 
EMANUELS(S)ON, E.M., 256; John,256, 
Karl J., 120 
EMBURG, Swan, 204 
ENEBUSKE, Oaes Julius, 151,162 
ENGBERG, Kate, 235 
EN GROOS, K.L., 207 
ENGSTRAND, Amalia Johanna, 166 
ENGSTROM, Lydia Euphrosyne, 168 
ENLOES, Abraham, 193 
Erik XIV, 101 
ERICSDOTTER/ERIKSDOTTER/ERS 
DOTTER, Stina Cajsa, 17,28; Golin, 246; 
Ingrid, 100; Karin, 237,247; Louisa, 124; 
Martha, 211 
ERICS(S)ON/ERICKS(S)ON/ERIKS-
(S)ON/ERSSON, Albert, 18,19; Andrew, 
265; Andrew W., 217; Anna Maria, 221; 
Annika, 83,183,193; Arthur, 1,19; Arthur 
John,l I; August, 22 1; Brita, 183; C. Eldred, 
19,22; Carl Johan,221; Carl Oscar, 11,14; 
Carolina, 221; Catharine, 183; Claes , 99; 
Dick Erik Bruno, 151; Ellen (Elin), 1,11; 
Erick, 88; Erik Salomon, I; Ester, 262; 
Frank, 229; Fritz (Fred), 1, 10,22,28,29; 
George F., 2,29; Hilda Cecelia Lindgren, 14; 
Ida Karolina, 1,2,3; J., 241; J. Irving, 19; 
James E., I; Jan Erik Jansson, see Philp; 
Jennie, 19; Jem1ie Kristina, 1,11; Joran, 
188,189; John, 1,2,82,180,182,18,;187, 
193,236; John E., 19,22; John Erick, 8,10, 
11; Jonas, 249; Karl Antonius, 261; Magda-
lena, 183; Magnus, 103; Margareta, 98; 
Matthias, 49,83; Myrtle, 19; Nils, 14,112; 
Olga Mathilda, 146; Olof Oscar, 221; Oscar, 
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1; Otto Sigfrid, 261: Salomon, 19; Salomon 
Erick, 11; Victor Emanuel,]; Victor Valde 
mar, 1,11; Walborg (Barbara), 183,187,193 
ERNBERG, Stina Cajsa, 232 
ERNST, Augusta Valentina, 211 
ESCO LA, George, 207; Helen, 207 
Matilda 207 
ESHLEMAN, Benjamin Franklin, 106 
ESKELSSON, Ba1tle, 191 
ESKILSDOTTER , Bengta, 234,245 
ESTERQUIST, Hilma, 166 
EUSTASON, Ann, 82; Lawrence, 82 
\¼lborg, 82 
EVERSON. William, 86 
EVERTSSON, Catharina, 77: Elisabeth, 
77,179: Evert , 77, 78,86 ; Hendrick , 
35 ,4 8, 77, 79, 80.179;John, 77; Walborg 
(Barbara), 48,77; William, 77 
EWERT. ---, 88 
F 
FABRITIUS, Jacob, 38,40,47,76 
FAGERBERG, Fraank, 204 
FALKMAN, Augusta, 171 
FENWICK, John, 77,179.188,193,195 
FERNELL, Elisabeth. 98 
FIELD, Ma1y, 11 O; Peter, 112 
FILIPSEN. Kerstin, 223 
FINCK, Marta, 100 
FINZEN, Lorraine J. Offerdahl, 9 
FISH, Georgia Grace Peny, 9 
FJELLANDER, N., 229 
FLEETWOOD, Edward, 117: Georg, 111; 
Gustaf Adolf, 108; Gustaf Miles, 109: 
Harald Georg, 107; He111y, 117; John, 117; 
Margareta Catharina , 107; Miles. 112: 
Thomas, 117; William. 115,117 
FLEMING, Anna Beata, 98; Claes. 101; 
Henrik, 115; Herman, 100,102: Jacob, 112; 
Magdalena, I 10: Per, 99,103 
FLINKENBERG, Kerstin Henriksdotter , 
103 
FLOBERG , Carl Johan, 151 
FOCK, Christina Charlotta, 107; Hans 
111.116: Henrik. 113; Henrik Jolian ,109: 
Jacob Constantin, 108 
FOLIN,Jonas , 237: Olof, 237 
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FOLKESSON, Johan Victor, 151 
FORMAN, Charles, 206 
FORSBERG, Hulda Maria, 146: John G., 
146 
FOSS, CJ., 241 
FOSTER, Linnea B., 144 
FRANSDOTTER, Johanna Albertina 259 
FRANSSON, Anna, 181; Elias, 181; 
Gertrude, 181: Gunilla, 181; Hendrick, 48; 
Maria, I 8 I: Michael Ollesson, 180: Olle. 
180,181 ; Olle Ollesson. 180;183 ,184: Olof 
Jr., 180,193; Peter,181; Philip, 181 
FREDIN, Nils Alfred, 151 
FREDRICKSON, Adolph, 28 
FREDRIK I. 228 
FRENN, Anders Joseph, 236,246; Carl 
August, 236,246; Evald, 236; Hanna 
Christina, 246; Hilda Maria, 246: Joel 
Edwin, 246; Julia Sophia, 246; Lars, 
236,246; Per Johan, 236,246; TI1eodor, 246: 
FRENNESDOTTER, Bengta, 228 
FRESTA, Niclaus, 207 
FREUDENTHAL, Annie, 145; Eric, 146; 
Etik W. , 146: Helga Alfrida, 146 
FRIEDMAN, Deborah S., 259 
FRIEND, Andrew, 81 ; Anna, 68; Nils 
Larsson, 45 
FRISTEDT, Oscar Conrad, 151 
FROMAN, mkan, 88 
von FRONHAUSEN, Catharina Vogtin, 
116 
FULLER , George A., 55 
FURS ON , Andrew, see Jiiransson 
G 
GABRIELSDOTTER, Eva Catharina, 220; 
Ingeborg , 228,242 
GABRIELSSON. ---. 89: Isak, 90 : Linjo 
L1rs. 89,90; Johan August, 7 
GAHN. Anna Rose Marie, 163; Henrik, 151, 
163: Henrik, Sr., 163; Henrik Colquhoun, 
163: Paul Francis, 163: Rolf Eric, 163 
GALLAGHER, Thyra, 261 
GALLUS. Henriette , 168 
GARRETSSON. Anna, 49; Catharina.49: 
Garrett, 49: Hendrick , 42.49; Henry, 49: 
John.49,50: Paul, 42,49,50; Peter, 49 
GASQUET , Francis James, 106; Fran~ois 
Joseph, 107: Jean. 108; Jean Antoine, 108: 




William Ameede, 106 
GAUFFIN, Emil Magnus Theodor, 151, 
163; Gustaf Reinhold, 163,174; Hedda 
Charlotta, 159 
GENOIS, ---. 109; Bernardo,Sr., 108; 
Catherine, 107 
GIERTSEN, Waldemar, 59 
GILBERT, Alma, 257; Anna Augusta, 257; 
August, 257; Esther. 257; Mary. 257;P.,257 
GILLETT, Elisabeth, 194;Joshua,l 84,194 
GILLINGSTAM, Hans, 217 
GILLJOHNSON, Brigitta, 75; Catharine, 
195; Gilius, 189,194; William,193 
GIODING, Catharina, 193; John, 193 
GJERTSSON (Gertson). Albert Gustaf,151, 
163 
GLEASON, C.R., 57 
GLEISNER, Elisabeth, 147 
GOK. Adelina. 170 
GORANSSON, Nils, 125 
GOTHE, Anna Maria, 123; Anna Sofia, 
122; Elin Augusta, 123; Emma Charlotta, 
123; Johan August, 122 
GOFF. Naomi, 110 
GOODE. Bennet, 109; Elizabeth, 108; 
John,Jr., 110,lll; Richard, 114 
GOOLBRANT, Christina, 68 
GOSSMAN, Metta, 65 
GOVENIUS, Laurentia, 97 
GRAGE, Elsa-Britta, 134 
GRANNERUD, Olle, 123 
GRANTHAM, Ellen, 80; John, 80; John 
Jr .• 80 
GRANVILLE. Agnes Elizabeth, 228; Oara 
Rosamunda, 228; Esther Evangelina, 228; 
Hanna Delina, 228; Wilhelm Anthon, 228 
GREENLUND ,Augusta Axelina, 27,28; 
Jennie Olivia, 17; John E., 27,28 
GREER, William, 210 
GREJOR, Matilda, 205 
GRISWOLD, Anna, 111; George, 116; 
Matthew, 114 
GRONBERG, Constantinus, 41,48 
GRONLUND, Anders Olsson, 28; Anna, 
97; Christina Elisabeth, 27,28; Ida Louisa, 
144; Jan Erik, see Greenlund; John G., 144; 
Pelu G. , 144; Sophia M., 144 
GRUND, Carl, 151; Carl Hugo, 163 
Esther, 163; Fredrik, 163; Nom1aa Lars, 
163; Roy Walter, 163; Signe Florence,163 
Index of Personal Names 
GRUNDSTROM, Bertil, 216 
von der GRUNAU, Maria, 115 
GUDMUNDSDOTTER, Anna, 102 
GULL, ---, 241; Claes August, 236,246; 
Johan Levin, 236; Jonas, 236,246; 
Josefina Elisabeth, 246; Lovisa, 246; 
Svante, 236 
GULLBERG, Anders Christoffersson, 258; 
Christopher, 258; Fritz Alfred, 258; Hulda 
Ragnhild Wilhelmina, 258 
GUMMESDOTTER, Maria, 243 
GUNNARSDOTTER, Elisabeth, 101 
GURGANEY, Andria, 117 
GUSTAF VASA, 253 
GUSTAFSDOTTER, Anna Sofia, 127; 
Kerstin, 103; Mathilda Josefina, 222 
GUSTAFS(S)ON, see Justis; Andrew, 203; 
Annika, 45; Brita, 38,41,45 ,81; Brita Lisa, 
141; Erik, 114; Gustaf, 87; Jons, 75; Johan, 
38,41,45,81; Knut, 101; Ruth Elizabeth, 
15; Wiktor, 141 
GUSTAVUS ADOLPHUS, 60,113 
GYLLENMARS, Margareta, 100; Olof 
Andersson, 101 
GYLLENSTIERNA, Brita, 111; Carl, 112; 
Erik Carlsson, 115 
H 
HAKANSDOTTER, Agnes, 104; Gertrud, 
102 
HA.KANSSON, Hakan, 104; Jons, 245; 
Maria, 238 
HARD, Beata, 101 
HARD af SEGERSTAD, Adolf, 111; 
Carl, 113; Catharina Magdalena, 108; Johan 
Adolf, 109; Olof, 116 
HAGERFLYCHT, Catharina Margareta, 
109 
HALLSTROM, C.W., 26 
HAERNER, Arvid, 151 
HARSTEDT, Gustaf Georg, 151 
HAFTHORSSON, Jon, 103 
HAGERSTRAND, Erland Leonard, 224; 
Martin A., 224 
HAGLUND,---, 54 
HAGMAN, ---, 237; Anna, 247; Britta, 
247; Erik, 247; lngebrekt, 247; Jon, 247; 
Mareth, 247; Olof, 247; Olof Jonsson, 247 
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HAGSTROM,---, 93: Anna Britta, 164; 
Hilda Dorothea, 169 
HALE, Charles, 144 
HALICK, John L., 10 
HALLIN, Adelaide Hanna Carolina (Adla), 
217; Agnes Marion, 217: Andrew Bernhard, 
217; Carl Cecil, 217: Daniel Ole, 217; 
Fredric John (Fred), 217; Hilda Selina, 217: 
Katherina Charlotte (Kale), 217: Lofvas Olof 
Andersson,217. 218: Roger Walter, 217,218; 
Selma Anna, 217 
HALLING, Frred, 206: Sigrid Sophia, 206 
HALLMAN, Peter Andersson, 187 
HALTON, Charles. 195: Lars, 195; Peter, 
193; Peter Jonsson, 183,184 
HALVARDSDOTTER. Malin, 103 
HALVERSON, Phil, 266 
HAMILTON, see Widerquist 
HAMMALIN, Anna, 83: Elisabeth, 83: 
Eric, 83; Eric Ericksson, 83; Ingeborg, 83; 
Mary, 83; Matthais Ericksson, 83 
HAMMARSTEDT , Mathilda Sophia, 158 
HAMMON, --- , Mrs. 56 
HANBY, William, 193 
HANCOCK, Phoebe, 109; Robert , 111; 
Samuel, 11 O; Simon, 114; William, 111 
(HAND). Hlkan Pedersson, 103 
HANSDOTTER. Lisa Cajsa, 6; Marga-
reta, 103,114: Ma1ia, 110 
HANSEN, Annie May, 207; Edward L., 207: 
Gustave,206: Hans, 206; Janetta, 206: Niels , 
260: Nikoline Caroline, 206: W.P., 206 
HANS(S)ON. Andrew, 203 ,206: Christina 
(Stina), 27,28,29: Doris E., 221; Eva Lovisa 
(Louise), 27 ,28,29: George W., 204; Gustaf 
Bernhard, 12,16,18,19.27,29: John A. , 204: 
Karl, 221: Lars, 229: Olof. 237: Peder. 103; 
111eodore, 203 
HARDING, Lillian Lyle. 9 
HARRINGTON, W.P., 198 
HARRIS, Elizabeth, 49: Mary, 110,114; 
Thomas, 112,117 
HARTMANSDOTTER , Margareta, 100 
HASLETON, Elaine Helgeson, 52,54 
HATHAWAY, Charles, 207 
HAUGEN . Oscar H., 59 
HAYNES, John C., 92,93 
HEBBE, Anders Gustaf Pius, 164: 
Andreas, 151,164 
HEDBERG, E.C., 235: Gust, 203: Jonas 
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Olsson, 224 
HEDBORN, Samuel, 62 
HEDENDAHL, Anna, 172 
HEDGES, Charles, 42,49; Joseph, 42,49 
HEDLUND, Brita Christina, 249 
HEDMAN, Olof, 203 
HEDVIG ELEONORA, 44 
HELGEMO, Karen Elena, 28: Olof, 28 
HELLBERG, Axel Erik. 151: Knut 
Reinhold, 151 
HELLEDAY, Fredrik N., 167 
HELLEN, Carl Albin, 219: Oscar, 219: 
Roy, 219 
HELLQVIST, G. August, 12: Karl, see 
Blomquist 
HELLSTROM, Carl Alrik, 152: Carl 
Robert, 222; Ida Christina, 222; Karl 
F redrik, 222; 
HELM, Israel, 45: Israel, Jr., 81 
HELSING US, Engelberti 0 ., 102 
HELSTROM, Carl 0 ., Jr., 222 
HEMMINGSDOTTER , lngre, 54 
HEMMINGS(S)ON , --- , 54,59; Alma 
Ottilia, 52,53,55,56; Charlotte, 58 ; Hilda, 
55; John Albin, 55; Sven Peter, 55 
HENDRICKS, Elisabeth, 42; Pelle, 
48,79,84 
HENDRICKSDOTTER, Anna, 69; 
Catharina, 68; Catherine, 68,69: Christina, 
188,196; Maria, 44,45,69,242; Sarah , 187; 
Williamke, 69 
HENDRICKS(S)ON, Anders , 178; Andrew, 
69; Annika, 185,186; Brita, 179: Evert. 
67,195; Frank, 145; Gertrude, 68; Hendrick, 
69 . 18 9 ; Ing a (Ingrid), 1 7 8; Jac o b ,6 8 . 
69,82,86,189,196: John, 44,69,84, 177, 
178,179: John. Jr., 178,185,192.194; Ju-
dith, 69,84; Lars , 188,189,195,196; Lars 
Larsson, 188,189; Lars, Jr., 180: Magdale-
na, 189,196; Maria, 188,189,196; Ma1y, 
I 96: Peter, 177; Rebecca, 145 
HENN, Arthur, 56 
HENSCHEN, Ernst Ivar Abraham, 164; 
Ernst Waif rid, 152,164; Ingrid, 164; 
Salomon, 164 
de HEREDIA, Hermelinda, 163 
HERMANSEN, Hennan Arvid, 207 ; Marie 
J., 207 
HERRMAN , Augustine, 39,47 
HESSELIUS, Andreas, 48 
HESSELROTH, Carl Magnus, 164; Lorentz 
Elof Fromholdt, 152,164,165,171 
HEURLEN, Erika Agda Regina, 165 
HIERTA, Anna, 111; Lars, 115; Metta, 111; 
Per, l 13 
HILL, Adelaide Nyden, 52,53,56; Robert 
Nyden, 52 
d'HINOJOSSA, Alexandre, 34,43 
HINTZE, Cecilia, 102; Matts, 103 
HISING, Carolus Olai, 102; Magdalena, 
114; Magdalena Carlsdotter, 101; Olof, 103 
HJALMARSSON; Carlo George, 152 
HJELMERUS, Carl Gabriel, 173; Fredrik, 
157,173 
HJERTZELL, Anna Elisabeth, 98; Gustaf, 
98 
HJUL, Viktor, 7,10 
HOCKERT, Bruno Carl Emil, 152,164; 
Fredrik Rylander, 165; Jenkin Rylander, 
164; Lorentz Magnus, 164; William Edward, 
165 
HOK, Johanna Margareta, 164 
HOFFMAN, John, 196 
HOFFSTROM, Margaret Matilda, 13 
HOKENSON, Amalia Nilsson, 146; Valerid 
D., 146 
HOLLAND, Elizabeth, 117; Roger, 117 
HOLLBERG, Carl Axel, 152 
HOLLINGSWORTH, Zebalon, 87 
HOLM, Anton, 238,247; August Wilhelm, 
238; Carl G., 238; Emma Christina, 238; 
Frans Johan Filemon, 238; Gustaf, 238,247; 
Jane Johnson, 23; Oscar Fredrik, 238,247; 
Otto, 238, 247; Per, 239 
HOLMGREN, Charles 0., 203; Ellen 
Augusta, 247; Jons, 238, 247; Joseph, 247 
Leonard, 152 
HOLMQUIST, Swan 0., 204 
HOLMSTEDT, Greta. 262; Harry, 262 
HORN, Elin Henriksdotter, 101; Henrik 
Claes son, 102 
HOWARD, Jan, 258 
HOWELL, Susanna, 110 
HULAN, Richard, 92 
HULING, Andrew, 85; James, 85 
HULTGREN, Stan, 120 
HULTING, Fredrik B., 157,161,173 
HUMBLE, Bengt, 54; Maja Lisa, 55,59; 
Maria Christina Danielsdotter, 55 
HUMMER, Alexander Magnus, 109; Per 
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Jonsson, 110 
HUMMERHIELM, Angelique Constance 
Beale Sophie Caroline, 170; Helena 
Charlotta, 107; Per, 108; Syster Ulrika 
Augusta Emilia, 170 
HUTT, Eric Jonsson, 194; Hendrick 
Jonsson, 194; Matthias Jonsson, 
185,186,194; Michael Jonsson, 194 
HUTTON, Eskil Jonsson, 194 
HUNT, William, 50 
HYDEN, Hedvig, 267 
HYLLENGREN, Adolf Justus, 245; Anna 
Mathilda, 245; Emil Hjalmar, 245; Emilie 
Maria, 245; Hatty Amanda, 245; Ingrid Chri-
stina, 245; Johan M.\nsson, 234, 245; M., 
233; Mins Peter Oscar, 245 
I 
INGEMAN, ---, 240 
INGRAM, Elizabeth, 108; John W., 109 
ISAACSDOTTER,Anna, 114 
ISAACSON, Alvar, 12 
ISRAELSSON, Anders, 263 
IVARSSON, John Rand, 104 
IWARSSON, Catharina, 86; Elisabeth, 86; 
Johan,86; Maria, 86; Walborg, 86; see also 
Evertsson 
J 
JACOBS, Oele, 49; Pieter, 49; Thomas, 49 
JACOBSDOTTER, Anna, 100; Brita, 112; 
Johanna, 263; Sissa, 230,242 
JACOBSSON, Barbara,184; Gertrude, 189; 
Hendrick, 44,68,69.84, 184,189; Johan, 
194; John, 183,184,191,194; Magnus, 244; 
Matthias, 184; Thomas, 42,78; Williamkie, 
84 
JA.DER, Jon, 98 
JAENSSON, Lars, 100; Pehr,237 
JANSEN, Aeltie, 48; Christina, 48; 
Hendrick,48; Jacob, 42,49; Walraven, 48 
JANSDOTTER, Anna Cajsa, 13; Anna 
Charlotta, 7, 11,12; Britta, 237; Eva, 6,7; 
Eva Sophia, 125; Ida Lovisa, 7; Johanna, 12; 
Maja,13 ; Sara Margareta, 6 
J ANSS ON.Anders,5, 7, 10,13, 14, 15, 16,17; 
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Anna Ma1ia, 224; Anna Sophia, 91; Bryn -
julf, 103; Carl , 141; Carl Johan. 7; Erik, 
89,90,175; Hulda Mathilda, 90; Lars , 161 ; 
Mathilda,90:Per Gustaf, 4,5,7,10,13,16,17, 
18; Viktor Emanuel. 11 
JAQUET, Ingeborg, 46; Jean Paul, 1 9 3; 
John, 193; Paul, 193; Peter, 36,46 
JARE, August, 207; Zelma, 207 
JARL, Anna Maria. 144 
JEAN. Mildred Minnie, 10 
JEANES.Henry, 190,193; Ingrid, 182, 
190; Nathaniel. 193 
JEFFERSON, Martha, 109:TThomas,112 ; 
Thomas.II, 110,114 
JEGOU, Pierre, 188,195 
JENKINS, V.W., 229 
JEPPSSON, Anders, 228 
JESPERSDOTTER, Sofia, 102 
JONSDOTTER, Anna Margareta , 102; 
Bridget, see Jones; Ingeborg, 110; Kama, 
241; Kersti, 234,245; Lovisa Sophia, 63 
JONSSON, Anna, 231,243; Carl, 36; Cary 
(Carrie), 231,243; Erik, 186; Eskil, 186: 
Hans , 116; Jiiran, 82: Johan, 231,243; 
Lars , 231,243; Matthias, 49,185; Olle 
(Oliver). 194; Olof, 102,231.243; Per, 235; 
Petter, 244 
JORANSSON , Anders, 39,40,44,82; 
Anna, 82,188; Catharine, 188; Christiern, 
39,44; Christian , 44; Christina, 38,189; 
Elisabeth. 82; Erick, 76,188,189,195,196; 
Hendrick, 82,188; Jiiran, 82,188,196; 
Ma 
gareta, 44,76; Sophia,39.40.44; Staffan. 
182,194, 195,196; Stephen, 186 
JORGENSDOTTER, Kerstin, 103 
JOHANNESDOTTER, --- , 8; Catharina. 
232,244; Ingeborg , 243: Johanna Maria, 
7,15,18, 19; Johanna Maria , see Johnson ; 
Martha, 233; see also Turner 
JOHANNESSON, Edvard, 7; Johannes,?, 
Olof, 232; Peter, 233; Samuel, 232; Sven,. 
232 
JOHANNIS, Petms. 114 
JOHANSDOTTER, Anna Lovisa, 220; 
Christina Sofia, 220; Dorothea, 125; Klara, 
266; Lovisa, 243; Ma1ia, 143,247; Maria 
Brita, 258 
JOHANS(S)ON ,Alfred, 266; Anders , 125, 
242,268; Anna, 165; Anna Christina, 235; 
Anna Sofia, 247: Carl, 102.235; Carl 
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Fredrik,165:Carl Gustaf, 55; Christina,158; 
Clas,75; David, 249; Elna Ahlstrom, 263 
Eva Mathilda7,8; Frans Gustaf, 266; 
Frideborg, 141; Gemmnd, 249; Hendrick, 
177,192; Hilda, 165; Johan, 54,142; Johan 
August ,266:Josefina, 221; Karin , 221; 
Lars-Goran, 138; Mathilda Jo sefin a,2 49; 
Mathilda Maria, 219; Peter, 237,247,248; 
S.J .. 159; Sigurd, 262; Simon. 79 ; Sven 
Ivan, 120; Vilhelmina, 13 
JOHN III, 101 
JOHNSDOTTER, Walborg, 180 
JOHNS(S)ON, Agnes Maria Caroline, 
146; Albin J ., 145; Alton Kenneth , 9: 
Amandus, 46, 84; Anders, 263; Anders P., 
240; Andrew, 27,28,29,203; Anna, 79; 
Anna B., 145; Anna Lisa, 203:Anna S.,203; 
Arent, 42 ,50; Arthur B., 9;August, 27,28; 
August A., 144; Augusta Maria (Mary 
Augusta), 17; B.Sophia, 145;Bertil (Bartle), 
145,146; Carl, 240; Carl E., 145,146; Carl 
Gustaf,152, 165; Carolina, 204; Catha1ina, 
49. I 95: Charlotta, 249: Charlotta 
Wilhelmina (Minnie), 17: Charles August , 
27,28; Charles J., 146; Claus, 194; David, 
204; Donald Roos, 97 ; Emma C., 146; 
Emma M. , 144; Emma Sophia, 246; Eric, 
49,195,203,236; Eske!, 49; Eskil , 195; 
Fredrik, 240,249; G.D., 235; George 
WIiliam , 97; Gennund, 240; Gustaf, 235; 
Harvey W., 28,29; Hedvig , 144; Hedvig 
E.W., 146; Hendrick, 184; Hemy, 49, 87; 
Hilma E., 240; Jennie E., 18; Jennie 
Florence Ida Swedenborg, 256: Jennie 
Winnifred, 20,21 ; Johan A., 145; Johanna, 
238; John, 80,207: John A., 203 ; John F., 
23; John Fredrick. 13; John P.W .. 203; 
John W .. 145: John Y .. 203; Knut R., 145; 
Lilly T.C., 146: M.J ., 146; Margaret, 
49,195; Margaret Nancy, 97; Maria A., 203; 
Martha, 28; Mary, 49.195: Michael, 49 ; 
Nils , 204; Olle (Oliver), 49; Otto, 240; 
Peter, 236,241 ; Peter A., 203 ; Phyllis 
Marjori e, 97; Robe1t Russell, 10; Ruth 
Emelia, 11; Sally Thompson, 24; Samuel, 
232; Sara, 28; Simon , 193: Simon, Jr. , 
79,80; Simon, Sr., 80; Sofia, 9,236: Stella, 
145; Susan, 174; Sven, 227; Swan August, 
204; Timothy J. , 52; Victor, 146; William, 
204 
JOHNSTON, Lawrence Albe1t, 240.249 
L 
I 
JONAE, Bothvidus, 114 
JONASDOTTER, Cajsa, 238,247 ; Carin, 
239,247; Christina, 248; Marta, 248 
JONAS(S)ON, Anders 249; August, 220; 
Carl, 244; Carin, 246; Emma Johanna, 246; 
Erik, 97,237,246,247; Golin, 246; Johan, 
88,120; Johanna. 246; John ,246; Magnil 
246; Petter, 88 
JONES, Bridget, see Petersson; Thomas, 
37 ,74, 194 
JONGH, Jacob, 67 
JONSDATTER Ingeborg, 231 
JONSDOTTER, Brita, 98,247; Cajsa, 
266; Catharina, 244; Stina, 258; Stina 
Cajsa, 264; Golin, 237,247; Ingrid, 245; 
Mareth, 247 
JONS(S)ON, Hafthor, 104; Hans, 103; 
J.P.L., 205; Johanna, 163; Jon, 99; Lars, 
238,247 
JOSEFSDOTTER , Dorothea, 258 
JOSTSDOTTER, Margareta, 112 
JUNTH, Erik, 206 
JURIANSON, Christian, see foransson 
JUSTICE, Charles, Jr., 49 
JUSTIS, Anders , 38; Anna, 41; Elisabeth, 
38; Hans Gustafsson, 81; John, 81,87; 
Lydia, 81; Mfos Gustafsson, 81; Maria, 81; 
Paul, 81; Peter, 81; William, 81 
K 
KAMPE, Brigitta, 80,87;John, 80,87; Lars 
Piilsson. 80,194; Lawrence, 80; Magdalena, 
80; Matthias, 80; Paul, 80,87 
KAFLE, Anna Christina, 113; Bengt, 116; 
Brita. 100; Lars, 102; Marta, 116; 
Margareta , 113,116; Matts, 103; Nils 
Larsson, 101 
KAGG , Carin, 115 
KAGGE, Nils Mattsson, 103 
KARLSDOTTER, Drothea Mathilda, 261 
KARLSSON,---,54; Anders Gustaf, 121; 
Annie, 121; Erik Valdemar, 221 ; Frans, 
261; Herbert, 121 ; Hilding, 264; Hjalmar, 
121; Johan August,120,121 ; Karl Pehr, 
2 6 1, Ma rt in , 12 1 ; Per Vo 11 rad, 1 5 2; 
Victorl5 ,27 ,29, 121 
KARP, Charles, 206 
KASSEL, Johan Magnus Teodor, 152 
KAXE, Malin Ericsdotter, 102 
Index of Personal Names 
KEMP (CAMP), John, 87 
KENT, Ann, 178; Erasmus, 178; Robert, 
192, Sarah, 178; Thomas, 178.192; 
Thomas, Jr., 178 
KENYON, F.M., 144 
KIJL, Anna, 102; Maria, 116 
KING, Elias, 74 
KIRK, Samuel, 70 
KJELLANDER, Charlotte Olivia, 223; 
Elise (Anna), 223; Nils, 152; Oscar, 223; 
Sven Andersson, 223; Tekla, 223 
KJELLBERG, Isidor, 174 
KLINGBERG, Carl Johan, 142 
KLINKE, N.Z. , 206; Peter, 206; Sophia, 
206 
vonKLINCKOWSTROM, Emil, 157,173 
KLINT , Margaretha, 164 
KLOWING, Henrie Alexis, 152 
KLOTZ , Inga-Lill, 119 
KNOS, Johan Olof Peter, 165; Lars Peter, 
I 52,165 
von KNORRING, David L., 216; Eugene 
J., 216; Johanna, 216; Johanna Charlotta, 
217 ; Klara Charlotta, 216; Marilyn, 216; 
Michelle R., 216; Mike J .. 216; Tami , 216 
KNUDSEN, Evelyn Dorothy, 257; Gladys 
June, 257; Gordon William, 257; John, 257 
KNUTSDOTTER, Anna, 114; Birgitta, 
104 
KNUTSSON, Gustaf, 102; Knut , 103; 
Marten, 36; Olof, 103 
KOCK , Carl Olof Georg, 152; Elisabeth, 
113; Markus Danielsson, 115 
KORLING, Anders Olofsson, 102 
KOLSBERG, Sven, see Colesberry 
KOMAREK, Raymond Stanley, 15 ,24 
KOPISTO, Matt, 207 
KORFHORN , Hendrick Larsson, 83 ; Lars 
Hendricksson, 83 
KORN, Henrietta Wilhelmina 163 
KOSKELA ,. Leo Gabriel, 207; Maria S. , 
207; Matt Gabriel, 207 
KRANS, Arvid, 28; Arvid Leonard, 9,10; 
Arvid Roland, 10; August, 9,10 ,28; 
Clarence Herman, 9,21; Conrad, 9, 28; 
Dorothy Evelyn, 10; Fem Chambers, 211; 
George William, 9; Helen, 9; Henry Oswald, 
10; Lydia, 28; Mildred, 9; Muriel Sonja,10; 
Selma, 21 ; Sofia, 28; 
KRANTZ, J., 241; Mary, 233 
KRANZ, Henry P., 59 
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KREMER, Jons, 102 
KRIG, ---, 254 
KRISTIANSSON, Jacob Ferdinand, 152 
KRONLUND, ---, 54; Charlie, 60; 
Theodore, 60 
KRUMME, Ingeborg, 115 
KUCKOW, Olle Ollesson, 191,192,196; 
Peter, 196 
KULL, Hilda Carolina, 167 
KULLBERG, ---, 240; Agnes Sofia, 
140,141; Anna, 248; Augusta, 140,141; 
Claes Fredrik, 248; Emil Albert, 248; Erik, 
140,141; Ernst Fridolf, 140,141; H.O., 88; 
Henriette (Jetty), 168; Ingrid, 248; Jons 
Nilsson, 248; Johanna, 248; Nils Alfred, 
248; Sigfrid Nathanael , 248; Sigrid , 
233,248; Wilhelm, 168 
KULLGREN, Allvar, 173,174 
KURTZEL, Sigrid, 115 
KUHN, Jurgen, 76 
KYLE, Beata, 113; Eric, 116; Margareta, 
115 
L 
LA CROIX, ---, 193 
LACROY, John, 182,193; Michael, 
182 ,193,194 
LAGERQUIST, Eric Oscar Leonard, 152 
LAGERVALL, Fredrik ALexander, 152 
LAITO, Annie, 208; 0., 208 
LALLERSTEDT, Ulrik, 158; Ulrika 
Eleonora, 158 
LAMBSON, Thomas, 186,188,196 
LANE, Anna, 208; Jacob, 208 
LANG, Ethel (Pat), 210; John, see Lange 
LANGE, Augusta Dorothea, 210; Augusta 
V.ilentina, 211; Carl Gottlieb, 209; Carl 
Gottlieb. Jr., 209: Christian Friedrich, 209; 
Eugene, 210; Francis, 210; Frans Friedrich, 
209,210; Hennan E .. 210; Hennan Wilhelm, 
210; Johan Andreas (John Andrew), 209; 
Johan 
Jeremias, 209,211; Johan Jeremias.Jr., 211; 
Magdalene, 210: Ma1y, 210 
LAPEYRE,---, 108; Alexandre Christophe, 
107: Jean Ma1tial, 107; Louise Josephine, 
106; Raymond, 109 
LARS DOTTER, Anna Charlotta Dorothea, 
121; Bengta, 240.243,248 ; Elna, 228,242; 
Ilgena (Elna), 228; Maja Stina, 90;Marga-
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reta, 114; Maria, 246; Nilla , 243: Olu, 243 
LARSSON. Alice Evangeline, 238; 
Anders ,2 8, 89,236,238,239,246,248; 
Andrew, 238; Anna Sofia, 238; Arthur, 231; 
Arvid, 238; August, 139; Bengta, 231; Carl, 
236; Carl August, 236; Carl August, 121; 
Carl Johan Ferdinand, 92; Charles V., 203; 
Edna Victoria, 238; Edward, 231; Enfrid 
Theodor, I 8,25; Ernst Oscar, 239;Esther 
Amelia, 238; Frank, 231; Gustaf, 229,238 
Gustaf Robert, 18; Hans, 229; Hans C., 29; 
Hilda, 121; Johanna, 2·38; Johannes, 
238,247,248; John E. , 204; John H., 146; 
Jonas, 238 ; Josefina (Josephine), 141 ,243; 
Kama, 231; L., 26; Larens, 243; Maria, 238; 
Martha, 243; Martin, 238; N., 241; Nancy, 
231; N.G., 4,18,25; Nils Gustaf, 
12,15,18,19; Niles, 203; Ola, 231,240; 
Otto,240; Plll, 80,87,194; Paul, 87; Pehr, 
231,243; Per August, 121; Peter August, 92; 
Richard Laurens, 238; Selma, 231 ; Spencer, 
25; Tillie Sophia, 18; Victor (Viktor), 
121,238; Willie, 231; Larsson Brothers, 
137,139 
LAURELL, Charles, 206 
LAURENSDOTTER, Christina, 103 
LAURENSSON, Jons, 103 
LAURENTII, Johannes, 102; Elans, 102 
LAWRENCE, Marcus, 82,180 
LAWSON, Anna, 220; Annakee, 73; 
Cluistine, 220; Loren, 220 
LAWSON/LARSSON, Eric, 220 
LEATHERMAN, Effie Elizabeth Anderson, 
223 
LEDIN , Beata Christina, 158 
LEE, see Ellvin; Emeli Christina , 266; 
Frank Oscar, 266 
LEIGHTON, J.A ., 206 
LEJSANDER , Carl Rudolf, 153 
LE MAIRE, Elsie E., 8 
LEMMENS, Elisabeth, 78 ,88; Hendrick , 
78,83,88 
della LENGVEGLIA, Federico, 210 
LEONARD, Leonard Andersson, 163 
LEONARDSSON, Einar, 223; Linda, 223; 
Lonette, 223; Mina, 223; Sture, 223; Sven, 
223 
LERCHENZEILER, Johan William, 70 
LETH, Justus Cluistoffer, 173; Ludvig, 
157,173 
LETZLER, Axel Emil Theodore, 153,165 
,,. 
LEVINE, Alice, 9 
LEWIS, Emil Theodore, 204; F. Ray, 198; 
Francis August, 202,203; John Oscar, 203; 
M.J.O., 201 
LID, Johan, 236 
LIDFELT, Gudrun, 59 
LILJA, Andes Gustaf Waldemar, 153 
LILJEBERG, Karl A., 27,28 
LILJEDAHL, Ida, 166 
LILJENCRANTZ, Eva Johnson, 218; 
Henrik Emil August, 218; Tod, 218 
LILLIA, Alfred, 203; Anna, 203 
LILLIE af ASPENAS, Anna, Ill; Bengt 
Bryntesson, 116; Johan, 113 
LILLIEBIELKE, Anna, 116 
LILLIEGREN/LILJEGREN, Carl, 222; 
Ivar, 222; Johan, 222; Martin, 222; Teresa, 
222 
LILLIEHOOK af GALARED och 
KOLBACK, Bengt Christoffersson, 113; 
Christoffer Ml\nsson, 116; Maria, 111 
LINDAHL, Dorothy B., 25; Gustaf John, 
263; Naomi Eckloff, 25; Johan Peter, 263 
LINDBERG, D., 144; John P., 206; 
Margareta, 146; Per D., 146 
LINDBLAD, Johan Mauritz, 153 
LINDBLOM, Carl August (Charles), 11 
LINDBOM, Olof Petter Fredrik, 153 
LINDBORG, Hans, 203 
LINDE, Birger, 253; Signe, 254 
LINDEGREN, Johan Daniel, 249; Sophia 
Dorothea, 249 
LINDELOF af KEDUM, Marta, 113 
LINDEN, Berta, 165; Bror Gustaf, 
153,165; Johan Fredrik, 165; Signe, 165 
LINDEROT, Lars, 211 
LINDGREN, Anders Gustaf, 13; Anna 
Helga, 15; Carolina Mathilda, 165; Edward 
Victor, 15; Hildur, 4; Hildur Linnea, 15; 
Judith Dorothy, 15; Robert Norman, 15,24; 
Victor E., 13,15,23,29 
LINDHOLM, Anna, 229; P.T., 229,230 
LINDORMSDOTTER, Marta, 103 
LINDQUIST, Anna, 229; Cecilia, 229; 
Clara, 229; John, 204; Sissa, 229 ; 
Theodore, 229; Tina Bernhardina, 229; 
Truls, 229 
LINDROTH, Gunnar, 219 
LINDSTEN, Eva,27 ,29;Gustaf, 27,29; 
Johan Julius, 27 ,29; Ruth W., 27 ,29 
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LINDSTROM, Carl (Charles), 11 
LINDVALL, Carl Johan Oscar, 203; Carl 
Magnus, 153 
LITIEN, Anders, 189; Catharina, 189; 
Christina, 189; Eric, 189; Goran, 47; 
Joran Ericksson, 189; Maria, 189 
LITSTROM, Elin, 162 
LIVIJN, Claes, 62 
LJUNGBERG, Agnes Lovisa. 259; Alma 
Mathilda, 259; Amelie Mathilda, 259; Frans 
Manfred, 259; Robert Andreas, 259 
LJUNGSTEDT, Petter Magnus, 153 
LOCK, Lars Andersson, 196; Lars Carlsson, 
34,35 ,45,67 ,85, 195 
LOFVANDER, Albert Ferdinand, 153,165 
LOFGREN, 121; Cecilia, 121; 
Cornelia, 121; Evelina, 121; Harold, 121; 
Helen, 121 ; John, 203; Signe, 173; Victor, 
121 
LONN, ---, 53 
LOVGREN, Anna-Britta, 134 
LOONEY, Shirley Anderson, 24 
LOUISE, Crown Princess, 60 
LOVELACE, --- , 36,39 
LOWE, Elmo, 58 
LUCASDOTTER, Margaret, 194 
LUKE, Anne, 112; Nicholas, 115 
LUND, Anna M., 27,29; Lena, 204 
LUNDBECK, Charles Jonny, 153 
LUNDBERG, Carl Robert, 239,248; Emil 
Alvin, 248; Florence Olivia Julia, 239,248; 
Ida Amanda, 239,248; Joseph A., 239,248; 
Lorens Sigfrid, 239,248; Louise Elisabeth, 
171 
LUNDBOHM, Hjalmar Hugo, 153,166 
LUNDELL, Hl\kan, 233; Ulla, 221 
LUNDGREN, Andrietta, 159; Edna Maria, 
144; Edward Julius, 204; Gustaf Wilhelm, 
260; Henry G., 144; Hulda C., 203; 
Johanna, 161; Mathilda Vilhelmina 
Karolina, 260; Olga A. Forsberg, 144; 
Ottilia Anna Gustava, 260; Sven Adolf, 153 
LUNDHOLM, Camilla Ru!h Ingeborg, 166; 
Johan Victor, 163,166; Joseph Sebastian, 
166; Sonja Alfrida, 166; Stanley Victor 
Emanuel, 166 
LUNDQUIST, Magnus Henry, 203; Maria 
Josefina, 233; P.Johan, 233 
LUNDSTROM, Alexander B., 144; August, 
146; Esaias Magnus, 153; Susanna 
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Anderson, 146 
LUNDVALL. August, 166: Fredrik August 
Theodor, 153: N.A. , 157,173 
LYBERG, Carl Axel Edvard, 153 
LYDEKE , Elin. 103; Hans, 10 
LYGG EN , Thomas, 114 
M 
MANSDOTTER Bengta, 257; Ingrid, 
233,244 
MAGNIDOTTER, Carin, 263 
MAGNUSDOTTER, Eva, 244: Ingegerd, 
103 
MANSSON. Ake, 239; Alfred, 245; Anders, 
235 ; Anna , 234,245: Bengta , 245; 
Catharina (Karin.), 73; Christina, 234; 
Ge1trude, 180; Hanna, 227; Hans, 78; 
Hendrick , 73 ,85; Johan. 73 ,85; John, 
180,245; Jon , 237,247; John,Jr., 237; 
Kristina, 245; Mans, 237; Margaret, 73: 
Mathilda, 234,245; Nils, 211,234,245; Ola, 
234,245; Olof, 73: Paul, 48.84,85: Pemilla, 
234; Peter, 73,85 
MAGNUS(S)ON, Carl, 232,243; HAkan, 
104; Helen M., 146; Jenny (June), 29: Knut, 
104: Sara, 73.238: Sarah L. , 146; Sven. 
145 ,245 
MARTENSSON/MARTINSSON , Berth, 
261; Gissel, 231; Johan Erik "Gron", 258; 
Marten, 45: Matthias, 41.45 
MADISON, Albert, 208; K., 208; Michael, 
208; Olga, 208 
MASSING, Anna Lovisa , 4, see also 
Peterso?: Axel Edvard, 4, see also Walgren; 
Carl Victor, 7: Henning, 7: Jenny Augusta, 
4: see also Peterson: Johan Emanuel 7· 
Johanna (Hanna) Maria, 7, 10,20; Ma;git: 
10; Per Jans son, 7,8.9,10: Selma A., 4; 
Selma Levina, see Peterson 
MAGNI, Petms, 114 
MAHLMANN , August F., 207; Emelia C., 
207 
MALM. Carl Otto Reinhold, 153 
von MALMBORG, ---, 254,255 
MAN, Abraham, 42 
MANGOLD , Beverly L., 257 
MANN, Alma E., 208: John. 208; 
Louisa, 208; Ma1y, 208 
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MAPPLETHORPE.Robert, 213 
MARELIUS, Johan Wilhelm, 154,166 
MARSEN. Jens Christian. 205 
MASSE, ---, 229 
MATTHIASSON ,Israel, 192;Walborg,191 
MATTON/MATHON, Honore, 108: 
Louise, 108 
MAT(T)SDOTTER , Anna, 6; Carin, 115; 
Serafina, 264; Sissa, 229 
MAT( T) S (S) ON ,Anders , 43 ,5 0, 7 3 ,94; 
Anna, 220; Atthur Washington, 231,243: 
Brita,69 ,84 ,179: Catherina, 76.77,179;Eli-
sabet. 77; Erick. 83,88; Freddy Hemy. 243: 
Hans, 228,229; Hemy, 231; . Hilma, 231; 
Ingeborg, 179; John, 50; also see Defose· 
Lars, 231,243: Margaretta, 7 6; Martha'. 
265, Matthias , 43 ,50,76,77,179,191,192 , 
228,229; Nils, 68,76,229; Ola, 229; Pehr, 
229; Peter, 69; Urin, see Skrika 
MAURER, Robert, 92 
MC GEEHAN , Carol Ogren, 124 
MC GUCKIN, John H.,Jr., 205 
MC LOSKEY. Bernard, 107: Jane, 106; 
Philip. 106 
MC WILLIAMS, A.Nonna, 125 
MECK, Axel Wilhelm, 154: 
MECUM . Barbara, 194: Edward. 187,194; 
John, 187 ; Maria, 187: William, 187 ,194 
MEDOC, Sigvard Eugen, 161 
MEHTALA, Jacob, 206; Santra L., 206 
MELCHIOR, Lars , 137 
MENDO, Carl Johan Zetterlund, 208 
MERRITT, Leslie, 159 
METT, James, see Andersson 
MEURLING, ---, 55 ,59; Charodotes, 64; 
Hedvig, 62; Maaaaria Juliana, 62,63 
MEYER, Christopher, 83: Michael, 83: 
Peter, 83,75; Stoffel Michel, 82 
MICKELSDOTTER, Brita, 101 
MIDTLYNG, Jennie Olivia, 11,22,28; John 
E .. 28 
MILLER . He111y , 228; Marie E .. 124 
MINK, John, 183,194; P,U Palsson, 
35,182,183: Paul. 183; William , 183 
MINUIT, Peter, 36 
MITCHELL, Mary. 111 
MOBERG,Vilhelm, 214 
MOLLER/MOLLER, Amelia Anna 203· 
Johan , 113 ,116; Johanna Juliana, 111; ' 
Neils, 204; Peter R. , 203; Pontus, 216,218; 
Rasmus A., 203; Thorwald K., 204 
MORNER, Ebba Ottiliana Charlotta, 162 
MORNER af MORLANDA, Beata Sophia, 
109; Hans, ll0; Hans Georg, ll2 
von MORN ER, Anna Catharina, ll5; 
Stellan Otto, ll5 
MORT, Magnus Petri, ll2; Margareta,104; 
Peder,110 
MOEST, Magalena, 210 
MOHLIN, ---. 54; John E. ,55,66 
MOLANDER, Augusta Joephina, 267; Carl 
Gustaf, 267; Christina, 267; Claes/Claus, 
267; Hilda Christina, 267; Hilda Josephina, 
267; Johan Martin, 267; Joseph, 267; Maria · 
Gustafva, 267; Solomon, 267; Sven Otto, 
267; Wilhelm, 267 
MOLIN, ---, 235 
MOLITAEA, Anna, 100 
MOLITAEUS, Matthias Marci, 102 
MOLL, Jeanie Ahlstrom, 263 
MOLLE, Charles Clifford, 10; Dorothy 
Krans , 21,11 
MOMMA, Willem, 115 
MOMMA/REENSTIERNA, Jacob, 113 
MONTANUS/SVINHUFVUD, Daniel 
Danielis, 102 
MONTELIN, Axel, 166; Carl Adolf Fredrik, 
166; Carl Axel, 154,166; Hildegard, 166; 
Oscar Napoleon, 166 
MORAN(E), Toulouse, 109 
MORANNE/MORAN, Catharina, 108 
MORE, Nicholas, 181 ; Sarah, 181 
MORIN, Hilda Natalia Euphrosyne, 159; 
Jacob Mauritz, 154; Nils Erik, 159 
MORTON, John, 60 
MOUNS, John, 74; Peter, 74,85 
MULLICA.Anders Pftlsson,43,86; Andrew, 
87; Pftl Johnsson, 45,67 
MUNSON, John Auguset, 203 
N 
NATHHORST/NATHURST, Agnes 
Theresia. 65; Axel Ludvig, 62; Axel 
Reinhold, 64; Carl Evert, 65; Charles 
William, 65; Charlotte, 63; Charlotte 
Hattie, 64; Ejnar Oswald, 65 ,66; Eliza 
Sofia, 65; Emilie Louise, 65; Fannie, 63; 
Fannie Sophia, 64; Gottlieb Erdman. 62; 
Harry Ross, 64; Hattie, 63; Hjalmar Otto, 
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65; Hjalmar Teofil, 65; Hugh Lee, 65,66; 
Jennie, 63; Johan Teofil, 62; Johan 
£ofil,II, 62; Johan T eofil, III, 62,63; Johan 
£ofil, IV, 63,64,65; Kate,63; Kate Jennie, 
64; Louise, 63; Louise Marie, 64; Metta 
Henrietta, 65; Rudolf Amadeus,64 
NATT och DAG , Anna Christina 115 
NAULT, Alfred Oliver, 15; Hildur Lindgren, 
24 
NEERING.Sarah, 187 
NELSON, ---, 54; Abraham, 231; Amanda 
Wilhelmina (Minnie), 11,22; Anna (Annie) 
Maria, II ,14; Arthur Gustaf Adolph, 
15,23;Augusta, 27,28; Charles Adolph, 14; 
Carl, 93; Carl (Charles) August, 14; Charles 
J., 203; Charles M., 204; Ellen Elizabeth, 
14; Elmer Emanuel, 15,23; Hannah, 231; 
Hilda Amalia, 14; Howard E., 23; James C., 
203; John Olof (Eric), 27,28; Julius, 93; 
Julius A., 203; Nels G. , 204; Nels L., 203; 
Nils, 204; Paul, 241; R.D., 220; Ruth 
Marie, 15,23; Sixtos Wilhelm, 14,23; Sofia 
Wilhelmina (Minnie), 14; William W., 93 
NENZELIA, Catharina, 99; Maria, 112 
NENZELIUS, Segericus Segerici, 101,ll4 
NERNST, Mauritz Leonard, 154 
NESBITT, Fred W., 217 
NESS, Adolph, 208; Charles, 208; Ida, 
208; John, 208; Sophia, 208 
NEVANPERA, Martin, 208 
NICKSON, John, 194 
NIELSON, John, 154; Kay, 46 
NILSDOTTER, Anna , 248; Bengta, 
230,242; Birgit, 211; Brita, 102; Carin, 
115; Stina, 235; Elsa, 240,248; Eva, 244; 
Kama 240,243; Kjerstin, 2ll ; Lovisa, 220; 
Margareta, 102; Maja Lisa, 220; Pemilla, 
249; Thilda Lovisa, 220 
NILS(S)ON, Anders, 211,235; Anna, 
179,248;Annika,180; Bengt, 235,245,246; 
Bengt J., 120; Carl Adolph, 4; Carl Emil 
Frithiof;220; Charlotta,235,245; Elisabeth, 
184; Erik, II0; Gustaf Reinhold, 220; Gus-
tava,235; Hendrick, 86,179; 180,187,192, 
195, Inga Christina, 235,245; Isaac, 180; 
Jeppa, 154; Jons, see Nielson; Johannes, 
243; John, 192,195; John Hendricksson, 
187; Jon, 247; Kristoffer Daniel, 258; 
Margaret, 181, Matthias, 179, 
180,181,182,184,192; Matthias, Jr., 180; 
Nicholas(Nicolaus), 193,203: Niles A., 
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203;Nils, 177,179,227,234,243: Nils, Sr. , 
192; Nils Jr. , 179 ,180,181.184; Ola, 
227,241: Olle, 181,191 : Paul, 228: Per, 
127,234,240,241 ; Peter, 245; Salomon, 
235,245; Sarah, 192 
NOMERSSON, John, 43,50,86 
NORAEA, Margarea, 101,114 
NORDELL, Carl J. , 203; Charles P., 203; 
Nils W., 203; Timre E., 203 
NORDERLING, Carl Alfred, 154 
NORDKVIST. Johanna Christina, 161 
NORDLINDER, Maria Elisabeth. 163 
NORDLING, Louis, 199,203 
NORDSTEDT, Hulda Christina, 168 
NORDSTROM, Elsa, 134 
NORELIUS ,Erik,225,226 ,241 
NORLING, Magdalena, 266 
NOTARI, Sara, 13 
NUMBERS, John, Jr., 43; Mary, 43; Peter, 
43; see also Nomersson 
NYBERG, Erik, 204; Olof, 203 
NYDEN, Carl Emil, 56,68; Ernst, 58; John 
Augustus, 52,53 ,54,56,57,58,59,60,61 
NYGREN , Sophia, 171 
NYHOLM, Aivid, 57 
NYQUIST/NYQVIST. A.J., 12; Edna, 12; 
Ella, 12: Jallmer Ferdinand, 12.22: James F., 
22; John, 12 
NYSTRAND. Carl. 157.174: Nils, 174 
0 
OAKBERG, Andiew P., 203 
O'CONNOR, Catherine, 210 
ODMAN, Samuel, 232: Will1elm Fridolf 
Willehard, 154 
ORLANDER, Johan Victor, 154 
OHRMAN. Nils Johan Helmer, 154 
OHRSTROMER, Catharina Fredlika, 167 
OHRVALL, Anders Emil Gottlieb. 
154,166;Hugo, 166 
OELSEN, Hendrick, 85; Oele, 85 
ORNFLYCHT, Anna Pedersdotter, 103 
OSTER. ---. 88 
OFELT , Alma Adelia, 234,245; Clara, 
234,245; David Sidney Oliver, 234,245; 
Emma (Emelia) Josephina, 234, 245; 
Garfield Elmer, 234, 245; Hilda Paulina, 
234,245; J.P. , 234; Nathan Bernhard, 
234,245; Nils Persson, 234,245 
OGLE, John, Jr., 49 
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OGLETHORPE, James Edward, 212,213 
OGREN, Anders Gustaf, 124; Anders Victor, 
124: Axel Gabriel, 124; Carl Fredrik, 124; 
Emma Maria, 124; Erik Ludvig, 124; Gustaf 
Robert, 124; Karl Johan, 124; Maria Lovisa, 
124; Mathilda Eugenia, 124; Oskar Theodor, 
124; Otto Reinhold, 124 
OHLUND, Olof, 203 
OLANDER, Anna Maria, 144 
OLA YI, Eiicus, 101 
OLDBERRG, Anders, 167; Arne, 167; Carl 
Johan Rudolph , 174; Olga, 167; Oscar, 
167,174; Oscar Robe11 Otto, 154; Rudolph, 
157; Virgil. 167 
OLIN, Carl, 169; Selma Josefina Carolina, 
169 
OLLESSON, Catharine Kuckow, 191; Lars, 
74; see also Thorsson; Olle Kuckow, 
74,85 ,179; Peter, 179,180,181 ,186,191 , 
I 95,196; Walborg Kuckow, 179; Sicca 
(Zacharias), 187,191,196 
OLOF In Slobyn , 181 
OLOFSDOTTER, Anna, I 16; Anna 
Catharina, 234; Karin, 102; Catharina of the 
FORSTENA Clan, 99; Kersti, 245; 
Christina, 100,245,258 
OLOFSSON, Daniel, 258; Jonas, 246 
OLSBERG, Monika , 260 
OLS DOTTER ,Boel, 246;Carolin a,29; 
Stina,74, 221; Margareta, 227; Pemilla, 245 
OLSEN, Hans, 207; John, 206 
OLS(S)ON, ---. 53; Amanda Johnson, 144; 
Anders, 227,241; Brynte, 211; Burton L., 
24,25; Carl, 242; Carl 0., 201; Carolina, 
241; Cherstin, 241; Elna, 227,241; Esther, 
227; Gustaf Wilfred, 145; Helmer, 145; 
Hjalmar, 17 ,24; Hjalmar, G., 144; Jacob, 
261 ; Jan, 6,7.10.11; Jons, 240,248 ; John 
A .. 203: John E .. 203; Julius, 261; Mii11ha, 
227,241: Maria, 240; Mary Jean Nelson, 
104; Mathilda, 227,241 ; Nicholas A .. 203; 
Nels, 203; Nils , 227,240,241; Nils 
William , 104,134,137,147,209,212; 0. , 
230; O.N., 233 ; Ola Bosson, 228; Olof, 
203,227,241; Oscar Bernhard, 241; Pehr, 
228,237,247; Per 0., 227,241; Peter, 234; 
Selma Beata, 241 ; Sven, 227,241; Sven 
Alfred, 227,241 
ORRHAN, Cary, 82; Hendrick, 87; 
Hendrick Jiiransson, 82; Jiiran Joransson, 
82 
OSBERG, Carl, 257; Elna, 257; Elsa, 257; 
Nils, 257; Rudolf Emanuel, 257; Sofia 
Carolina, 257; Sven, 257; Carlsson, 257 
OSBURG, Olof A., 203 
OSMUNDSEN, Ole, 206 
OSTERGREN, Robert, 1 
OSTERSON, see Eustason 
OTTOSON ,C.,206; Chris, 206 
OUTHOUT, Fabius ("Foppe") Jansen, 
187,188,193; Sarah, 187 
OXEHUFVUD, Anders Bosson,102 
OXENSTIERNA, Axel, 46 
p 
PALSSON, Bartholomew, 80; Bengt, 
42,78,79,80,193; Bengt (Benjamin), 80, 
87; Brita, 78,82; Christina, 78; Elisabeth, 
73,83,85; Geizie, 42,43; Gosta, 84; Gustaf, 
80,81; Jacobus, 43; Jons, 127; John Ben-
jaminsson, 80; John Mans, 184; Mans, 
50,72,73,82,85,184; Margaret(a), 73,80, 
184; Maria, 78; Mary, 80; Olle, 42,78,80, 
82,88; Olof, 78,86; Paul, 43,73,78,8,; 
83,85,88; Peter, 42,43,78,80; Simon, 80; 
see also Paulsson and Poulson 
PADERSDOTTER, Emerentia, 112 
PAGE, John L., 262 
PALM, Anders, 114; Catharina Andersdot-
ter, 112; Jenny Othelia, 224 
PALMBERG, Rebecka Sofia Wilhelmina, 
168 
PALMER, ---, 54 
PALMQUIST, John A., 203 
PALMSTREAM, Per Gustaf, 206 
PAMP, Frederic E., 253 
PARKER, Hendrick Petersson, 41,79, see 
also Petersson; Henry, 79,87; Jimmy, 52; 
Matthias, 41,49; Pelle, 41,48; Peter, 79,87; 
PARRITT, Emma, 167 
PARSON, Martha Isabelle, 12 
PASCHILLIUS, Dionysius, 98 
PAULS(S)ON, Benjamin, 87; Gerry, 127; 
Ola, 228; William, 86 
PEARSON, Charles, 204; Clarence R., 
204; Gustaf L., 203; Ola P., 228; Trued 
Granville, 227,228 
PEDERSSON/BERGENFELT, Peder, 102 
PE(H)RSDOTTER, Anna, 97; Brita, 247; 
Elna, 231,234; Gustava Petronella, 170; 
Index of Personal Names 
Johanna,99,127 ,248;Karna, 231,241,243; 
Kersti(n) ; 115,228; Lisa, 14; Maret, 
237,246; Martha, 245; Maja, 126,249; 
Maria, 28; Nilla, 243; Pernilla, 227; Sara, 
242 
PE(H)RS(S)ON, Ake, 240; Amanda, 243; 
Anders, 218,258; Anders Johan, 233,244; 
Anna, 231; Anna Nelly, 240; Aron, 
233,244; August, 141; Bengta, 23 1, 240, 
248; Betsy Kate, 231 ; Bonde, 240, 248; 
Carl Emil, 240; Emilia, 231; Emma, 231; 
Emma Cordilla, 243; Eric, 227; Gumme, 
233,244; Henry, 231; Hilma Anianda, 231; 
Ingegerd, 233,244; Ingrid, 240,248; Jaen, 
237; Jons, 103,227,240; Johannes, 244; 
John, 233; Jon, 232,244; Karna, 231,248; 
Kjell -Ove, 137; Lars (Lasse), 231,243; 
Mons, 203; Nelly, 243; Nilla, 23l;Nils, 
103,167,240; Nils Johan Alexander, 
154,167; Ola, 246; Ola W., 243; Olof, 6; 
Olu, 231; Per, 234,235,239,240,248; Per 
Johan, 14; Pehr Ulrik Carl, 154,167; Peter, 
125,231,242; Sven, 231,233,243,244 
PENN, William, 35,39,40,44,45,47,69. 
73 ,76,79,86, 177,178,179,182,183,185, 
187,189,192 
PENNINGTON, Bror, 154,167 
PESULA, Carl Johan, 206 
PET(T)ERSDOTTER, Brita, 235; Brita 
Maria, 267; Stina, 233,239,244; Stina Lisa, 
232; Helena Lovisa, 229,242; Lovisa, 
230,242; Maria Helena, 142; Martha Stina, 
235 
PET(T)ERS(S)ON, Abraham, 196,237; 
Abraham Gabrielsson, 196; Albertina J ., 
144; Aln1er George, 237; Andrew, 203; 
Angelica, 85; Anna, 85,161; Anna Emelia, 
146; Anna Gabrielsdotter, 196; Anna Hilma 
Oscaria, 127; Anna Lisa, 237,247; Anna 
Lovisa Massing, 7 ,8,9; Anna Sofia, 
238,248; Annicka, 72; Anton J., 146; 
Arthur Wilhelm, 146,237,247; B.G., 216; 
Brigitta Christiernsdotter, 190; Brita, 
37,38,44,47,180; Carl Johan, 239; Catha-
rina (Catharine), 72,180; Catharina 
Charlotta, 239; Charles, 178,179; Christian 
Hansson, 190; Christiern, 182,194; 
Christiern Lucasson, 190; Christina, 
190,196; Christina Carolina, 159; Christina 
Gabrielsdotter, 196; Edith Amalia, 237,247 
Elisabeth, 38,44, 182; Ellen Hansdotter, 
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190; Emelia Josefina. 237; Engelkie, 72; 
Erland Leonard, 223 ; Esther Ruth, 145; 
Fritz, 141; Gabriel, 182; Gabriel Gabriels-
son, 196; Gabriel Hansson , 190; Gabriel 
Lucasson, 190; Gertrude, 73,85; Gustaf, 
208; Hans, 39,47,48,50,71,72,73,80, 81, 
83,84,85,178,182: Hans Gabrielsson, 196; 
Hans Hansson, 190; Hans Lucasson, 190; 
Helena, 47; Hendrick, 180; Henry, also see 
Parker; Hildegarde 145 ; Ingrid J., 145; 
Israel,72,85; J.A ., 234; James C., 203; 
Jenny Augusta Massing , 7,9 ,20,21; Johan 
August, 239; Johan Heribert Emil, 1127; 
Johan Oscar, 127; Johanna, 141; Johannes, 
144,196; John, 206,239 ; John W., 
237,238,247; Jon, 159; Jonas Garielsson, 
196; Jonas Lucasson , 190; Josef Frithiof, 
154; Kama (Kersti), 229; Lars, 181; Lars 
Johan, 121; Lasse, 2,73,180; Lena, 203 ; 
Lorence Gabrielsson, 196; Lucas, 182,183, 
190,192,194; Lucas Gabrie!sson, 196; 
Lucas Lucasson , 182,190; Magdalena , 
72,180; Margaret , 72,182 ; Margaret 
Gabrielsdotter, 196; Maria, 256; Maria 
Gabrielsdotter, 196; Maria Hansdotter, 190; 
Maria Lucasdotter, 190; Ma1y Elizabeth, 
237,247; Martin Levin, 145; Matthias 
(Mattis), 38,181 ,203 ,23 1; Minnie, 203 ; 
Nils, 229; Olga S ., 144; Olif (Olaf), 
203,208; Olle. 73,180,,188,195; Olle,Jr. , 
180; Oscar Henning, 127; Pdl, 67,72,84; 
Pehr J. , 203; Pehr Waldemar, 228; Peter, 
38,39,182, 208, 239,242; Peter Christiems 
son, 190; Peter Gabrielsson, 196; Peter 
Lucasson, 190; Reynier, 68; Samuel, 35,37, 
38,44,47. 72,188: Sarah Hansdotter, 190; 
Selma Levina Massing, 10; Sigurd, 146: 
Sven Johan, 223; Swan, 203; Tobias 
Lucasson, 190; William, 49.194; Wooley, 
49 
PHILPOT, Nicholas, 185 
PHILIPSSON , Anders, 6 
PHILP, Jan Erik Jansson, 7; see also 
Erickson; Johannes Andersson, 5.6.12 
PIERSON, Henry, 111,114; Henry.Jr., 
ll0; Josiah, 108: Susanna , 107 
PIHL, Carl Gottfrid, 154 
PIHLGA.RD, Anders Fredrik, 155,167 
PICKMAN, see Pittman 
PIK, Malin, 103 
PILO, Agnes Louise, 259 
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PILTZ, Emilia Justina , 166 
PITTMAN, Anna, 192; Richard, 179,192 
POIVRE, ---, 109 
POLLOCK, ---, 91; Anna Sophia, 89,90 
POSSE, Axel, IOI: Chrisler, 100; Goran, 
60; Ingeborg, 113: Lage Axelsson, ll5 ; 
Marta, 99: Nils, 162 
POULSON, Jonas, 85; Magdalena, 85 
PRAMBERG, Karin, 248 
PRENTIS, Carrie A., 206 
PRIDE, Katherine, 111 
PRINK, Sven Larsson, 240 
PRINTZ,Armegot, 45; Johan, 35,41,67.76 
PROBSTING , Helena, 116 
PUKE, Hjalmar Heribert, 155 
PYNES/PINES, Hannah, 109 
Q 
QUINTON, Gail I. Anderson, 263 
QUIST, P.N., 233 
R 
RAINBOW. William, 48 
RAINES , Robert, 196 
RALSTONE, Grace, 261 
RAMBO , Catharine, 85; Jacob, 85 
RANDOLPH. Hen1y, 112 
RAPPE , Carl Gustaf Bengt Fabian, 267; 
Gustaf Adolf Vilhelm, 267; Hedvig Anna, 
267; Leo, 267 
RASMUSSEN, Hanna, 218 
RAWE, Terry J., 258 
RAWSON , Brita, 75; Charles, 75; John, 
75; L1sse, see Lawrence; Lawrence 75; Lucy, 
75; Olle, 75 
REENSTIERNA. Abraham, 111; Jacob . 
109: Miitta, 108 
REPOT, Matthias Nilsson, 180,181,184; 
Nils Nilsson, 180,184 
RIBBING, Anna, 113; Brita, 102 
Christoffer Nilsson, I 15; Knut Pedersson, 
103 
RICHARDSON , Sara, 48 
RICHERT, Erik Fredrik, 155,168; Johan 
Gustaf Chrisler, 168 
RINGBERG, Gustaf Teofil Samuel, 
155,168; Hennan Theophilus, 168 






RISING,] ohan,34,36,38.67. 72,7 4,78, 
84,181,192,193,194 
ROBERTSON, Anna, 230,242 
ROBESON, Andrew, Sr., 44,45 
ROBINSON, Edward, 86; Catharina, 87 
RORIKSDOTTER, Cecilia, 104 
RONER, ---, 54 
RONQWIST, Charles, 208 
ROOS, Anna, 101; Bo Christian, 97,104; 
Bo (Robert) Christian, 97; Carl Adam, 97; 
Carl Gustaf, 98; Grace Anna, 97; Johan 
(John), Christian, 97; Lennart, 98; Leonard 
Adam, 98; Nils, 99; Nils Knutsson, 100; 
ROOS af HJELMSA.TER, Christina, 
100; Elsa, 99; Knut , 100 
ROSE, Olof, see Rawson 
ROSELL, Anna Marta, 171 
ROSEN, Carl Johan, 256; Conrad, 256 
ROSENDA(H)L, Abraham, 164; Carolina, 
5,13,17,18; Emma Carolina, 164; Mathilda 
Charlotta, 10,13,17,18; Mats Ersson, 
13,17,18; Sofia, 13,17 
ROSIN, Bernhard Robert August, 155,168; 
P., 174; Per Olof, 157,174 
ROSS, Charlotte, 64 
ROSSAT, Louis Eugene, 210; Valentina, 
210 
ROS VALL, Ted, 209,250,258 ,259,266, 
267 
RUCH, Annie Peterson, 200; Francis E., 
200; Rudolph, 200 
RUDBECK, Johan Pedersson, 102; Johan-
nes, 101; Magdalena, 99; Nicolaus, 99 
RUDBECKIUS, Johannes Johannis, 114 
RUDEBECK, Anna Maria, 108; Paul, 
109,11 0,112 
RUDEEN, Christina Elizabeth, 176 
RUDELIUS, Aexis Fredrik, 155,168; Per 
Daniel, 168 
RUNDBLAD, Anna An1alia, 161 
RUNQVIST, Carolina Erika, 7 
RUSSEY, James, 63,64 
RUTHMAN, Aron, 144 
RYBERG, Anna, 91 
RYDEN, Jonas Gustaf, 234 
RYDSTROM, Oscar Wilhelm, 155 
RYLANDER, Ester Victoria, 164 
s 
SABELSKOLD, ---, 55 
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SAFVERIN, Folke Walfrid, 155 
SALINA, Beata, 44 
SALOMONSSON, Gust I., 120 
SALSTROM, Eva, 218 
SAMUELSDOTTER, Catharina 37, 81, 
245; Margareta, 37,75; Maria Helena,121; 
Maja Lena, 242 
SAMUELS(S)ON, Alfred Emanuel, 248 
Amalia (Amelia) C., 8; Carl Oscar, 155; 
Emma Christina, 248; Frank, 239; Frans 
August, 248; Ferdinand, 248; Helena, 248; 
Hilma Adelina, 248; Ida Charlotta, 248; 
Johan Anton, 7; Johan Gustaf, 248; 
Mathilda, 248; Oscar, 239; Oscar Edward, 
248 
SANDAHL , Ida M.L., 120; John, 120 
SANDBERG, Amel (Almer), 265; Anders 
J., 203; Bina, 219; Emma Eleonora, 219; 
Eva Karolina, 219; Hans Hennan, 155; 
Ingrid, 219; Jons Peter, 219; Nils Peter, 219; 
Peter, 265; Sven Edvard, 219; Verner, 265 
SAN(D)BERG, Ruben, 265; Victor, 265 
SANDBLOM, John, 158 
SANDEL,---, 81 
SANDELIN, Carl Fritz, 155,168 
SANDGREN, Annie-Jane, 252; Bror Johan, 
250,251,252; Isac, 250; Johanna, 250; 
Toure Emanuel, 250,25 1,252 
SANDS, Anne, 115 
SANDSTEDT,---, 173,174; H., 157,174 
SANGREN, Anna K. Anderson, 145; Gustaf 
W, 145 
SA UKA, Antti, 208 
SAUNDERS, Elizabeth, 117 
SAVOY, Abraham, 179; Brita, 178; David, 
179; Greta (Gertrude), 68,179; Isaac, 
48,178,179; Isaac, Jr., 179; Jacob, 179; 
John, 179; Margaret, 179 
SAXEN, see Saxon 
SAXON, Albin, 27 ,28,29 ; Andrew J., 
27,28; Carl (Charles), 27,28; Carolina 
(Caroline), 27; Caroline Johnson, 28,29; 
Emma, 27,29; Hilda C., 27; Jolm Ludvig, 
27 ,28; Josefina, 27 ,28 
SCHAGELIN, Carl Edvard, 155 
SCHAGGEN, Johan, 183,187,194, see 
also Thorsson 
SCHERMANSSON, Joel Obed Theodor, 
155,168; Johan David, 168 
SCHIERE, Hans. 194; Margaret, 194; 
Martinus, 194 
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Fredrick, 14,28,19 
SCHLYTERN, Carl Axel, 155,169; Karl 
Georg, 169 
SCHREEK, see SKRlKA 
SCHRIEK, Mathias, 78 
von SCHUBERT, Henriette Elisabeth, 
173 
SCHULMAN, Beata, 112; Otto, 115 
SCHUMACHER, Emmy, 15 
SCOGGIN, Christina, 181; Elisabeth, 184 
John, 180,184,187; John, Jr., 183,184; 
John Johnsson, 183; Jonas, 183,187,188, 
194; Jonas, Jr., 184,187; Matthias, 184 
SCOTT, Joyce M., 125,267 
SELBERG, John W., 203 
SELLGREN, Nils Folke Agathon, 155,169 
SENECA, Anders, see Sinnicksson 
SEVEDSDOTTER, Johanna, 219 
SHOQUIST, Fred Leonard, 18; Hannah 
Elvira, 18 
SHOURDS, Thomas , 194 
SILO, Carl Gottfrid August, 155 
SILFVERSPARRE, Arent, 111,116; Carl, 
113; Catharina, 110 
SILTANEN, Sophia, 208 
SILVIUS , Oscar, 157,172,174 
SINNEX, Anders, see Sinnicksson; Broer, 
see Broer Sinnicksson 
SINNICKSSON ,Anders, 39 ,184,185,192, 
194; Anders, Jr., 184; Broer, 39,40,44,47, 
48,82,184,194; Broer, Jr., 40: Catharina, 
184,190,194: Dorothea, 185,194; Ingrid, 
184,185,194; James, 40; John, 39 ,40,48 , 
184; Margaret, 184,194; Sarah, 184,185 ; 
Sinnick, 184; Sophia,39,48 
SJOBERG, M.L.. 174 
SJOQVIST, see Shoquist 
SJOSTEDT, Gustaf Robe1t , 155 
SJOSTROM. ---, 59: Anna Elisabeth, 209; 
Daniel Algot, 155 
SKRIKA , Annika, 78; Joran Mattsson, 78; 
John Mattsson, 77 ,78; John Mattsson, Jr., 
77,78; Mary, 78: Matthias Mattsson, 78; 
Thomas Mattsson, 78 
SLOAN, Lewis. 16 
SLOSTAD,---, 56 
SLUBEY, Catha1ine, 192; Hendrick, 181, 
191; Henry, 191,192,196; Magdalena, 
191,192; Margaret, 182,192,193; Maria, 
(Mary), 182,192,196; Olle, 181 ; Peter, 87, 
181,193; Peter Ollesson, 79,193; Sarah, 
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182, William, 181,182,183,190,191,193 
SMALL, Len, 60 
SMIDT, Hans George, 264 
SMITH, Alice, 70; Crowther F., 210; Fran-
cis, 70; Frank L., 210; Hans Petersson, 
72; Hendrick Andersson, 76,188; Martha 
Susan, 106; Paul Gustaf, 155,169; Peter 
Petersson, 37,47,72; Peter Petersson, Jr., 
72; Salomon Adrian, 169; Samuel, 107; 
Shirley, 264; Vivian A., 176 
SNICKARE/ SNICKER/ SNITZER, 
Hendrick, 82,87; Maria, 82,87; see Orrhan 
SOANE, Henry, 114; Judith, 112 
SODERLUND, Karolina Kristina, 258 
SODERMARK, Pauline, 260 
SODERQUIST, Ernst Fredrik, 156 
SODERSTROM, Emma C., 203; John E., 
201 ,203 
SONNERBERG, Johan Oscar Wilhelm, 
156 
SOLBERG , Mimmi Carolina, 163 
SOLBERT. Peter, 208 
SONESSON, Ake, 234 
SOOP, Malin, 116 
SOUND, Gus. F., 208 
SPARRE af BROXVIK, Bengt, 
Goransson, 101,113; Goran Larsson, 
115 
SPARRE af ROSSVIK, Christina, 100; 
Magdalena, 111 
SPENCE, Dorothy, 24 
SPRING. Bridget, 117; John. 117 
SPRINGER , Andreas, 45; Anna Elizabeth, 
45; Charles (Carl), 35,41,44,45,68,69, 
84,196; Charles, Jr., 45 ; Christopher, 
44.45; Israel, 45; Jacob (James), 45: John, 
45; Joseph, 45; Magdalena, 45; Maria, 
45; Rebecca, 45; Ruth L., 4,85 
STAHLBERG.Carl August, 169; Ernst 
Wilhelm, 169; Per August, 156,169 
ST ALARM, Elin Arvidsdotter, 102 
ST ALKOFTA, see Stalcup 
STAHL,---, 92 
STAHLBERG, see Stilhlberg 
STAKE , Anna, 116: Brita, 101; Carin, 113; 
Christina Olofsdotter, 102; Erik, 113; Hans, 
116; Harald, 111; Ingeborg, 111; Kerstin, 
112; Marta, 109; Olof, 115; Olof 
Eriksson , 102 
STALCOP, Anders, 37,81 ,186,189; Anders 
Andersson, 35; Annika, 193; Brita, 81; Cad 
'· 
Anderwson,35,36;Catharina, 
37,38,47 ,189, 195; Christina,37 ,81 ,87, 
1 8 3 , 1 8 9, 2 6 4; Israel , 1 8 3; J oh n, 
3 7 , 4 7 , 8 1, 19 2, 1 93 ;Joh nAn ders son, 
35,36,3 7 ,38,46,79 ,81, 183,186,264; John 
Jr., 36; John Johnsson, 183; Jonas, 183; 
Jonas Andersson, 35,36; Kerstin, 37; Ker-
stin Carlsdotter, 36; Maria, 79,81,183,264; 
Maria Andersson, 35; Olof, 37,186; Peter, 
37,38,78,79,81; Peter Andersson, 35 
STANDISH, Helen, 117; Robert, 117 
STANG, Edward, 9; Mildred Krans, 21 
STANGE, Jasper, 160 
STANLEY, Onesiphrus, 194 
STARK, Anna, 182; Israel Nilsson, 
182,190,192; Matthias , 182,188; Matthias 
Nilsson, 182,192; Stephen, 182 
STEDHAM/STIDHAM/STIDDEM, 
Adam, 36,37,38,72; Anna, 37,38,85; As-
mund, see Erasmus; Benedict (Benjamin), 
36,38,47,74; Catherine, 37; Christian, 46, 
Christina, 37,47; Christopher, 38; Elisa-
beth,36,46; Engelkie (Angelica),85; Eras-
mus, 36,3 7-,38, 46,4 7, 7 5; Hendrick ,3 8; 
Ingeborg, 36,37,46; Jonas, 37; Karin, 46; 
Lucas, 36,37,46,81,85; Lucas, Jr., 37 ,46; 
Lulof, 35,36,37,46,47; Lulof, Jr., 37; 
Magdalena, 36,37,46,48; Margareta, 37,38; 
Maria, 36,37,38,46; Samuel, 37; Sarah, 
37,38; Timen, 36, 37,41,46,48,67,68,69; 
Timothy, 37,38,46; Timothy Adamss on, 
85; Timothy Lucasson, 192; Tim o thy 
Lulofsson, 46 
STEDT, Carolina,120; Sophia, 120 
STEELMAN, John, 79; John Hans, 
49,78,79,81,87; John Hans, Jr., 87 ; Mans, 
79,87; Magdalena Hans, 87; Margaret Hans, 
87; Mary, Hans, 87; Martin Hans, 87; Peter 
Hans, 79 
STEFKEN, Johan, 100 
von STEFKEN, Christian, 99; Magnus 
Christian, 98; Maria Magdalena, 98 
STENFELT, Adolf Fredrik, 260; Claes Gus-
taf, 260; Lena Catharina, 260 
STERN, John, 145; Josefina, 145 
STETTNISCH, Judy Carlson, 265 
STIEGLITZ, Eva, 113 
STIERNA, Cecilia, 102 
STIGBERG, Agata Sofia, 97; Anders, 97 
STILLE, Ella, 78 
STOCKSETH,C.E., 57 
Index of Personal Names 
STOPIA, Catharina,! 16 
STRA.LE, Anna Maria, 90 
STRANDBERG, E.P., 57 
STRANDHOLM, see Blomqvist 
STROM, Carl Johan Alfred, 156 
STROMBERG, AmaliaEleonora 
Catharina,160; Charles A., 93; Elmer, 93; 
Ernst Victor Hannibal, 156; Ingeborg C., 
170; Niis Richard,170;Richard Eustachius, 
156,169;Sara Margareta, 170 
STUBBE, Jacob Olofsson, 101 
STUYVESAN l; Pieter, 34,48,69,77 ,195 
SUDERHEIM, Jon, 104 
SULLIVAN, Thomas W., 210 
SUNDBERG, C.A., 92,93 
SUNDBLAD, P.A., 126 
SUNDELL, ---, 230; Sofia, 141 
SUNDIN, Josef Adrian, 156 
SVANBERG, Carl Victor, 259; Alma Ma-
thilda, 259; Signe Anna Elisabeth, 259 
SVANTESON, Sven Joh., 141 
SVART, Bengta Pedersdotter, 116 
SVARTZ, Emil, 14 
SVEDBERG, Jesper, 49 
SVEIRAEUS, Caroline, 112; Christina, 
110 
SVENSDOTTER, Anna, 242; Brita, 90; 
Stina, 234,236,245,246; Elin, 245; Inge-
gerd, 244; Johanna Maria, 176; Kerstin, 
227,241; Lovisa, 125; Maja, 259; Ragn-
hild, 103 
SVENS(S)ON, Anna,243; Anna B.,145 
Augusta, 145; Bengta, 243; Carl August, 
156; Emelia,243; Erland Leonard, see 
Pettersson; Gustaf, 145; Gustaf Jr., 145; 
Hattie, 146; Hendrik, 243; Johanna, 159; 
Johannes, 249; Karna, 243; Kristina 
Anderson, 145; Lavinia, 165; Lilly, 146; 
Nils, 236,248; Sophia A., 145; Sven, 
231,243; Truls, 242 
SVENSON/ISAKSON/ ANDERSSON, 
Carl Anders, 220 
SVINHUFVUD, Anna, 101 
SWAN (Svahn), Anna Elisabeth, 262; 
John,262 
SWANSON, ---, 54; A., 145; Anders Johan 
eodor, 224; Anna Mathilda, 146; Carl 
M.,204; Charles L., 203; Claus W., 203; 
Emil,145; Gustaf Natanael, 224; Herbert W ., 
144; Hugo J., 145; Hulda M., 203; Julia 
Lofgren,121; L., 145; Oscar Wilfrid, 144; 
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Raymond T, 144; Vivian, 121 
SWEDBORG, Carl Johan, 256 
SWEDENBORG, Axel Richard, 256; 
Charles, 256; Emanuel, 256; Robe1t Charles, 
256 
SWENSON, ---, 92,93; Sofia, 63 
SYBRANTS, Hamrnn Jansen, 48; Hendrick 
Johnsson, 82 
von SYDOW, Johan, 46 
T 
ThLBOT, George, 43,79 
ThNNER, ---. 171 
TEAM, Sue, 257 
TERSERA, Elisabeth, 99 
TERSERUS, Elaus Engelbe1ti , 101 
TEYSSIER, Fran~oise Therese, 108; Pierre 
Cesar, 110 
THELBERG, Johan, 170; Martin Ansgaiius 
Hummerhielm, 156,170; Per Johan (Janne) 
Nathanael, I 56,170 
THIMAN, August Theodor, 156 
THOMAS, Paul, 49 
THOMASSON, Anders, 156,170; Cluis-
tiern, 42; Eleanor, 42,80; Margaret, 42; 
Olle (Wooley), 42,49; Olle, Jr., 42; Paul, 
42; Peter, 42,43,49 
THOMPSON, ·••, 29; A1thur, 16,17 
Arvid Thomas,16,17,24: Bernice, 24; Inge-
borg Caroline, 17; Olle, 194; Thomas, 16; 
Thora (Flora), 16,17,24 
THOMSSON, Sven, 245 
THOR, Carl Richard, 122 
THOREN, Brita, 203; Theodore H. , 203 
THORESEN, Ingrid, 262 
THORPE, Jim, 212 
THORSELL, ---, 233; Elisabeth, 62 
THORSSON, Abraham , 259; Anna, 38; 
Christina , 40; Elisa, 40,74; Frenne, 228: 
Johan, 183,193; Lars, 40,186,187; Lars 
Ollesson, 186,187 ,196; Margaret , 196; 
Olof, 40,74,182,186; Olof, Jr., 40; Olof 
Ollesson, 38 ,186 
THUNANDER, Beda, 27,29; Emil E., 27, 
Victor, 27,29; Victor A., 27,29 
TILBERG, Charles 0., 204 
TILDERQUIST. Alice Mesing, 246: 
Anna Levina, 246; Carl Luther, 246; David 
Leonhard, 246: Emma, 246;Eva Charlotta, 
246; Hedda Eugenia, 246; Peter 0 ., 235,246; 
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Theodor Lorens, 246; William, 237; 
William Magny, 246 
TILLSON, Andrew, 204; John, 204 
TIM, Sven, 236 
TOARSON, Henry, 73; Olle Ollesson, see 
'Iossa 
T0NNESSEN, Tollak, see 111ompson 
TORNQVIST, ---, 218 
TOLL, Ture Filip, 124 
TOLLAKSSEN, T0nnes, 16 
TORBJORNSSON, Gudmund, 103 
TORGERSSEN, Ingeborg, 16 
TORKELSSON/SVINHUFVUD, Daniel, 
102 
TORN. Ingrid Carolina, 263; Johanna, 263; 
Peter Johan, 263; Salomon, 263; Sven 
Eriksson, 263 
TORNQVIST , Oscar Fredrik, see Trolle 
TORSTENSSON af FORSTENA Clan, 
Christoffer, 101 
TOSSA, Olle Ollesson, 7 4 
TRAGARDH, Carl Emanuel (Immanuel), 
156,162,170; Carl Gustaf, 170 
TRAFF, Velina Gustava Karlsson, 19 
TROLLE, Carl Mauritz, 156; Christina, 
115; Oscar Fred1ik, 218 
TRUEDSDOTTER, 228 
TRUEDSSON, Per, 227 
TUCKER, Nathaniel, 86 
TORELL, Peter M.,217 
TOURS EN, Andrew, 47, see Jiiransson 
TULLBERG, Erik Gustaf, 156 
TUN, Christina HAkansdouer, 103 
TUN BERG, Ma1y, 236 
TUNFORS, Johan, 156 
TURNBLAD, Anna Sofia, 244; Ingrid 
Olofsdotter, 234; Johan Magnus Edward, 
244; Magni Alfred, 244; Magnus, 233 ,244; 
Mathilda Emelie, 244; O!of MAnsson, 
233,234,244; Peter Olsson, 234,244; Sven 
(Swan) Johan, 233,244 
TURNER , Anna Johannes son, 233,244; 
Carl Albert, 244; Catharina, 233; Stina, 
233,244; Elin, 233; Eva Johannesson , 
233,244; Helena, 244; Henry Edward, 244; 
Ida, 233 ,244 ; Ingrid, 233,244; Johan 
Magnus , 233,244; Johanna, 244; Johannes, 
244: Julia, 244: Julia Aurora, 233 ; Julius 
Elmer,244; Maria Emelia, 244; Martha 
Johannesson, 233,244; Olof. 233,244; 
Oscar, 244; Oscar Otto Julius, 244: Samuel 
Johannesson, 233,244; Signild Johannes-
son, 233,244; Sven Johannesson, 233,244; 
Theodor, 244; Wilhelm Leonard, 233; 
William Bernhard, 244 
TURNQUIST, Blanda (Blenda), 234,245; 
Carrie, 234; Catharina, 245; Ingrid Maria. 
245; Johan, 245; Magnus Jonsson, 234,245 
TUSSEY, Anna, 73,74,85; Annika, 187; 
Catharina, 71,73,85; Christina, 73; Elias, 
85; Elisabeth, 85; Ellen Larsson, 187; 
Fabius, 187; Hendrick Ollesson, 38,47,73, 
74,85; Henry, 74; Johan, 85; John, 74,85; 
John Mounce, 73; Lars Larsson, 187; Lars 
Ollesson, 86; Mans, 85; Margaret Larsson, 
74,187; Matthias, 74,85,187,195 ; Olle, 
74,85; Olle Larsson, 186,187; Olle Olles-
son, see Thorsson; Olof, 73,85; Peter, 
73,85; Sarah, 187; Sigfridus, 187; Stephen, 
71,74,85 
TUVESDOTTER, Johanna, 127 
u 
UGGLA, Arvid Claesson, 101; Brita, 116; 
Carl, 98; Christina, l 09; Claes Arvidsson, 
l 00; Elsa Catharina, 98; Esther, 98; Goran, 
99,116; Hildebrand, 99; Jacob, 111; Jacob 
Claesson, 116; Johan, 113; Johan 
Claesson, I 00; Maria Eleonora, 98; Metta 
Magdalena,109; Olof, 99; Sven, 111,113 
UHLIN, Albin, 261; Frank E., see 
Karlsson;Richard, 261 
ULANDER, Brita, 222 
ULF, Johan Danielsson, 195 
ULFSPARRE af BROXVIK, Ake, 112, 
115; Christina, 110 
UNONIUS, Gustaf, 167 
UNSON, Matthias, see Jonsson 
UPLANNING/BJORNBERG, 
Sven Larsson, 99 
UTTERSTROM. Petronella, 162 
URINSON, Andrew, see Ji:iransson 
URINSON, Urin, 81 
V 
VAIN AN, Anders, 186,195; Andrew, 
49;Elisabeth, 195; Hendrick 
Comeliusson,186,195; Jacob 
lndec of Personal Names 
Comeliusson, 186,195; Margareta, 49 
VALK, Sybrant Matthias, 48 
VANDERCULIN, Reynier, 48,84,87 
VANDER VEER, Catharina, 70,71; Corne-
lius, 70; Elisabeth, 70; Helena, 70,84; 
Henry (Hendrick), 70,71; Jacob, 40,46,69, 
70,71,85,185; John, 70,71,264; Judith, 71, 
84; Magdalena, 71; Margareta, 70; Maria, 
71; Philip, 70; William, 70,71 
van DYCK, Gregorius, 67 
van HAGEN, George E., Sr., 59; 
George E., Jr., 59 
van HYST, Abraham, 187,194 
VANNEMAN, Garret, 194; John. 194 
VAUGHAN, James, Sr. , 110; James, Jr., 
109; Martha Jefferson, 107; Reuben, Sr., 
108; Reuben, Jr., 107; William, 111 
VAZMINA, Doris Sundblad, 126 
VEBER,P.G., 241 
VELEN, John A., 203 
VERHOEFF, Lois Anderson, 201 
VERMILLION, Robert H., 160 
VICKERY, James, 194; Thomas, 194 
VIK, Anna Stina Johannesdotter, 126; 
Carolina Johannesdotter, 126; Johanna Lo-
visa Johannesdotter, 126; Johannes, 126 
VINGE, Lindom1 Bji:imsson, 103 
VINING, see Vainan 
w 
Wade,Jessie, 169 
WASTFELT, Carl Adolf, 107; Per Gustaf, 
107, see also Westfeldt 
WALGREN. Axel Edvard Massing, 7,8; Isa-
bel, 8,21,23 
WALLACE, John, 87 
WALLENTIN, Fritz, 144 
WALLERSTROM, Lona Charlotta, 173 
WALL VIK, Elsa Johanna, 98; Jons Claes-
son, 99 
WALRAVEN, Anna, 41; Brita, 41; Catha-
rina, 41; Christina (Kerstin), 41; Cor-
nelius Hendricksson, 48,86; Gisbert, 35, 
40,41; Jesper J., 87; Jonas Gisbertsson, 
85; Jonas Jansen, 40,41,45; Maria, 41; 
Peter, 48; Sarah, 41,48; Walraven, 41 
WALTERS, Einar, 124 
WANGEL, Catharina Elisabeth, 108; Israel, 
109; Laurentius, I 10 
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WATKINS, Alice Goode, 107; Edward, 110; 
Henry, Sr., 111; John, 109; Samuel, 108 
WATROUS, Abraham, 111 ; Andrew, 108; 
Edward Allan, 107; Isaac, 110; Jacob, 113, 
116; Lucinda, 107 
WEBECK, Anna Weydenhayn, 97 
WEEDMAN/OLSSON/WIMAN, Olof, 
224; Walter G., 224 
WEHR , Doris Lawson, 220 
WEINAM, Anders Andersson, 35,185,194; 
Anna Andersson, 185 
WEINBERG, Carl, 164; Carl Anders Wil-
helm, 156,171; Carl Anton, 171; Martin 
Christoffer, 156,171 




WENDBLADH, Ernst Leonard, 156,171; 
Oscar Leonard, 171 
WENER, Fritz Uno, 157,171; Malcolm 
Napoleon, I 71 
WENTWORTH, Clara Sophia, 145; David 
E., 145 
WERNER, see Wener 
WESSBERG, Andrietta Constantia, 257 
WESSMAN , Axel Johan, 157,171 
WESTCOTT, Dianah, 108; Robert, Ill ; 
Samuel, 11 O; Stuckley, 114, 117 
WESTEMAN , Anders, 109; Anders Eriks-
son, 110 
WESTEMAN/WASTFE!Sf, Gustaf, 108 
WESTERBERG , Eva Amelia, 8; George 
William, 8; Johan (John) 0., 8; Jennie 
Winnifred, 9; Jennie Winnifred Krans, 9 
Oscar, 8,9,21 ; Stella Virginia, 8 
WESTERGREN, Anders, 203 
WESTERSSON , Agnes, 230; 242; Alice, 
230,242; Anders , 230,242; Annette, 230; 
August, 230 ,242 ; August Wilhelm, 
230,242; Beata Nathalia, 242; Carl 
Wilhelm, 242; Edward Julius, 242; Edwin, 
230; Emilia, 242; Esther Nelly, 242; Frank, 
242; Fredrik Theodor, 242; Hanna Maria, 
230,242; Johan. 230; Lars, 230,242; Nils, 
230,242; Oscar Anton, 230,242; Per, 230; 
Philo Edward, 242; Selma, 230; Svante 
Wilhelm, 23 
WESTFELDT, George Gustaf, 106; 
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Gustaf Adolf George, 106; Gustaf Reinholdt, 
106; Mettha Katheryn, 106 
WESTMAN, Earl Victor, 10; ErikPersson, 222; 
Johan Persson, 222; Olof Persson, 222 
WETTERLUND, John A., 58 
WHITE, H.A., 57 
WIBERG, Jeannette Maria, 169 
WICKSTROM, Axel Nels, 8; Edvard Georg 
Zacharias, 157; Esther Elvira, 12 
WIDERQUIST, Alfrieda Georgina, 259; 
August Leonard, 259; Fredrik Ludvig, 259; 
Sven Abraham, 259 
WIDMARK, Augusta Elvira, 168 
WIESEL,---, 232 
WIESELGREN, Pehr, 232 
WIGREN, Johan August, 157 
WIKEN, Erik, 66,89 
WIKMAN, Hilma, 167 
WILDMAN, Hebbla Arvidsdotter, 101 
WILEN, Sigurd, 104 
WILKINSON, Richard, 194 
WILLIAMS, J.W., 158 
WILSON , Leo, see Rappe 
WIMAN/OLSSON, Per, 224 
WIMER, Johan August, 157 
WIMERMARK , Arvid Hjalmar, 157,171; 
Claes Bemdt, 171 
WIRSTEDT, Alfrida, 166 
WO EHLER , Axle, 60; Ruey, 60 
WOLFF, Sten Fredrik Hjalmar, 157 
WOLYN, Axel Hugo, 171; Gylfe, 157,171 
WONGOROSANDER, Israel, 112 
WOOLCOTT , Anna, 114; Henry, 116 
WRANGEL af LINDEBERG, ---, 62 
WRETLIND, Hans Eric, 172; Knut Erik, 
157,172; Robert Leonard, 157 
WRIGHT, Charles E., 3; Ellen Mary 
Swedenborg, 256 
WYKSTROM , ---, 59 
y 
YATES, ---, 171 
YDSTROM, Gosta, 60 
YLLANDER, Claes Ferdinand, 157 
YOUNGBERG, ---, 240; Anders, 248 
YOUNGDAHL, Peter, 204; Sophia, 203; 
Swen, 203 
YOUNGREN, Axel, 229 
\ 
\ 
Index of Place Names 
z 
ZAAR, Carl Gustav, 126; Hulda Wilhel-
mina, 126; Mathilda Christina, 126; Otto 
Wilhelm, 126; Per Adolph, 126; Petter Mag-
nus , 125 
ZACHRISSON/ZAKRISSON, Anna, 
247 ; Jons, 237,247; John, 247; Karin, 247; 
Magni} Johanna, 247; Peter, 239 
ZEMLICKA, Earl, 15; Judith Lindgren, 23, 
24 
ZIMMERMAN, -- -. 257; Carsten, 100; 
Gladys June, 257; Magdalena, 99 ZAKRISDOTTER, Eva Sofia, 220 
Index of Place Names 
Note: Swedish place names beginning with the letters A, A and 6 are indexed under Aa, 
Ae and Oe. For these names the county or Ian is coded according to the following pattern: 
A= Stockholm (city) G= Kronoberg N= Hallar\d T= Orebro 
B= Stockholm (Ian) H= Kalmar 0 = Goteborg and U= Viistmanland 
C= Uppsala I= Gotland Bohus W= Kopparberg 
D= Sodermanland K= Blekinge P= Alvsborg X= Giivleborg 
E= Ostergotland L= Kristianstad R= Skaraborg Z= Jiimtland 
F= Jonkoping M= Malmohus S= Viirmland AC= Viisterbotten 
BD= Norrbotten 
For U.S. names the official postal abbreviations apply. 
A 
A (E), 107,109,110,112, 
114 
ABO, FIN, 99,101,116 
A.BY (L), 234,245 
AACHEN, GER, 115 
ADALS-LIDEN (Y), 258 
A.KERO (D), 115 
ALAND, FIN, 102,103,263, 
264 
A.MAL (P), 164,171 
A.RAS (P), ll5 
ARE (Z), 29 
AsBO (E), 222 
A.SELE (AC), 167 
A.STORP (L), 213 
A.SUM (L), 159 
ABILD (N), ll3,176 
ADAMS Co., PA, 79 
ADELOV (F), 64,65,127 
ii.GGEBY (E), 107 
AL VDALEN (W), 93 
AL VESTORP (T), 28 
AL VSBORG (0), 113,115 
ALVSBORG liin, 131 
ANGELHOLM (L), 218 
1ER0, DEN, 205 
AFTON, MN, 238,247 
AGGSTORP, (H)), 254 
AGUNNARYD (G), 244 
ALABAMA, 63 
ALBERTA, CAN, 229 
ALBIA, IA, 220 
ALEXANDRIA, VA, 106 
A!FfA (X), 160,167,174 
ALGER Co., MI, 8 
ALGUTSBODA (G), 232, 
236,243 
ALGUTSTORP (P), 116 
ALINGSA.S (P), 116 
ALLGUSTORP (L), 127 
ALLMANNINGEN (T), 6 
ALMBY (E). 114 
ALMESA.I(RA (F), 168 
ALNARP (M), 65 
AMMANSLAND, DE, 75, 
179,181,191 
AMSTERDAM, HOL, 34, 
46 
ANDERSTORP (F), 263 
ANDOVER, IL, 173 
ANN ARBOR, MI 10 
ANSON Co., NC, 109 
APPLETON, Wl, 17 1 
ARBOGA (U), 114 
ARCA Th, CA, 149,161,169 
ARECIBO, PR, 152 
ARLINGTON, VA 92 
ARNOLD, PA, 141 
ARONAMACK,PA, 78 
ARVIKA (S), 211,219,221 
ASBY (E), 112,120,121 
ASCLAIN, FRA., 107 
ASHLAND, Wl, 229 
ASKEBY (E), 112,114 
ASKER (T), 98 
ASKERSUND (T), 160 
ASKERYD (F), 121 
ASPELAND (H), 254 
ASPENAS (P), 113 
ASPLUNDA (E), 115 
ASTORIA, NY, 210 
ATCHISON, KS, 199 
ATLANTA , GA, 66,231 
AUSTIN, TX, 156,169,170 
AUSTRALIA, 154,169 
AVIGNON, FRA, 10 
B 
BANGBRO (T), 7 
BA.STAD (L), 169,242 
BACKASKOG (L), 240 
BALARYD (F), 259 
BALIN GE (D), 112,113 
BALLINGSLOV (L), 228 
BALSTONSPA,NY, 106, 
107 
BALTIMORE Co., MD, 50 
BANCROFT, IA, 235 
BARRINGTON, IL 59 
BARTLETT, IL, 59 
BATES, MI, 6,9, 10,18,23, 
25,27,28,29 
BEDFORD, ENG, 117 
BEDINGE (M), 228 
BEECHWOOD, Ml, 6,12, 
13,27,29 
BERG (P), 98 
BERGA (G), 263 
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BERGEN, NOR. 136 113.239 CARROLL Co. , MD, 79 
13ERGI-IEM (P). 100,101 BRANDYWINE, DE, 178. CARSON CITY, NV, 9 
BERGSHAMMAR (D). 65, 179 CASPAR, CA, 205 
100 BRATIFORS (S), 99 CATSK1LL, NY, 209 
BERGSHAMRA (B). 97 BREDARED (P), 7 CECIL CO., MD, 43,78,80, 
BET'IENDORF. IA. 262 BREDSJO (T), 3,13, 15,17, 81,86 ,87 
BETINA (D), 115 18,29 CHANDLERS V AILEY. PA, 
BILTMORE, NC, I 06 BREGARDEN (T), 243 240 
BISHOP HILL. IL. 89,90. BREMEN, GER, 65,82 CHANUTE, KS, 223 
91.171 , 175 BRESLAU, see WROCLAW CHARLES CITY Co., VA, 
BISKOPSKULLA (C). I 75 BROBY (R), 141 50,111 
BJORKEN (R), 97 BROCKTON, MA. 154 CI-IATI ANOOGA. TN, 63,64 
BJORKLUND A (R). I 13 BRGSARP (L), 156,171 CHESTER Co .. PA. 75,81. 
BJORKMOSSA (1-1), 253 , BROOKFIELD. WI. 15 ,258 84 
254,255 BROOKLYN. NY, 60.151 , CHESTERFIELD Co., VA, 
BJORKO (F), 17 152,153.155 ,16 4,261 109 
BJORNI-IULT (1-1), 261 BROWN Co. ,WI. 14 CHESTERTON. IN. 141 
BJORNSTORP (M). 213 BROXVlK (F).115 Cl-IIPPEW A Co., MI, 9 
BJORSGARD (F), 235 BRUNSTORP (P). 236,246 CHICAO, IL, 14.15.16,17 , 
BJURBACK (R), 108 BRUNSWICK Co.,VA, 107, 28.52 ,55 ,56 ,57 .5 8,59 ,61, 
BJURTJARN (T), 2,4,18 108,109 .110 88.92,97 .122, 127 ,141, 
BJURUM (R), 109 BUA (N), 235 147 ,149 , 150,151 . 152 , 
BLADINGE (G). 232 BUCKINGHAM. ENG, 117 153,154,155,157.159, 
BLEKlNGE Hin. 213 BUCKINGHAM Co., VA, 160.161. 162 . I 63. 164. 
BLOOMINGTON, MN. 256 109 165,166, 167,168 , 169, 
BLUE EARTH, MN, 9 BUCKS Co. , PA 45 171,172 ,173,216 ,220 , 
BOCHTEN. DE. 73 ,74.75. BUENOS AIRES. ARG. 163 221 ,223.224,235 .260 , 
85 ,184 BURLINGTON, IA. 236 26 1 
BOCKFALL. (H), 242 BURLINGTON Co., NJ, 79 CHISAGO Co .. MN 229,237 
BOGEN (S), 47 BURNE'IT Co. , WI. 2 CHRISTIANIA. NOR, see 
BOGESUND (P), 99,100 BY (S), 99.100 OSLD 
BOGSTA (D), 111 CINCINNATI, OH, 63.64. 
BOHEMIA. 168 C 106 
BONDSTORP (F). 222 CLAY Co .. KS. 265 
130 (T), 148.158 CALCON HOOK. DE, 43. CLAY Co., MN , 19 
BOOTE, LA, 106 68,191 CLEVELAND, OH. 121 
BORAS (P). 173. 222 CALIFORNIA. 12 ,173,174, COLONA, IL. 173 
BORGSJO (Y). 45 209,252 ,256 .262 COLORADO, 199,229 
BORGSTENA (P). 125 CAMBRIDGE. IL, 171 COMMONWEALTH, WI, 
BORLANGE (W). 13,23,24 CAMBRIDGE. MA , 163 11,14,27,28 
BOSGARD (G), 237 CAMBRIDGE. MN. 216. CONNECl'ICUT. 116,144 
BOSTON, MA, 63.92,93. 217 COOK Co .. IL. 11 
125. 126,136,141.142, CAMOGLI. IT. 107 COON RAPIDS. MN. 21 
150.151 ,155.160, 161. CAMPELLO. MA 149.161 COPENHAGEN. DEN, 46. 
162 ,163,165,172,174. CAMPINAS. BRA, 156.171 63.136,213 ' 
242,251,252 CANBY, MN 120 CORNWALL, ENG, 111 ,114 
BRACKLEY !Yf.. PEI, 205 CANNON FALLS, MN, 1.5, CRANE HOOK, DE. 34,35, 
BRADDOCK.PA. 124 6, 11 , 16, 17.18 , 19.24,25. 38,40,43,45 .47.48 ,67 , 
BRADENTON, FL, 24 227,230.231,235 ,240 72,76.77 .78, 79,80 ,81, \,' 
BRATIE (P), IOI CANON CI1Y. CO. 222 82,83,86,88, 177 .179, 




CROSBY, MN, 9 
CROW WING Co .. MN. 9 
CRYSTAL FALLS, MI, 3,6, 
7,8,10.11 ,1 3,14,15,16 ,1 8 
CUBA. 252,261 
CUMBERLAND Co., VA. 
108,109,110 
CUSICK, WA, 8 
D 
DADESJO (G). 174.240, 
248 
DADE Co., GA, 63 
DAGSNAS (R). 113 
DALA (R), 115 
DALARNA, 99,102.216 
DALARO (B), 150 
DALHEM (P). 228 
DANNAS (P). 113 
DANNlKE (P), 122 
DANZIG, see GDANSK 
D\ YTON, WA 169 
DECATUR Co. , KS. 198 
DEERFIELD, MN, 9 
DEERWOOD, MN 21 
DE KALB, IL 165 
DELAWARE, 34,177 
DELSBO (X), 102 
DELTA Co., Ml 29 
DENMARK, 205,206,207, 
208 ,213,260 
DENVER Co. , CO, 9,199 
DERRY. IRE, 106 
DETROIT, MI, 10.11,16. 
29 
DICKINSON Co., MI, 9,11 , 
19 
OODERHULT (H), 260,261 
DOVER, DE. 47 
DOWNERS GROVE, IL, 22 
DROTfNLNGHOLM (B), 
158 
DUBLIN, OH, 256 
DULUTH, MN. 5,16,19,25, 
120.151,162,12 
E 
EAGLE RIVER. WI, 8.21 
EARLSBORO, OK, 265 
EAST CORINTH, ME, 260 
EAST ELMHURST, NY, 210 
EDA (S), 211 
EDDY Co., ND, 229 
EDINA.MN, 1 
EDINBORO, PA 121 
EDINBURGH, SCOT, 151 
EDMONTON. CAN, 258 
EDSBERG (S), 98 
EDSLESKOG (P), 221 
EGERSUND, NOR, 16,17' 
EKEBERGA (G), 232,243, 
248 
EKEFLOD (H), 254 
EKEN AS (G). 239,248 
EKERYD (G), 109 
EKSJO (F), 121 ,151 ,168, 
174,220,255 
ELGIN, IL, 15 
ELKHORN, WI, 17 
ELK RIVER. MD, 80.86, 
187 
ELKTON, MD, 78,86,87 
H... YRIA, OH, 252 
EMMISLQV (L), 240 
ENASEN (R), 250,267 
ENGLAND, 63,111,114.116. 
117 .135 ,159,192 
ESCALON, CA, 261 
ESCANABA, Ml, 29 
ESCHWEILER, GER, 115 
ESKILSA TER (S), 98 
ESKILSTUNA (D), 172 
ESLQV (M), 167 
ESSUNGA (R), 115,116 
ESTONIA. 116 
EVANSTON. IL, 59,60,61 
EVERETT, WA, 12 
F 
F AGELAS (R), 113 
FAGEL1DFTA (L). 257 
FAGELVIK (S), 161 
F ARL•V (L). 234,245 
FAI.EKV ARNA (R). 209,250 
Index of Place Names 
FALKOPING (R) , 164,165, 
167,250,258,259,266 
FALUN (W), 99,162,167, 
264 
FARIBAULT Co., MN 9 
FEATHERSTONE, MN, 232, 
236,239,246,248 
FELLINGSBRO (T), 102 
FEREN HOOK, DE, 80,83, 
180, 182,183,184.193 
FLLIPST AD (S), 98.99 
FINE RIVER, CA, 206 
FINLAND, 12,13,98,99, 
l 12,116, 151,206,207, 
208,264 
FINNEYTOWN, OH, 63 
FINNFALLSH•JDEN (T). 17 
FINNHYTTAN, (T), 28 
FINSTR•M, FIN, 263 
FIVELSTAD (E), 112 
FJALKEST AD ( L), 228,24 
FJALKINGE (L), 227,229 
FLA. 11-IULT (F), 159 
FLETCHER, NC, 106 
FLISBY (F). 62,109.234 
FLOBY (R), 266 
FLORENCE.WI, 4,11 ,14,28 
FLORIDA, 223 
FOGDb (D), 100 
FORD Co .. IL. 11 
FORSSA (H), 261 
Ff. ALVSBORG, DE, 67 
Ff. ALTENA, DE 34,69 
Ff. AMSTEL, DE, 34 
Ff. BRAGG, CA, 205 
Ff. CASIMIR, DE, 34,48. 
182 
Ff. CHRISTINA, DE,34, 
35 ,36.40 ,47 .67 .68, 77. 
79,83.183.185, 189,192, 
195 
Fr. TRINITY, DE, 34,35. 
36,41,43.47,75 
FRANCE, 108,109 
FRENNARP (P), 236 
FRESNO Co .. CA, 14 
FRIGGESTORP (E), 222 
FRISTAD (P). 116 
FR•DERYD (F), 159 
FROGHUL T (E), 249 
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FRYKSANDE (S), 38 202,204 HALLOCK, MN, 229,231, 
FRYKSDAL (S), 81.83, GOTHENBURG, see GOTE- 240 
179,191 BORG HALMSTAD (N), 115,164, 
FUNAS (Z), 237 GOTHENBURG. NE, 152 224 
FURlNGSTAD (E), 114 GRANGSHYTI AN (T), 28 HAMBURG. GER, 99,100, 
GRANNA (F), 115,126, 115,136 
G 160,235 HAMILTON Co .. OH, 63,64 
GRANITE CITY. IL. 198 HAMMEL, DEN, 46 
GA.RDSBY (G), 237,247 GREEN COVE SPINGS, FL, HAMMAR (T). 98 
GARSTAD, see ROSEN-
104 HAMMARLAND, FIN, 264 
BERG 
GREEN BAY, WI, 14 HAMMARLOV (M), 258 
GA.SVIK (B), 218 GRIMSTORP (R), 107 HAMMA:RLUNDA (M), 240 
GARD (L), 234 GRIPSHOLM (D), 44 248 
GASTRIKLAND, 103 
GRODBY (L), 239,240, HAMMARO (S), 98 
GAYLE, 102,167 
241,249 HAMMARSTEN (S), 98 
GALESBURG, IL, 157,171, GRUMS (S), 98,99 HANDBORD (H), 254 
227 ,261,262 GRUNDY Co., TN. 65 HANNULA, FIN, 100 
GALLION, AL, 107 GRYT (D), 111 HANOVER, GER, 207 
GALVA, IL 90,171 
GRYTHA.1 (S), 211 HARTFORD, er, 156,164, 
GDANSK. POL, 209 
GRYTHYTIAN (T), 5.28 165 
GENEY A, IL, 232,236,248 GUDHEM (R), 116 HASSELA (X), 241 
GEORGIA, 213 GUDMUNDRA (Y), 101, HA. VSJON (T), 6,10,13.14. 
GERMANY, 100,113 ,114, 114 18 
160,209 
GUDMUNTORP (M), 213 HEALY, KS, 198 
GJSLAVED (F), 169 
GULLHOLMEN (0), 261 HEDE (Z), 237,246,247 
GLASGOW, SCOT, 120 GUNNARSKOG (S), 47,211 HELSINGBORG, 135 
GLASTONBURY, er, 158 HENDERSON GROVE, IL, 
GLOUCESTER Co. NJ. 44. H 261 
45 ,68,69, 73 ,80 , 180,195 
HENNEPIN Co., MN, 9 
GNESEN, see GNIEZNO HANGER (F), 141 HENRICO Co., VA, 109, 
GNIEZNO. POL, 110 HACKSTORP (G), 237 110,111,112,114 
GOKHEM (R), 266 HALLA (W), 163 HENRY Co .. IL, 90 
GOTEBORG, also GOTHEN- I-IAGERSTAD (E), 109 HERMANTOWN, MN, 19 
BURG. 28 .29 ,36,46,64, HALLEFORS (T), 4,5,13,14, 
HESSLE VALLEY. PA, 240, 
88 ,89 ,90 ,91,93,98 , l l 9. 17 ,18 
249 
125, 129 .132.134. 135 , HALLSTAD (P), 236,246 HIGHLAND, WI. 15 
137 , 138.139. 140,141 , HALSINGLAND, 175 HIGHLANDPARK. IL. II 
142,143 ,149,152.156, HALSINGTUNA (X), 102 HIITALA, FIN. 113 
159 , I 64,165,167.169 , HARLUNDA (G), 233 
HINNERSTORP (E). 109 
172,173,193,195,211. HASSLEBY (F), 162,240, HINDS Co., MS. 14 
250,251,262 249 I-UALLESKA TE (S), 97 
GO1EBORG and BOI-lUS Hii.SSLEHOLM (L), 159 HJALLO (R), 113 
Hin, 131 HASSLID (H), 254 HJALMSATER (R), 101 
GOGEBIC Co. , MI. 9 HAGEBYHOGA (E), 112 
HJO (R), 164,250 
GOODHUE Co., MN, IO. HAGERMAN LAKE, MI, 
HJULEBERG (N), 113 
17,225 ,226,229,232, 21.22 HJULSJO (T), 1,2,3,4,6, 
233 .234,236.239 .241 HALLA (L), 234 11 , 12.15.16.17,18,19, 
GOTLAND liin, 239 1-IALLAND. 227 28,29 
GOVECITY. KS, 199 HALLAND liin, 113,131 
HOGBY (E), 222 
GOVE Co., KS . 198,199, I-IALLINGEBERG (H), 141 
HOGSATER (P), 164 





HQNSATER (R), 111,116 
HOFFMAN EST AI'ES, IL. 24 
HOKITIKA, NZ, 210 
HOLLAND, 45,69,111,115 
HOLM (P),98 
HOPTRUP, DEN. 103 
HORNKULLEN (S), 124 
HOUSTON, TX 10 
HOVGREN (E), 107,108 
HOVMANTORP *(G)< 239 
HUDIKSV ALL (X). 163,266 
HUGGENAS (S), 98 
HULL, ENG, 141.221,251 
HULT (F), 126 
HULTSJO (F), 120 
HUMBOLDT, KS 64 
HUSBY-REKARNE (B), 
100.113 
HUSEBY (G). 104,110 
HYBERTSMYR (S), 124 
HYNDTJARN (Y), 222 
I 
IDAH0,227 
IDAHO SPRINGS, CO, 123 
IGNABERGA (L). 228,248 





IOWA Co., WI, 15 
IRELAND. 107 
IRON Co.,MI, 3,4,5.6.20. 
29 
IRON MOUNTAIN. MI. 11 , 
13, I 4, 17 ,28 
IRON RIVER, MI, 4.6,8,9, 
10 . 12, 13. 15,17 .18.20. 
21.22.27 ,28,29 
IRONWOOD, MI, 9 
ISANTI Co., MN, 216 
ISHPEMING. MI, 158 
IVANGOROD, RUS, 98 
IVETOFTA (L), 230,239, 
240,241 ,242,248,249 
IVO (L), 229 
Index of Place Names 
J 
JACKSON. MI, 8,9. 
JACKSON. MS, 14,23 
JADER (D), 97 
JALUNDA (D), 111 
JAMTLAND Ian, 131 
JALLUNTOFTA (F). 173 
JARFALLA (B). 62 
JARLE (T), 20 
JARNBOAS (T), 2,5 
JARPEN (Z), 29 
JARSNAS (F), 141 
J ARSTORP (F), 112 
JAKOBSTAD, FIN, 93 
JAMES CITY Co., VA 114 
JAMESTOWN, NY, 222. 
223,229,242,248 
JQNKQPING, 62,98,112, 
1 I 6. 160,164,168, I 74 
J0NK0PING liin, 131 
JQNSHYITAN (T), 1,5,11, 
13, 14, 15. 16, 17 .I 8. 19 
JOLIET, IL, 153,165 
JONSBERG (E). 107,108, 
109,110.115 
JONSERED (P). 236 
JUNSELE (Y), 258 
K 
KAFALLA(T),28 
KALLERED (0), 143 
KALLEVIK (F), 126 
KALLNA (L), 230.242 
KALLUNGA (P), 173 
KARDA (F), 235,245 ,246 
KALMAR (H). 104,110, 
166, 173,182 
KALMAR liin, 131,253 
KANDIYOHI Co., MN. 9, 
11,229 
KANE Co .. IL, 15 
KANSAS, 198.199,200, 
201,265 
KARABYMON (S). 124 
KARLGUSTAF (BD). 206 
KARLSBORG (R), 169 
KARLSKOGA (T), 2,230, 
242,243 
KARLSKRONA (K). 104, 
I 09, I 67 , l 69. 171,259 
KARLSTAD (S), 14,129. 
I 35. 136,138.161, 163 
KASTRUP, DEN, 213 
KA TRINEBERG (R), 250 
KA TSLQSA (M), 242 
KENILWORTH, ENG, 114, 
116 
KENNETT. PA, 70 
KEW ANEE,IL, 168 
KIABY (L), 227,240,247, 
248 
KILA (U), 17 
KINGSBURG, CA, 14 
KINGSESSING, PA, 81 
KINGSLAND, VA. 114.117 
KINGSTON, RI, 111 
KISA (E). 240,249 
KJULA (D), 249 
KLAGSTORP (M), 213 
KNAPEGARDEN (R). 108 
KNIST AD (R), 98 
KNOX Co .. IL, 261 
KNOXVILLE, IL. 227 
KNUTSTORP (F), 62 
KNUTSTORP (M), 213 
KQLABY (P), 107 
KbLINGARED (P), 115 
KbNIGSTEIN, GER, 99 
KCPINGE (N), 219 
KOLBERG, see KOLO-
BREZG 
KOLOBREZG, POL. 109 
KOPPARBERG liin, 2,103 
KOREA. 93 
KRAKSMALA (H), 261 
KRAPPERUP (M), 213 
KRISTDALA (H), 55.62, 
254 
KRISTIANSTAD (L), 160. 
163,169,174,258 
KRISTIANSTAD liin, 127 
KRISTINEHAMN (S), 98. 
141 
KROKST AD (S), 99 
KRONOBERG liin, 112,131 
KROPPA (S). 124 
KULLA (C). 97 
KULLAN (K), 119 
KUMLA (Tl, 122 
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KUNGALV (0), 164 LOVASEN (T), 13 ,17 MARIEFRED (D), 44 ,102, 
KUNGS-BARKARO (U),I IO LOVUDDEN (H), 55 156 
KUOPIO, FIN, 151 LOGAN Co .. KS, 198 MARIEHAMN, FIN, 264 
KYRKEFALLA (R), 99,250 LOMMARYD (F), 259 MARINE, MN, 249 
KYRKHULT (K), 119 LONDON, CAN, 267 MARINETTE, WI, 11 ,14 
KYRKHULT (P) , 173 LONDON, ENG, 44.48,112, MARION, IL, 59 
I 13 ,211 MARK BRANDENBURG, 
L LONG HOOK, DE, 81 GER, 41 
LONG ISLAND, NY, 170 MARQUETTE, KS, 265 
LANG (S), 98 
LOS ANGELES, CA, 104, MARQUETTE, MI, 8 
LANGA (Z), 237,247 
I 65,259 MARSEILLES, FRA, 210 
LANGAGARDEN (G), 237 LOUISIANA, 163 MAR.STRAND (0), 149, 
LANGHEM (P), 267 LOWELL. MA , 156.170 159,172 
LANNA 03), 97 
LOWER NORFOLK Co .. VA , MARYLAND, 43 ,50,79, 
LA CROSSE, WI. 235 
110, 111 80 ,87 .194 
LAHOLM (N). 219 LUCASPOINT. NJ ,181,182, MASSACHUSF ITS, 15,114 
LAKE Co. IL, 11,17 183 , I 84 , I 90.193, I 94 MAURITSBERG (E), 106 
LANDSBERGA (C), 175 LUDINGTON, MI 266 MCKEESPORT.PA, 141 
LANDSKRONA (M), 223 
LUDVIKA (W), 14 MC PHERSON, KS, 230. 
LA PORTE, IN, 63,64 
LU GNAS (R), I J,256 265 
LA SALLE, IL, 15 LULEA 03D), 8 MEDELPAD, 34,45 
LAS VEGAS, NV, 122 LUND (M), 166,167 ,168, MEDELPLANA (R), JOI , 
LAXARBY (P), 171 172,173,258 107,113 
LEI-lTIS, FIN, JOI 
LUNDBY (E), 107 MEEKER Co .. MN, 234 
LEKSAND (W), 101 ,102, 
LUNDBY (I'), 107 MELLBY (P), 166,220 
216 
LUNENBURG Co., VA, 107 MENDOCINO Co., CA, 
LERUM (P), I 13,236 LYME.CT, 108, 113 205 
LETSTIGEN (S), 36,42 LYNN. MA, 159 
MENDOTA , IL, 267 
LIAR.ED (P) 236,246 
LYONS, CO, 162 MENOMINEE Co. ,MI, 11 , 
LIDKOPING (R), 98 ,107 
29 
LIMHAMN (M), 149 M ME1ROPOLITAN, MI , 18, 
LIMMARED (R). 115 19 
LINDSBORG. KS, 165.198. MACOUPIN Co. , IL, 13 MICHIGAN, 2,3.6,20,57, 
200,201 ,228,230 MADISON. NJ , 144 
224 
LINDSTROM, MN 162 MADISON, WI, 259 
MIDDLESEX Co.,MA, 170 
LINKOPING (E), 110,150, MANGSHOLM (P), 107 
MILLESVIK (S), 97,100 
162.164 ,165 ,260 MALEXANDER (E), 222 
MILWAUKEE, WI. 15,24, 
LINNERYD (G), 239 MALMO (M), 120.135. 92,218 ,224 ,228 
LISSELASEN (T), 7 I 3 8. 13 9 .15 0 .160. I 6 7, 
MINNEAPOLIS, MN, 9.17 , 
LIVER.OD (0), 143 169 
59. I 35 , J 47 , 154 ,15 8, 
LIVERPOOL, ENG, 9,251 MALMOHUS liin, 131 ,231 164,173,217,230,233 , 
UUDER (G), 239 MALTORP (N). 113 261.263 
LJUNG (E). 127 MALUNG (W). 89 MINNESOTA. 2.125.217. 
UUNGARUM (F), 248 MAMARONECK. NY. 210 
225,227 .229 .235.238 
LJUNGJ3Y (G), 168 MANGSKOG (S), 181 
MJNar. ND. 9 
LJUSNARSBERG (T), 2.4, MAR.BACK (F). 259 MIRA LOMA. CA. 15 
5,6.12,15,18.28 MARCUS HOOK. PA, 36. MISTER.HULT (H), 254 
LOl3ER0D (M). 240 75,81,177 MJALLDRUNGA (P), 238, ' 
LONNEBERGA (H). 141. MARENGO Co., AL. 107 
247 
229.242 MARIANNELUND (F), 162 
MOI3ILE. AL. 65.106 
~. 
MARIEDAMM (T). 19 MONSTER.As (H), 169, 
298 
260,261 
MORLUNDA (H), 166.254 
MORRUM (K), 88 
MORSTORP (E), 127 
MOGATA (E), 110 
MOHEDA (G). 55,57,59,60 
MOLINE, IL 149,160,240, 
243.261.267 
MONTPELIER VT, 159 
MOORHEAD, MN, 19 
MORA (JI), 220 
MORLANDA (0). 261 
MORRISON Co., MN, 9 
MOT ALA (E), 164 
MOUNT AUBURN, NY, 165 
MOUNT OLIVE, IL, 13 
MOUNT PLEASANT, OH, 63 
MUNISING. MI, 8 
MURUM (P), 113.116 
MUSKEGON, MI, 257 
N 
NACKA, 150 
NANSJO (Y), 101 
NARKE. 110.112 
NAS (F), 62,63,64,65 
NASINGE (0). 159 
NARVA,EST, 111,113 
NASHVILLE, TN. 63.64,65 
NAUM (R). 115 
NA VARRO, CA. 206 
NEBRASKA. 240 
NENNESMO (F), 239 




NEW CASTLE, DE, 34,35, 
36,37,40 ,43,45,48,50 , 
68.69, 75. 179,186,193, 
195 
NEWFOUNDLAND, 250 
NEW JERSEY, 39,49 
NEW KENT Co .. VA. 112 
NEWLONOON, CT,108 ,113 
NEW LONDON. MN, 9 
NEW ORLEANS, LA. 106, 
107, l 08 .169, 17 4 
NEWPORT, DE, 41,87 
NEWPORT, WA, 7.8 
NEWRICHLAND,MN, 17 
NEW ROCKFORD. ND, 229 
NEW YORK, 107,209 
NEW YORK, NY, 5,28,52, 
55,64,70 ,90,91,93,106, 
l 19,120,122,136,141, . 




NEW ZEALAND, 210 
NOLGJ\RD (S), 98 
NOLGJ\RDEN, (R), 250 
NORA (T), 5,28,29 
NORA (U), 102 
NORDINGRA (Y). 222 
NORET (W), 220 
NORFOLK. VA, 88 ,107, 
122 
NORRA AMTERUD (S), 211 
NORRA EKEBERG (T), 14 
NORRA V ANGA (R), 108 
NORRBOTTEN liin, 131 
NORRKOPING (E). 14,107, 
108,113,115,135 ,136, 
160,164,165 
NORRTALJE (B), 97 
NORTHBROOK, IL, 23 
NORTH CAROLINA, 109 
NORTH DAKOTA, 235 
NORWA'r; 16,101,103,104, 
164,165,206.297 
NORWA'r; IL, 167 
NORWA'r; MI, 9 
NOTTEBACK (G) , 248 
NOTTOWAY Co., VA, 107 
NY ANG (G), 239 
NYBYGGET (G), 55 
MYDALA (F), 223 
NYKOPING (D), 112,115. 
162, 172 
NYKROPPA (S), 17 
NYMO (L), 227 ,231 ,238, 
241 
NYNGAN,AUSTRALIA, 154 
NYSlDTT. FIN. JOO 
0 
OAK HARBOR, WA, 263 
Index of Place Names 
OAKLAND, CA. 122,168, 
218 
OAKLAND, NE, 165 
OCKELBO (X), 224 
ODEBORG (P). 65 
OIJERVIK (S). 97 
OJABY (G), 237,238,247 
OKNA (D). 111 
OLAND (H), 182 
ONNESTAD (L), 227,228, 
229,234 
ONUM (R). 109 
OR (G). 60 
ORBY (P) , I 13 
OREBRO (T), 29,102,116, 
243 
OREBRO lan,1.2,131 
ORGRYTE (0), 141 
ORKENED (L), 229 
ORSHOLM (G), 60 
ORSUNDSBRO (C), 175 
OSARP (N), 219 
OSEL, EST, 99,115 
OSJOHOJDEN (T), 1,5,6,11 
OSKEVIK (T), 28 
OSTERGOTLAND, 109 
OSTERGOTLAND liin, 131 
OSTERPLANA (R), 112, 
113,116 
OSTERTALJE (B), 97,98 
OSTERUNDA (U), 89,90 
OSTHAMMAR (B), 167 
OSTRA HUSBY (E), 106 
OSTRA LJUNGBY (L), 243 
OVRARP (F), 249 
OHIO, 63,64 
OLMSTED Co., MN, 16, 
209 
OLOFSTORP (P), 116 
OMAHA, NE, 160,165,168, 
172,173.174.216 
OMBERG (E), 114 
OPPMANNA (L), 229,240 
OREGON,238 
OREILLE Co. , WA, 7 
ORION, IL, 171 
ORMEST A (T), 114 
ORMSBY Co., NV, 9 
OROVILLE, CA, 151 
ORTONVILLE, MN, 154 
OSLO. NOR, 206 
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OSAGE CITY, KS, 176 PRAST6N (T), 7 RIGA, LAT, 44 
OSAGE Co., KS, 176.198 PRASTTORP (G), 237 RILEY Co., KS, 198 
OTTAWA. KS. 223 PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND, RINGARUM (E).114 
OTIBRTAIL Co., MN. 265 CAN, 205 RINGKARLEBY (E), 115 , t 
OTIUMW A, IA, 220 PRINCE GEORGE Co. , VA, RINGSTA (X), 102 
110 RINKABY (L), 248 
p PRINCETON, ENG, 107 RIO VISTA, TX 264 
PRINCETON. IL. 59.231. RISEBERGA (L), 119 
PAARP (P), 113 267 RISING FAWN, GA, 63 
PABO (P), 116 PROVIDENCE, RI , 114, RISINGE (E), 14 
PAERDEN HOOK, DE, 40, 122. 150,152.156, 172, RIVER FALLS, WI, 229 
50, 74,82 174 RIVERSIDE, CA, 15 
PALISADE, CO, 222 PUERTO RICO, 36,46 RO (D), 100 
PANKETORPET (L), 127 PYHAJOKI, FIN, 207 ROCHESTER, MN, 16 
PARENZO, see POREC ROCKFORD, IL, 19,147, 
PARIS. FRA. 151 Q 150,153,154,155,156, 
PAU, FRA, 107 162,164 ,166,170,171 
PAXTON,IL. 11 ,166 QUEBEC, CAN. 136 ROCK ISLAND, IL. 57 ,94, \ 
PENNS NECK, NJ, 35,40, QUINSIGAMOND. MA. 95 ,96, 135. 160,173,225, I 
49 ,50, 70. 71 ,73 , 75 ,76. 153 , 162 261 \ 
77 ,81 ,82 .86, 177 ,178. ROCKINGHAM Co., VA, 85 
180,181,184,185,186, R ROCKWOOD, ONT. CAN. 
187 ,188,189,190,191. 12 
192.193,194, 195. 196 RABACK (R), 107,113 
R6KE (L), 127 
PENNSYLVANIA, 28.79, RADETORP (S). 18 
R6KELUND (L). 127 
80,177,181 RACINE, WI, 12,13 R6N6 (E), 108 
PEPIN Co., WI, 2 RACCOON, NJ , 87 ,181 , ROGALAND, NOR, 16 
PEREVOLOTJNA. RUS. 190 ROME, NY, 106 
108 RAMMEN (S).14 
ROMFARTUNA (U), 172 
PERSNAS (H). 158 RANNESLATI' (F), 255 
RONNEBY (K), 125 
PETERSBURG,VA, 106,107 RANNESL6V (N), 160 ROSENBERG (S), 98 
PETERSFORS (T). 12 RAMSELE (Y), 94,129 ROSENBERG (B), 97 ,98 
PHILADELPHIA. PA. 54,57. RAMSEY Co .. MN. 218 ROSLAGS-KULLA (B), 97 
60.65,75, 78 ,86,92 , 106, RANAKER (R), 113 
ROSSVIK (B), 100 
191,211 ,252 RANGELSTORP (R). 109 
ROTTNEROS (S), 98 
PHILIPPINES, 65 RAWLINS Co., KS, 198 ROXBURY. MA, 216 
PHOENIX, AZ. 121 RED OAK, IA, 120 RUDEB/EK, DEN, 103 
PILES GROVE, NJ, 48.190 RED WING, MN, 17 ,164, RUGBY. ENG, 106 
PINECITY, M,, 256 227 ,229 .230 ,231,232 , 
RUSSIA, 100,250,252 
PITTSBURG!-!< PA, 124 233 ,235,236 ,246 
RYDAHOLM (F), 232,244 
PLEASANT HILL, KY, 90 REDWOOD FALLS. MN, RYSSBY (G), 119,233,234, 
POREC,YUG, 108.109 126 239 ,244,248,256 : 
PORTLAND, ME, 218 REFTELE (F), 113.116, RYSTAD (E), 115 
PORTLAND. OR, 218 239 ,248 
PORTSMOUTH, RI. 114 RENOVO, PA , 222 s 
P01TAWATOMIE Co .. KS, REPUBLIC, MI, 8, 171 
198 REPUBLIC Co. , KS. 198 SABY (F), 62,238,247 
POUGHKEEPSIE, NY. 170 RHODE ISLAND, 117,172 SABY (P), 236 ' 
POWERS, MI, 29 RICHMOND. MA 107 SABY (S), 124 
POWHA'IANCo., VA. 107. RIDGW /l:f, PA , 141 SATER (W), 4,13,15 ,158 
108. 109 SAHAKITKO. MD. 35,43 , 
300 
79,80,87,193,194 
SALA (U), 169 
SALAHOLM (R), 107 
SALEBY (R), 100,109,113 
SALEM, MA, 114 
SALEM Co., NJ, 48,177, 
178,180,181,192,194 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT, 52, 
61 ,94,135 
SALUNGEN (S), 181 
SAN CLEMENTE, CA, 266 
SAN DIEGO, CA, 267 
SANDHEM (R), 111.113. 
116 




SAN JOSE DE METON, 
ARG, 151,163 
ST. CHARLES, IL, 235,236 
ST. FRANCIS, WI, 24 
ST. GEORGE, MD,39,47,70 
ST. JAMES, MN, 9 
ST. LOUIS, MO, 126 
ST. LOUIS Co. ,MN,16,19, 
29 
ST. LOUIS PARK, MN, 9 
ST. PAUL, MN, 13,21,23, 
164,218,219,233,239, 
256 
ST. PETER, MN, 119,225, 
232,233 
ST. PIERRE, FRA, 108 
ST. VINCENT, MN, 240 
SANT A CLARA, CA, 173 
SANT A MONICA, CA, 259 
SAl\'T A YNEZ, CA, 253 
SAULT STE. MARIE, MI, 9 
SAXHYIT AN (T), 28 
SAXON, WI, 27,29 
SCANDIA, KS, 198 
SEATTLE.WA, 7,8,12,21, 
23,261,263 
SEBASTPOL, CA 169 
SEGERST AD (R), 109 
SEGERST AD (S), 98 
SHOREWOOD, WI, 23 
SIENE (P), 107 
SILESIA, GER, 62 
SIOUXCITY, IA, 152,165 
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SJOHOLMEN (L), 127 




SK.AGGESTAD (E), 112 
SKAMNINGSFORS (R), 
109,111,113 
SKANNINGE (E), 168 
SK.ARV (R), 97 
SKAGEN, DEN, 65 
SKARA (R), 165 
SKARABORG liin, 108, 
112,131 
SKARHUL T (M), 257 
SKATELOV (G), 110,125, 
233,244 
SKEPPLANDA (P), 159 
SKOLLERST A (T), 264 
SKOL VENE (P). 125 
SKOVDE (R), 100,168,209 
SKOG (Y), 170 
SKOGALUND (T), 29 
SKOGSBY (H)<,153 
SKROPSJOFALLET (T), 28 
SKUGGEBO (F). 223 
SLOBYN (S), 181 





SMA.LAND (T), 1,6,7,10, 
11, 12 
SMEDSTORP (L), 263 
SNOHOMISH Co., WA, 12 
SODERBARKE (W), 218 
SODERMANLAND fan, 131 
SODERTAUE (B), 160,161 
SODRA RORUM (M), 235, 
246 
SODRA SANDSJO (G), 237, 
239,247 
SODRA YING (P), 236,246 
SOLBERGA (F), 158 
SOLLERON (W), 216,218 
SOLNA (B), 218 
SOMERVILLE, MA, 92 




SPANHULT (G), 232 
SPARRESATER ((R), 108 
SPOKANE, WA, 8,169,234, 
265 
SPREAD EAGLE, WI, 59 
SPRING CREEK, MN, 234, 
236 
SPRINGFIELD, IL, 59 
SfABY (H), 253,254,_255 
SfAFFANSTORP (M), 213 
STAMBAUGH, MI, 1,2,3,4, 
5,6,8,9,10, 11, 12, 14,15 , 
16, 17 ,18, 19,23 ,24,27, 
28,29 
STANTON, IA, 120 
STENBROHULT (G), 166 
STEPHENSON, MI, 11 
STILLWATER, MN, 238 











STOCKHOLM, WI, 2 
STODE (Y), 28 
STOJBYOG), 237 
STOLA (R), 113,116 
STORA A.BY (E), 62,222 
STORA BJURUM (R), 109 
STORA DALA (R), 115 
STORA GALLARP (E), 242 
STORA KOPPARBERG (W), 
163 
STORA KUMLAN (T), 6 
STORA MELLOSA (T), 2 
STORA RA.BY (M), 170 
STORA SEGERSTAD (F), 
113 
STORA TUNA (W), 101, 
112,114 
STORSJO (Z). 237,246, 
247 
STRANGNAS (D), 35 
STRANDA (H), 254 
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STREK.BRED (0), 143 TRONDHJEM, NOR, 136 VARMLAND, 50,99,131 
STR6 (R),100,113,116 TRYDE (L), 257 VARN AMO (F), 245 
STR6VELSTORP (L), 169 TUBBAMALA (G), 232,233 V ARO (N), 228,234,235, 
SUDERHEIM, NOR, 104 TUCUMAN, ARG, 168 241 
SUGAR GROVE, PA, 240, TULLSTORP (M), 213 VASTERAS (U), 99,101, 
249 TUNA (H), 236,246 102,103,110,112,113, 
SUND (E), 121,126 TUNA(Y), 170 114,115,162,164 
SUNDSVALL (Y), 45,46,\ TUNALAN (H), 254 V ASTERGOTLAND, 99, 
250,266 TUSTIN, MI, 221 101,102,114,209,213 
SUNNE (S), 97 ,98 TUVESTORP (L), 127 V ASTERLOSA (E), 127 
SUNTETORP (R), 98 TYING (K), 263 VASTERVIK (H), 206 
SUNV ARA (N), 235 VASTMANLAND, 2,100, 
SVINHUL T (E), 121 u 175 
SWEDE GROVE, MN, 245 V ASTRA N6BBEL6V (M), 
SYCAMORE, IL, 248 
UDDEVALLA (0), 7,164, 
161 
221 V ASTRA NY (E), 110,112, 
T UHRLAND, NOR, 231,243 114 
ULEABORG, FIN, 206 V ASTRA PERSTORP (T), 28 
TANNAS (Z), 237,247 ULLERUD (S), 12 
VASTRA RYD (E), 121, 
ll\NNAKER (G), 120 ULLSTORP (L), 234 
142,229,242 
ll\PPEN (T), 7, 10 UMEA (AC), 101.115.169, 
V ASTRA STUVKARN (T), 
TECKOMATORP (M), 213 221,258 7,8.9 
TEMPLETON. CA, 169 UPLAND, PA. 34,35,45, 
V ASTRA TORSAS G), 234, 
TENNESSE, 64,65 67,72,75.76,77 
245 
TEXAS, 152 UPPLAND, 175,180 
V ASTRUM H), 141 
11IOMPSON CT, 144 UPPLANDA (F), 255 VAXJ6 (G), 112,129,132, 
TIMMELE (P), 236,246 UPPSALA (C), 62,64,66, 134,1315,136,138,1 59. 
TINICUM. DE, 34,35.50.76 89,160,163,165.171, 169,253 
TITUSVILLE, NJ, 46 264,266 
VALPARAISO, IN, 55 
TORNEVALLA (E)<l 12 UPPSALA liin , 131 
VANNEBERGA (L), 231, 
TOKARP (P), 238,247 UPSALA, MN, 9 243 
TOLEDO, OH. 60 URSVIKEN (AC), 59 VARBERG (N), 11,99,100, 
TOLLERED (0), 143 URBANA, IL, 56 107,109,159,166,167, 
1DLVSTORP (G), 239 UY ANMYRA (W), 218 
169 
TOMMARP (M), 257 VARGTORP (T), 264 
TORP (P), 238 V 
VASA, MN, 225 ,226,227, '1 
TORP (Y), 45 228,229,230,231,233, 
I 
TORPA (P)<,125 V ANGA (L), 229,230,242 
234,235,236,237,238 , 
TORSET (G), 263 VANGA (E). 110,112.114 
239,240,241,242,243, 
TORSLUNDA (H), 153 
V ARDINGE (B), 111,113 
244,245,246,247,248, 
TOWER, MN. 29 249 
TRACY CITY, TN, 65 
VAXTORP(N), 113 VEDUM (R), 113 
TRADE LAKE, WI, 2 
VAD (W), 218 . VEJLE (L), 227 
TRANAS (F), 216 
VADS0, NOR, 207 VERADALE, WA 265 
TRANTORP (P)<, 113 
VADSTENA (E), 59,109. VERDRIETIGE HOOK, 
TREGO Co., KS, 198 
110,169,170 MD, 40,74,75,82,85, 
1RAVATTNA (R). 107 
V ACKELSANG (G), 109 86,177, 178 , 179 ,l 80, 
V ADDO (B), 218 
TROLLE-LJUNGl3Y (L), VADERSTAD (E), 222 
181,187,195 
227,228,229,231,233 , V ANERSl30RG (P), 166, 
VERMONT, 160 '\ 
241.242,243 VERNIA, VA. 111 
TROLLHATTAN (P). 164 
168,174 VESSIGE (N), 141 
' 
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VESSIGE (N), 141 
VETLANDA (F), 139,220, 
255 
VICKSBURG, MS, 174 
VIKA (W), 102 
VILAS Co., WI, 8 
VINSLOV (L), 238,240, 
247 
VIRGINIA, 44 
VIREDA (F), 126 
VIRSERUM (H), 253,254 
VILLNA.S, FIN, 100 
VIMMERBY (H), 168,174 
VIRGINIA, 50,114,117 
VISBY (I), 63 
VISLANDA (G),173,232, 
233.234,244,245 
VISNUM (S), 36,42,124 
VIITARYD (G), 120 
VOXTORP (F), 248 
VRAMSGUNNARSTORP 
(L), 213 
VRET A KLOSTER (E), 115 
w 
WADENA Co, MN, 125 
WAHOO, NE, 165 
WAKEENEY, KS, 198 
WALES, ENG, 117 
WALNUT CREEK, CA, 22 
WALLACE Co. , KS, 198 
WALWORTH Co .. WI, 17 
WARD Co., ND, 9 
WARWICK, RI , 111,114 




WASHINGTON, DC, 34,59, 
61 ,106,163 , 167 , l 74 
WASHTENAW Co.,MI, 10 
WtXIDNWAN Co., MN, 9 
WAUKESHA, WI, 9,15 
WAYNE Co., MI, 10,11,29 
WELCH, MN, 230,233 
WELLINGTON Co., 
ONT,CAN, 12 
WEST INDIES, 156 
WEST SUPERIOR. WI, 
153,1 65 
WESTPHALIA, GER, 102 
WHITBY, VA, 110,111 
WICACO, PA, 35,38,42, 
47,50 
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WILD HOOK, DE, 50,73 
WILKES Co., GA, 85 
WILLIAMS BAY, WI, 24 
WILLMAR, MN, 11,12 
WILMINGTON, DE, 35, 
193,264 
WILMINGTON, NC, 163 
WINNETKA, IL, 55 
WINONA, MN, 15 
WINTER PARK, FL, 104 
WINTHROP, MN , 141 
WISCONSIN, 6,20, 
167,223 




WROCI.A W, POL, 62,209 
WORTEMBURG, GER, 210 
y 
YSTAD (M), 161 
z 
ZINKGRUV AN (T), 19 
ZION, IL, 17 
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Carolina, 158 
Clzaritas, 35, 182 




























"Established to record the achievements of the Swedish pioneers" 
Membership brings you: 
• A one-year subscription to The Swedish-American Historical 
Quarterly. 
• Book discounts and (for Sustaining, Donor, Benefactor, and Life 
members) a book dividend. 
• Meeting notices, periodic newsletters, and Sweden & America. 
• A program of flights to Sweden. 
• A program of bus tours . 
• Support for research and publication on the history of Swedish 
emigration and Swedes in America. 
New membership application 
SWEDISH-AMERICAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
5125 North Spaulding Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60625 
Enclosed is $ ____ for my membership. 
D Regular ($25) • Donor ($100-249) 
D Sustaining ($50) • Benefactor ($250 or more) 
D Student ($10) D Life ($500) 
Name _______ _________ _ 
Address _______________ _ 
City _______ State ____ Zip ___ _ 
School and year if student __________ _ 
(Dues payable in Sweden to Postgiro 50 36 79-3 at the 
prevailing rate of exchange.) 
' ' 
He abolished 
Man 's vested freedom 
to seek vengeance 
for blood shed in feud 
and secured by law 
the sanctity 
of the home, 
the church 
and the lawco11rfs. 
He ordained for women 
their rights 
to security 
and to heritage. 
He fortified 




Regen t of Sweden 1250- 1266. 
Hotel Birger Jarl 
Stockholm 
Make Our Hotel Your 
Headquarters 
While Searching Your 
Roots in Sweden. 
252 rooms with bath/shower, TV and radio. 
Conference rooms for groups from 10 to 175 persons. 
Private banquet facilities for 225 guests. 
Cafeteria - garage. 
Centrally located - T ulegatan 8 at Jarlaplan. 
Address: Box 19016, S-10432 Stockholm, Sweden. 
Telephone + 46 8 151020. 






Scandinavia is our home. We offer more flights to 
Scandinavia year-round than any other airline. 
We fly non stop from New York, Chicago, Los Angeles 
and Seattle with convenient connections to cities 
throughout Scandinavia. 
Ask your travel agent about SAS' vacation packages, 
frequent schedules and low air fares or call SAS, 
toll free 1-800-221-2350. 
$AJ: 
SCANDINAVIAN AIRLINES 
